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Abstract
Synthesis of operational behaviour models from scenario-based specifications has been exten-
sively studied. Focus has been mainly on either existential or universal interpretations. Existing
model synthesis techniques use traditional two-valued behaviour models such as Labeled Tran-
sition Systems (LTS). We propose a scenario-based language that supports both existential
and universal interpretations for conditional scenarios. We show that LTS are not sufficiently
expressive to accommodate such languages and shift the target of synthesis to Modal Transition
Systems (MTS), an extension of LTS that can distinguish between required, unknown and pro-
scribed behaviour to capture the semantics of existential and universal scenarios. MTSs support
elaboration of behaviour models through refinement, which complements an incremental elic-
itation process suitable for specifying behaviour with scenario-based notations. The synthesis
algorithm that we define constructs an MTS that uses refinement to characterise all the LTS
models that satisfy a mixed, conditional existential and universal scenario-based specification.
In order to capture all permissible implementations, model MTSs of component based systems
are given at the system level. However, iterative refinement by engineers is often more conve-
nient at the component level. We address the problem of decomposing partial behaviour models
from a single monolithic model to a component model. We prove that a sound and complete
distribution can be built when the MTS to be distributed is deterministic, transition modalities
are consistent and the LTS determined by its possible transitions is distributable. We show how
this combination of scenario language, synthesis, MTSs, and distribution supports behaviour
model elaboration.
i
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
Operational behavioural models such as Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs) [MK99, Kel76] are
convenient formalisms for modelling and reasoning about system behaviour at the architectural
level. These models provide a basis for a wide range of automated (and semi-automatic) analysis
techniques, such as model-checking, simulation and animation. Complex systems are made of
smaller components working together. Models are an abstraction of the system focusing on
specific aspects that ignores implementation details so building these models is cheaper than
building the whole system. They also bridge the gap between specification and implementation
and analysing these models increase the confidence on the adequacy of the final implementation.
Adoption of these models by practitioners has been slow. Two of the main reasons are the
complexity of building a model in the first place and the need to have a comprehensive behaviour
model before being able to analyse it.
Current software development best practice includes iterative component-based development,
use cases, and scenario-based specifications. These tasks are often carried out in the presence
of partial information about the system behaviour. However traditional modeling techniques
assume complete description of the system behaviour.
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In the first part of this thesis we define a framework that provides a scenario-based specification
together with synthesis algorithms that allow moving from an incomplete specification of the
system to a partial behaviour model of that system. In the second part we present a study and
solution to the problem of decomposing a partial model into partial components. Decomposition
enables engineers to move from iterative refinement of a system model to component-wise
iterative refinement of the components.
1.2 Scenario-based Specifications and Synthesis
Scenario-based specifications such as Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [ITU00] describe how
system components, the environment and users interact in order to provide system level func-
tionality. Their simplicity and intuitive graphical representation facilitate stakeholder involve-
ment making them popular for requirements elicitation. Model synthesis from scenario-based
specifications facilitates early analysis, validation, and incremental elaboration of behaviour
models.
A range of scenario description languages and associated behaviour model synthesis algorithms
have been developed (e.g., [Kru00, SC06, DH99]). Although they differ in many aspects, a
noteworthy semantic distinction is whether scenarios are interpreted as existential or universal
statements. An existential scenario provides an example of system behaviour, one that the
system-to-be is required to provide. A universal scenario provides a rule that all system be-
haviour is expected to satisfy. Although each approach is typically geared to one interpretation
or the other, some languages, notably Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) [HM03], provide syntactic
and semantic support for both interpretations. The motivation is that during the requirements
process, there is a progressive shift from existential statements, in the form of examples and use-
cases, to universal statements in the form of declarative properties. A scenario-based language
that supports both interpretations is better equipped to support this shift.
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1.2.1 Existential Triggered Scenarios
Despite the variety of existing approaches, no language and associated synthesis algorithm is
suitable for describing conditional existential scenarios. Consider the statement “if the user
inserts a valid card into the ATM, and then enters the correct password, she/he shall be able
to request cash and have it dispensed by the ATM”. This statement is existential in that it
provides an example of system execution after the trigger. It is also conditional in the sense that
requesting and obtaining cash is expected to be possible if the user has inserted a valid card and
input the correct password. The statement can be described using the Existential Triggered
Scenario in Figure 1.1 (formally introduced in Chapter 3). The top part of the scenarios is the
trigger and the bottom is the mainchart. We can think of the system behaviour as sequences
of actions. Intuitively, the semantics of Existential Triggered Scenarios is: if a sequence of
actions by the system is as described by the trigger then the sequences of actions described
by the mainchart are possible continuations of the system. Consider a system where after the
user has been successfully authenticated (trigger), besides the fact that he/she is allowed to
withdraw money as described by the mainchart, he/she can instead do other operations like
deposit money or require a printed balance. Such system satisfies the scenario in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: An Existential Triggered Scenario
A number of approaches [HM03, Kru00, SC06] provide syntactic constructs for describing con-
ditional or causal relations between sequences of actions. However, these take a universal
interpretation. For instance, universal LSCs (uLSCs) which describe conditional behaviour by
means of a prechart and a main chart are interpreted as follows: once the prechart occurs, the
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main chart must occur. This is an appropriate semantics to describe statements such as “when
the user has entered an incorrect password three times in a row, the ATM must retain the
user’s card”.
Conditional scenarios with existential semantics provide a good fit with use case based ap-
proaches. Use cases are typically interpreted existentially and are annotated with preconditions.
For instance, use cases for withdrawing cash, changing PIN and requiring a printed balance of
accounts may all have the same precondition. These use cases are not mutually exclusive, as
would be required by universal interpretation, and it is expected that the system shall provide
at least these functionalities when the precondition holds. For instance consider a uLSC with
the same prechart and mainchart as the trigger and mainchart of the existential scenario in
Figure 1.1. A system where a user can do operations not described by the mainchart right after
authentication, like deposit money or change PIN, will not satisfy the universal scenario.
In addition, this semantics fits well with scenario-based elicitation methods (e.g. [ZMT05]) that
adopt what-if questions in the form of sequences of interactions that elicit system responses.
Each response can be codified with a conditional existential scenario, as opposed to a conditional
universal scenario, as it is often unknown if the system response is mandatory or simply one of
the many possible system responses.
1.2.2 The Synthesis Problem
A current limitation of approaches that synthesise operational models from scenario-based
specifications is that the synthesised operational models, such as LTSs, are typically assumed
to be complete descriptions of the system behaviour; that is, that they classify every behaviour
as either being required or prohibited in the system-to-be. The required behaviour is described
by the transitions that appear in the operational model. The proscribed behaviour is defined
as anything that is not described by the model’s transitions. This completeness assumption is
problematic if these behaviour models are to be built from scenario based-specifications which
are inherently partial.
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One partial solution to the completeness problem is to reinterpret the two sets of behaviours
that a behaviours model describes. Rather than interpreting the behaviour that cannot be
reproduced by the transitions of a model as proscribed behaviour, it can be interpreted as
being “yet to be determined”. This interpretation works for scenario-based specifications that
have an existential semantics (e.g., MSCs) as these specifications provide examples of what
the system must do, but do not say anything about what it must not do. Consequently, a
behaviour model synthesized from scenarios provides a lower bound from which to identify
the behaviours that the system will provide but that have not been explicitly captured by the
scenarios. As these new behaviours are identified, they are added to the scenario specification
which is then used to synthesize a new behaviour model that includes these new behaviours.
This elaboration process can be formalised at the behaviour model level with some notion
of refinements such as trace inclusion or simulation [Mil89]. Another partial solution to the
completeness problem is to consider the behaviour explicitly described by the transitions of a
behaviour model as unclassified and to assume the rest of the behaviour as proscribed. This is
the interpretation taken for scenario-based specifications that have a universal semantics such
as Constant LSC [HM03], as with approaches that do synthesis from declarative specifications
such as goal models [LKMU08]. The specification prunes the acceptable space of behaviours
as more universal properties are added to the specification. The fact that a behaviour satisfies
a universal statement does not mean that the system is required to provide that trace; the
trace could be violating another property, possibly one yet to be elicited. Consequently, a
behaviour model synthesized from properties should characterize all possible behaviours that
do not violate the properties. Such a model provides an upper bound on all the behaviours
that the system will actually provide, once implemented. Validation of behaviour models
synthesized from properties can prompt the elicitation of more properties, which in turn will
further approximate from above the intended behaviour of the system-to-be. In other words,
as new properties are elicited, the resulting synthesized model will be able to do less (notion
that can be formally captured using a traditional notion of refinement such as simulation),
describing behaviour that is closer to that of the system-to-be.
The problem is that if behaviour models are to be synthesised from rich scenario based lan-
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guages that combine existential and universal scenarios, as first envisioned in [HM03], the target
synthesis formalism cannot be in the form of traditional behaviour models such as LTS. These
are not capable of capturing simultaneously both the upper and lower bounds that universal
and existential statements provide.
1.2.3 MTS Models as Synthesis Target
Partial behaviour models, such as Modal Transition Systems (MTS) [LT88], distinguish between
three kinds of behaviour, required, proscribed and unknown. MTS can therefore describe both
an upper and a lower bound to the intended system behaviour, allowing both bounds to be
refined simultaneously. MTS are equipped with two kinds of transitions: required transitions
and possible transitions. The former provide a lower bound to system behaviour, while the
latter provide the upper bound.
The semantics of a partial behaviour model can be thought of as a set of traditional behaviour
models. For instance, MTS semantics can be given in terms of sets of LTSs that provide all
of the behaviour required by the MTS, do not provide any of the behaviour proscribed by the
MTS, and make arbitrary decisions on the MTS’s unknown behaviour. Intuitively, as more
information becomes available, unknown or unclassified behaviour is transformed into either
required or proscribed behaviour. The notion of refinement [LSW96] between MTSs captures
this intuition formally and provides an elegant way of describing the process of behaviour
model elaboration as one in which behaviour information is acquired and introduced into the
behaviour model incrementally, gradually refining an MTS until it characterises a single LTS.
MTSs have been studied extensively, and a number of theoretical results and practical al-
gorithms to support reasoning and elaboration of partial behaviour models expressed in this
formalism have been published [HJS01, LT88, LSW96, LSW95, FU08, UBC09]. In particular,
it has been shown that MTSs (e.g., [UBC09]) can support behaviour model elaboration when
used as the target of synthesis approaches because the result of the synthesis is a model that
characterises all LTSs that satisfy the source specification.
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Capturing all behaviour models that comply with a scenario description in an operational
representation has a number of advantages: i) the bias of arbitrarily selecting one of the many
behaviour models that satisfy the scenario description is avoided; ii) the partial behaviour
model can be used for analysing and exploring alternative implementations for the scenarios;
iii) the partial behaviour model can be iteratively refined as new behaviour information is
elicited.
Furthermore, rather than simply extending existing scenario synthesis techniques which rely
on assuming existential or universal semantics (as done in [UBC07]), synthesising MTS models
offers the opportunity of utilising more expressive scenario-based features, such as the use of
mixed existential/universal modalities, which most approaches had been ignoring in the context
of behaviour model synthesis.
1.3 Distribution of Partial Behaviour Models
Up to now, an area that had been neglected is that of partial model decomposition or distri-
bution. Distributed implementability and synthesis has been studied for LTS [Mor98, CMT99,
Ste06, HS05] for different equivalences like isomorphism, language equivalence and bisimula-
tion. On the other hand, work on MTSs has mostly assumed a monolithic system model which
is iteratively refined until an implementation in the form of a LTS is reached.
Problems related to MTS distribution were studied by some authors [KBEM09, QG08, BKLS09]
and we compare their work to ours in Section 7. However the general problem of how to
move from an MTS that plays the role of a monolithic partial behaviour model to component-
wise partial behaviour model (set of MTSs) has not been studied. We study the distribution
problem abstractly from the specification languages used to describe the MTS to be distributed.
Those languages may allow a description of behaviour that is not distributable [UKM04] or a
distribution is not trivial. Furthermore we study the problem of finding all possible distributed
implementations. Appropriate solutions to this problem would enable engineers to move from
iterative refinement of a monolithic model to component-wise iterative refinement.
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More specifically, we are interested in the following problem: given an MTS M and component
interfaces (the set of actions each component can control/monitor), can MTSs M1 , . . ., Mn
matching the component interfaces be produced such that independent refinement of each Mi
will lead to a component LTS Ii such that composing the Iis result in a system LTS that is a
refinement of M?
1.4 Contributions
In this thesis we define a scenario-specification language, Triggered Scenarios, which includes
support for describing both conditional existential and conditional universal scenarios. In this
language, scenarios are described with a trigger and a main chart in the style of Live Sequence
Charts (LSCs). However, as opposed to LSCs, Triggered Scenarios can be interpreted existen-
tially using an existential triggered scenario (eTS): when the trigger has occurred, the system
should be able to perform the main chart. We distinguish them from the existential and uni-
versal (and which are catered for in this approach too) scenarios provided in LSC which do
not adequately support description of conditional existential behaviour. These triggered sce-
narios also support state-based conditions for triggers that greatly simplify the specification of
triggering conditions.
In addition, we define behaviour model synthesis algorithms for both existentially and univer-
sally triggered scenarios. The algorithms constructs a monolithic MTS that characterises, via
refinement, all model LTSs that conform to the triggered scenario.
We study the MTS distribution problem: given an MTS M and component interfaces (the
set of actions each component can control/monitor), can MTSs M1, . . . , Mn matching the
component interfaces be produced such that independent refinement of each Mi will lead to a
component LTS Ii such that composing the Iis result in a system LTS that is a refinement of
M?
We present various results to answer the above question. The main result is an algorithm
that, under well-defined conditions, produces component MTSs of a monolithic partial system
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behaviour model without loss of information. That is, the independent refinement of the com-
ponent MTSs to LTSs and their parallel composition results in exactly the set of distributable
implementations of the monolithic MTS.
As a corollary we show that it is not possible to capture all the component LTSs that satisfy a
specification by synthesising a single set of component MTSs from a triggered scenario. Thus
the need to synthesise a monolithic system MTS and elicit it until it can be decomposed, if loss
of implementations needs to be avoided.
Finally we show how iterative and incremental behaviour model elaboration can be supported by
this framework. Existential and universal forms of triggered scenarios aim to better support the
vision of a uniform framework to move from examples to comprehensive descriptions throughout
the requirements process. We propose the use of triggered scenarios and MTS synthesis in con-
junction with other existing MTS synthesis and analysis techniques such as merging [FDB+12],
refinement [LT88], synthesis from temporal logic [UBC09], model checking [BG00], inspection
and animation [FDSU]. The model elaboration and analysis cycle continues until the condi-
tions needed to distribute the model are satisfied. Once these conditions hold, the MTS can be
distributed into MTS components with the certainty that the global specification is satisfied
by the composition of any possible implementation of such MTS components. Iterative and
incremental behaviour model elaboration can then be performed on each of the MTS compo-
nents. The synthesis and distribution algorithms were added to the Modal Transition System
Analyser MTSA [FDSU]. MTSA is used to evaluate the proposed framework on the Phillips
case study conducted by Uchitel et al. [UCKM04].
1.5 Publications
The work on Triggered Scenarios was first published in the paper introducing Existential Trig-
gered Scenarios and its synthesis algorithm [SUB08]. The idea behind that paper was expanded
in another publication that included Universal Triggered Scenarios, its synthesis algorithm, and
the possibility of defining state-based conditions on both Triggered Scenarios [SBUK13]. The
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study on distribution of MTS and its results were presented in [SUBK12].
Chapter 2
Background Theory and Related Work
2.1 Transition Systems
We start with the familiar concept of Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs) which are widely used
for modelling and analysing the behaviour of concurrent and distributed systems [MK99, Kel76].
An LTS is a state transition system where transitions are labelled with actions. The set of
actions of an LTS is called its alphabet and constitutes the interactions that the modelled
system can have with its environment. In addition, LTSs can have transitions labelled with τ ,
representing actions that are not observable by the environment. An example LTS is shown in
Figure 2.1(a). When we use numbers on states we use the convention that the initial state is
labelled as 0. Otherwise, the numbers on states are for reference only and have no semantics.
If the LTS has no numbers the initial state is indicated by an incoming arrow that has no
origin state. A transition labelled with several actions is shorthand for several transitions, each
labelled by one of the actions.
Definition 2.1. (Labelled Transition System) Let States be a universal set of states, and Act
be the universal set of observable action labels and Actτ = Act ∪ {τ}. An LTS is a tuple
I = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆〉, where S ⊆ States is a finite set of states, Σ ⊆ Actτ is the set of labels,
∆ ⊆ (S × Σ× S) is a transition relation, and s0 ∈ S is the initial state. We use αI = Σ \ {τ}
to denote the alphabet of I. We use LT S to denote the set of all LTSs.
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a
b, c
a
(a) Labelled Transition System
a
b?, c a?
(b) Modal Transition System
Figure 2.1: Example transition systems
Two transition systems are bisimilar [Mil89] if they are indistinguishable from the other by an
observer. Intuitively, they can simulate each other’s moves.
Definition 2.2. (Bisimilarity) [Mil89] Let LTSs I and J be such that αI = αJ . I and J are
bisimilar, written I ∼ J , if (I, J) is contained in some bisimilarity relation B, for which the
following holds for all ℓ ∈ Act and for all (I ′, J ′) ∈ B:
1. ∀ℓ · ∀I ′′ · (I ′
ℓ
−→ I ′′ =⇒ ∃J ′′ · J ′
ℓ
−→ J ′′ ∧ (I ′′, J ′′) ∈ B).
2. ∀ℓ · ∀J ′′ · (J ′
ℓ
−→ J ′′ =⇒ ∃I ′′ · I ′
ℓ
−→ I ′′ ∧ (I ′′, J ′′) ∈ B).
Modal Transition Systems (MTSs) [LT88], allow for explicit modelling of what is not known,
extending LTSs with an additional set of transitions that model interactions with the environ-
ment that the system cannot be guaranteed to provide, and equally cannot be guaranteed to
prohibit.
Definition 2.3. (Modal Transition System) An MTS M is a tuple 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r,∆p〉, where
∆r ⊆ ∆p, 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r〉 and 〈S, s0,Σ,∆p〉 are LTSs representing required behaviour of the
system and possible (but not necessarily required) behaviour respectively. We use αM = Σ\{τ}
to denote the alphabet of M .
Every LTS 〈S, s0,Σ,∆〉 can be embedded into an MTS 〈S, s0,Σ,∆,∆〉. Hence we sometimes
refer to MTSs in which the set of possible transitions and the set of required transitions are
identical as LTSs. We refer to transitions in ∆p \∆r as maybe transitions, depict them with a
question mark following the label and adopt the same conventions as for LTS regarding state
numbers and initial state. An example MTS is shown in Figure 2.1(b).
It is sometimes useful to hide selected transitions from a model to reduce visible complexity.
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Definition 2.4. (Hiding) Let M = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r,∆p〉 be an MTS and X ⊆ Act be a set of
observable actions. M with the actions of X hidden, denoted M\X, is an MTS 〈S, s0,Σ\X ∪
{ τ },∆r′,∆p′〉, where ∆γ ′ with γ ∈ {r, p} is the result of replacing all (s, ℓ, s′) in ∆γ, where
ℓ ∈ X, with (s, τ, s′). We use M@X to denote M\(Act\X).
Given an MTS M = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r,∆p〉 we say M becomes M ′ via a required transition labelled
by ℓ, denoted M
ℓ
−→r M
′, if M ′ = 〈S, s′,Σ,∆r,∆p〉 and (s0, ℓ, s′) ∈ ∆r, and that M becomes
M ′ via a possible transition labelled by ℓ, denoted M
ℓ
−→p M
′, if (s0, ℓ, s′) ∈ ∆p. Similarly, for
γ ∈ { r, p } we write M
ℓˆ
−→γ M
′ to denote that either M
ℓ
−→γ M
′ or that ℓ = τ and M = M ′.
We use M
ℓ
=⇒γ M
′ to denote M(
τ
−→γ)
∗ ℓ−→γ (
τ
−→γ)
∗M ′. If (s0, ℓ, s′) is a maybe transition,
i.e. (s0, ℓ, s′) ∈ ∆p \∆r, we write M
ℓ
−→m M
′.
Let w = w1 . . . wk be a word over Actτ (i.e. w ∈ Act
∗
τ ). Then M
w
−→γ M
′ means that there
exist M0, . . . ,Mk such that M = M0, M
′ = Mk, and Mi
wi+1
−→γ Mi+1 for 0 ≤ i < k. For a finite
w we write M
w
−→γ to mean ∃M
′ ·M
w
−→γ M
′. If w = w1 . . . wk . . . is an infinite word over
Actτ then M
w
−→γ means there exist M0, . . . ,Mk, . . . such that M = M0 and Mi
wi+1
−→γ Mi+1 for
every i ∈ IN. We extend =⇒γ to words in the same way as we do for −→γ. We say that w can
be replayed over M or that w is a (finite or infinite depending on w) trace of M if M
w
−→p.
Let s ∈ S then we note Ms the MTS obtained by setting the initial state of M to s. Formally,
if M = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r,∆p〉 then Ms = 〈S, s,Σ,∆
r,∆p〉. For the sake of simplicity sometimes we
use the arrow notation (=⇒γ and −→γ) on states instead of MTSs: let s, q ∈ S, for every word
w, Ms
w
−→γ Mq (respectively Ms
w
=⇒γ Mq) is equivalent to s
w
−→γ q (respectively s
w
=⇒γ q).
Definition 2.5 (Deterministic MTS). An MTS M = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r,∆p〉 is deterministic iff
∀s ∈ S, ℓ ∈ Σ · |{ s′ ∈ S | s
ℓ
=⇒p s
′ }| < 2
Definition 2.6 (Language of an MTS). LetM = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆p,∆r〉 be an MTS then its language
is:
L(M) = { w ∈ Σ | s0
w
−→p }
Finally, we use MT S to denote the set of all MTSs.
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Definition 2.7 (Parallel Composition). Let M = 〈SM , s
0
M ,Σ,∆
r
M ,∆
p
M〉 and
N = 〈SN , s
0
N ,Σ,∆
r
N ,∆
p
N〉 be MTSs. Parallel composition (‖) is a symmetric operator and
M ||N is the MTS 〈SM × SN , (s
0
M , s
0
N),Σ,∆
r,∆p〉 where ∆r and ∆p are the smallest relations
that satisfy the rules in Figure 2.2.
As expected, parallel composition for MTSs with all transitions required (i.e. an LTS) is the
same that parallel composition for LTSs [Mil89]. Figure 2.3 shows an example of MTS parallel
composition.
M
ℓ
−→mM ′, N
ℓ
−→mN ′
M‖N
ℓ
−→mM ′‖N ′
M
ℓ
−→mM ′, N
ℓ
−→rN ′
M‖N
ℓ
−→mM ′‖N ′
M
ℓ
−→rM ′, N
ℓ
−→mN ′
M‖N
ℓ
−→mM ′‖N ′
M
ℓ
−→rM ′, N
ℓ
−→rN ′
M‖N
ℓ
−→rM ′‖N ′
M
ℓ
−→γM ′, ℓ /∈ αN, γ ∈{p,r}
M‖N
ℓ
−→γM ′‖N
ℓ /∈ αM, N
ℓ
−→γN ′, γ ∈{p,r}
M‖N
ℓ
−→γM‖N ′
Figure 2.2: Rules for parallel composition.
a?
w
(a) A
b?
w
(b) B
a?
b? b?
a?
w
(c) A ‖ B
Figure 2.3: Example of MTS parallel composition
Weak alphabet refinement [FDB+12], or simply refinement, of MTSs captures the notion of
elaboration of a partial description into a more comprehensive one, in which some knowledge
about the maybe behaviour has been gained. It can be seen as being a “more defined than”
relation between two partial models. An MTS N refinesM if N preserves all of the required and
all of the proscribed behaviours of M . Alternatively, an MTS N refines M if N can simulate
the required behaviour of M , and M can simulate the possible behaviour of N .
Definition 2.8. (Refinement) Let MTSs N and M such that αM ⊆ αN . N is a weak al-
phabet refinement of M , written M  N , if (M,N@αM) is contained in some weak alphabet
refinement relation R ⊆MT S ×MT S, for which the following holds for all ℓ ∈ Actτ and for
all (M ′, N ′) ∈ R:
1. ∀ℓ · ∀M ′′ · (M ′
ℓ
−→r M
′′ =⇒ ∃N ′′ ·N ′
ℓˆ
=⇒r N
′′ ∧ (M ′′, N ′′) ∈ R)
2. ∀ℓ · ∀N ′′ · (N ′
ℓ
−→p N
′′ =⇒ ∃M ′′ ·M ′
ℓˆ
=⇒p M
′′ ∧ (M ′′, N ′′) ∈ R)
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Throughout this thesis we note the set of the first n natural numbers { 1, . . . , n } as [n].
Property 2.1 ([AHL+08]). Refinement is a precongruence with regards to ‖ meaning that if
Mi  Ii for i ∈ [n] then ‖i∈[n]Mi  ‖i∈[n]Ii.
LTSs that refine an MTS M are complete descriptions of the system behaviour up to the
alphabet of M . We refer to them as the implementations of M . An MTS can be thought of
as a model that represents the set of LTSs that implement it. The diversity of the set results
from making different choices on the maybe behaviour of the MTS.
Definition 2.9. (Implementation) We say that an LTS I = 〈SI , i
0,Σ,∆I〉 is an implementation
of an MTS M , written M  I, if M  MI with MI = 〈SI , i
0,Σ,∆I ,∆I〉. We also define the
set of implementations of M as I[M ] = { LTS I | M  I }.
An MTS can be thought of as a model that represents the set of LTSs that implement it. The
diversity of the set results from making different choices on the maybe behaviour of the MTS.
As expected, refinement preserves implementations: M  M ′ then I[M ] ⊇ I[M ′] ([AHL+08]).
We call optimistic implementation of M , written M+, the LTS obtained by making all possible
transitions of M required. Similarly, we call pessimistic implementation of M , written M−,
the LTS obtained by removing all maybe transitions of M and therefore all remaining possible
transitions are the required ones. The LTSs in Figures 2.1(a) and 2.4 are the optimistic and
pessimistic implementations respectively of the MTS in Figure 2.1(b).
a
c
Figure 2.4: Pessimistic implementation of MTS in Figure 2.1(b)
Merging MTSs ([UC04, FDB+12]) is the process of combining what is known from each partial
behaviour description; in other words, it is the construction of the least possible refined MTS
that includes all the required and all the prohibited behaviours from each MTS. Intuitively,
merging two MTSs is related to finding their common refinements.
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Definition 2.10. (Common Refinement) We say that an MTS C is a common refinement of
MTSs M and N if M  C and N  C. We say that C is a minimal common refinement
(MCR) of M and N if for all common refinements C ′ of M and N , C ′  C implies C  C ′.
Given two MTS, if no common refinement exists we say that they are inconsistent. Two
consistent MTS may have one, many or no minimal common refinements (MCR). Depend-
ing on the case, merging two MTS corresponds respectively to constructing the unique MCR
(this model describes exactly all the common implementations of the models being merged),
selecting one of the multiple MCRs or selecting an MCR up to some bound in the state
space. Note that if a unique minimal common refinement exists, merge amounts to conjunc-
tion [LNW07]. In [FDB+12], practical algorithms for supporting merge are defined. In order to
characterise the intersection in general, a slightly more expressive formalism, Disjunctive MTS
(DMTS [BvK11]), is needed. The scope of this thesis is limited to MTS.
Given a word w ∈ Σ∗ the projection of w onto Σi ⊆ Σ (w|Σi) is obtained by removing from w
the actions not in Σi. Formally:
Definition 2.11 (Projection). Let w ∈ Act∗τ , Σ ⊆ Actτ , t ∈ Actτ and ǫ is the empty word:
ǫ|Σ = ǫ
tw|Σ = if t ∈ Σ then tw
′ else w′
where w′ = w|Σ
Given an MTS, the closure of a state s over a set of actions A is the set of states reacheable
from s using only transitions labelled by an action in A. Formally:
Definition 2.12 (Closure). Let A ⊆ Σ, M = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆p,∆r〉 and s ∈ S then the closure of
the state s over A is:
CA(s) = { s
′ | s
w
−→p s
′ ∧ w ∈ A∗ }
The projection of an MTS M over an alphabet Σ is an MTS M |Σ obtained from M by re-
placing the labels in M that are not in Σ by the internal action τ (written tau in the graphic
representation of the MTS). Note that for any alphabet Σ in this thesis holds that τ /∈ Σ.
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The semantics of the triggered scenarios language presented in this thesis is defined over com-
putation trees. A computation tree is an LTS in which every non-initial state has a unique
parent.
Definition 2.13. (Computation Tree) A computation tree 〈S, s0,Σ,∆〉 is an LTS in which if
(x, a, y) ∈ ∆ and (x′, a′, y) ∈ ∆ then x = x′ and a = a′. The computation tree T of an LTS L
is an LTS resulting from unwinding [CGP99] L from its initial state. We refer to a branch of
a tree as a sequence, infinite or finite, of transitions b = (x0, a1, x1) . . . (xj , aj, xj+1) . . . with xi
states of T and ai in the alphabet of T . In addition we say that b starts at x0. If b is finite then
b = (x0, a1, x1) . . . (xn, an, xn+1) and we say that it ends at xn+1. Note that, in both cases, x0 is
not necessarily the initial state. A branch is complete if the branch is infinite or, if it is finite,
its ending state has no outgoing transition. Finally, we refer to the sequence of labels along a
branch as the word defined by that branch.
2.2 Sequence Charts
Sequence charts are the core of widely accepted notations for describing scenarios, notably,
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) [ITU00], UML Interaction Diagrams and Live Sequence
Charts [HM03]. The basic syntax, depicted in Figure 2.5, displays vertical lifelines which
represent component instances involved in the interaction being described. Sequence charts
depict the interactions between instances by means of arrows. These interactions, referred to
as messages, can represent synchronous or asynchronous communication between component
instances. In the former case, the message represents an instantaneous event on which both
instances synchronise. In the latter case, the message represents two instantaneous events: the
sending event associated with the source of the arrow, and the receiving event associated with
the target of the arrow. For simplicity, in this thesis we shall assume that messages describe
synchronous communication and that arrows cannot cross each other.
Sequence charts are read from top to bottom, meaning that time is assumed to go top-down. In
Figure 2.5, we depict a scenario in which a customer uses an ATM machine to withdraw cash.
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A stakeholder reading through the chart may say “The customer keys in the password and the
ATM sends customer information to the bank. Then, the bank verifies the information and the
ATM displays a ‘please wait’ message. Once the bank clears the customer, the user requests
cash, the ATM gets the customer balance and dispenses the cash to the user”. Note that a
scenario abstracts from some of the detail, focusing on a particular aspect of the system being
modeled. In Figure 2.5 it is not specified how the ATM interacts with the user before allowing
cash withdrawal. It could be through a series of menu options or in a single step; however we
are only interested in the fact that after logging in the user can withdraw cash.
Figure 2.5: A MSC of an ATM
Sequence charts are abstractly represented as Labelled Partial Orders (LPO). This is a standard
way of giving semantics to MSC or UML Interaction Diagram [ITU00].
Definition 2.14 (Labelled Partial Order (LPO)). A Labelled Partial Order is a tuple 〈L,≤
, λ,Σ〉 where
• L is a finite set of locations
• ≤⊆ L× L is a partial order relation over L that is reflexive (i.e., l ≤ l), anti-symmetric
(i.e., l ≤ l′, l′ ≤ l =⇒ l = l′) and transitive (i.e., l ≤ l′, l′ ≤ l′′ =⇒ l ≤ l′′).
• λ : L→ Σ is a labeling function.
As we are assuming synchronous communication a location is just a message (otherwise we
would have to consider the origin and the target of a message as two different locations). Let
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G be an LPO. We define |G| as the number of locations in G. An example of an LPO is
G = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ〉 where L = {m1 , . . . ,m8}, ≤ is the reflexive and transitive closure of { (m1 ,
m2 ), (m2 , m3 ), (m2 , m4 ), (m3 , m5 ), (m4 , m5 ), (m5 , m6 ), (m6 , m7 ), (m7 , m8 ) }, and λ = { (m1 ,
pwd), (m2 , verify), (m3 , verifying), (m4 , wait), (m5 , ok), (m6 , reqCash), (m7 , getBalance()),
(m8 , cash) }.
To relate a scenario with the system’s behaviour we have to be able to associate an LPO with
a sequence of actions (i.e. message labels).
Definition 2.15 (Linearisation). A word u = e0 . . . en ∈ Σ
∗ is a linearisation of an LPO
〈L,≤, λ,Σ〉 iff the LPO 〈{ 0, . . . , n },≤IN, λu,Σ〉 is isomorphic to 〈L,≤
′, λ,Σ〉 for some total
order ≤′ ⊇ ≤, and
• ≤IN is the order of the natural numbers
• the labeling function maps each index to the action of u in that position, λu(i) = ei
In other words, a word u is a linearisation of an LPO G if there is a sequence of locations l0 . . . ln
such that: i) the locations’ labels match u (λ(l0) . . . λ(ln) = u) and ii) the partial order depicted
by G is not violated by the sequence of actions u. A linearisation of the LPO G provided in
the previous paragraph is pwd verify wait verifying ok reqCash getBalance() cash.
Now we are ready to define the language of an LPO.
Definition 2.16 (Language of an LPO). Given an LPO G = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ〉, its language is
defined as:
LG = { u ∈ Σ
∗ | u is a linearisation of G }
We define |LG| as the number of words in LG, i.e. the number of linearisations of G.
For the LPO G discussed previously, as locations m3 and m4 that are mapped by λ to verifying
and wait are not ordered, the LPO has two linearisations: { pwd verify wait verifying ok
reqCash getBalance() cash, pwd verify verifying wait ok reqCash getBalance() cash }.
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Sequence charts allow for the definition of co-regions [ITU00]. A co-region is syntactically
represented by a dashed line on the left of a group of messages. Co-regions delimit a scope
in which the ordering of messages on a lifeline is not constrained. Examples of charts with
co-regions can be seen in [SUB08] or later on in Figure 2.7. Note that the presented sequence
charts describe basic interactions and, unlike MSC and UML Interaction Diagrams, do not
include constructs such as loops or alternatives.
The relation between the graphical syntax of a sequence chart and its corresponding abstract
syntax (LPO) is described next (for more details refer to [ITU00]). A message is an arrow
pointing to a target instance. If the target is the same as the origin we say that the message is
local. Messages occur at points. A location in a LPO is a set of points { p } if the message is
a self message in p or { p, q } if there is an arrow from p to q. The location’s label is the name
of the message. Finally, two locations are directly ordered (l1 < l2) iff some point p1 ∈ l1 and
some point p2 ∈ l2 are on the same lifeline and:
• p1 is drawn above p2, and
• p1 and p2 are not in the same co-region.
The relation ≤ is just the reflexive and transitive closure of <.
The MSC in Figure 2.5 has G, the previously discussed LPO, as its LPO and hence its language
is defined as the linearisations of G. From now on, for the sake of simplicity, given a graphical
syntax M of a scenario, and unless it is not obvious from the context, we may refer to it’s
abstract syntax as M .
2.2.1 Live Sequence Charts - eLSC and uLSC
Many authors (e.g. [HM03, BHS05, Kru00, UKM04, ZHJ04]) have noted the limitations of
the core scenario notation described above. One key issue is the limited expressiveness of a
single sequence chart. Extensions have been developed to support sequence chart composition
and provide control flow operations such as parallel, loops, concatenation, and alternatives.
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In addition, sequence charts can be annotated with state information, data values can enrich
message labels, and lifelines may represent symbolic instances.
Harel et al. [HM03] point out that the causal relation between events (messages and conditions)
remains implicit in message sequence charts and that it can be beneficial to distinguish events
that trigger a scenario from the events that occur in response to the trigger. In addition, they
criticise the lack of distinction between universal and existential behaviour. Accordingly, they
define a scenario-based description language based on sequence charts called Live Sequence
Charts [DH99]. The core of LSCs, Constant LSCs [HM03], consist of two types of charts:
(non-triggered) existential live sequence charts (eLSCs) and (triggered) universal live sequence
charts (uLSCs).
Figure 2.6: An existential live sequence chart (eLSC)
An eLSCs is a sequence chart depicted in a dotted frame such as the one in Figure 2.6. We
shall abstractly represent eLSCs as ✸LSC(B,Σ) where B is a sequence chart and Σ ⊆ Act is the
alphabet of the eLSC. The alphabet of the the eLSC is a superset of the message labels appering
in B. The intuitive semantics of an eLSC is that there exists a trace of the system-to-be such
that a portion of that trace, once projected onto Σ (Definition 2.11), is in LB.
The purpose of including additional labels in the alphabet of an LSC is to restrict the occurrence
of particular messages. For instance, the following sequence pwd verify wait verifying ok
reqCash getBalance() beep cash . . . is part of the language of the eLSC in Figure 2.6 with an
alphabet that does not include beep, but would not be part of the language of the eLSC if beep
were added to its alphabet. Syntactically, in any type of LSC, the actions that are part of the
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alphabet but do not appear in the charts (i.e. there are no messages with those labels) are
included in a set restricts at the bottom of the charts as shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: A universal live sequence chart (uLSC)
uLSCs consist of two sequence charts, a prechart and a main chart where the former is depicted
above the latter (see Figure 2.7). We represent abstractly uLSCs as ✷LSC(P,M,Σ) where P
and M are sequence charts: the prechart and main chart respectively. Σ ⊆ Act is the union of
the message labels appearing in P and M and the restricts set. The intuitive semantics of a
uLSC is that in every trace of the system-to-be, once projected onto the alphabet Σ it holds
that for every occurrence of the prechart the main chart must immediately follow. Note that
the main chart of a uLSC is depicted in a continuous frame to denote its universal nature in
contrast to the dotted frame of eLSC (see Figure 2.6 and 2.7).
Consider the uLSC depicted in Figure 2.7, the language of its prechart contains one word: pwd
verify nok pwd verify nok pwd verify nok and the language of the main chart contains two
words (because of the co-region): retainCard alert and alert retainCard . The alphabet of the
uLSC is extended by the restricts clause and has the following actions { pwd , verify, nok ,
retainCard , alert , ok }. An informal interpretation of the uLSC is that once a user has input
the password incorrectly three times in a row, the user’s card must be retained and an alert
must be sent to the bank. An example of a word that is not in the language of the uLSC is
pwd verify nok pwd verify nok pwd verify nok pwd verify ok reqCash . . ..
We now provide a formal definition of the semantics of eLSCs and uLSCs.
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Definition 2.17. (Semantics of eLSC and uLSC)[BHS05] Given an infinite word w ∈ Actω we
say that,
• w satisfies an eLSC E = ✸LSC(B,Σ), written w |= E, if there is a decomposition uvw ′
of w such that v |Σ ∈ LB.
• w satisfies an uLSC U = ✷LSC(P,M,Σ), written w |= U , if for every decomposition upw ′
of w, if p|Σ ∈ LP then there is a decomposition mw
′′ of w ′ such that m|Σ ∈ LM .
An LSC S defines a set of words given by the words that satisfy the LSC: LS = {w ∈ Act
ω | w |=
S}. In addition, given an LTS I with a set of traces LI then,
• I satisfies E, written I |= E, if LI ∩ LE 6= ∅
• I satisfies U , written I |= U , if LI ⊆ LU
In other words, an LTS satisfies an eLSC if at least one of its runs satisfies the existential
scenario. Alternatively an LTS satisfies a uLSC if all its runs satisfy the universal scenario.
2.3 Fluents
The triggered scenario-specification language introduced in Section 3.1 has conditions. These
conditions are in the form of Fluent Propositional Logic which supports natural specification
in event-based descriptions such as scenarios.
A fluent [GM03] Fl is defined by a pair of sets and a boolean value: Fl = 〈IFl, TFl, InitFl〉
Fl = 〈IFl, TFl, InitFl〉. IFl is the set of initiating actions and TFl the set of terminating actions
such that IFl, TFl ⊆ Act and IFl ∩ TFl = ∅. A fluent may be initially true (⊤) or false (⊥) as
indicated by InitFl. Every action a ∈ Act induces a fluent, namely, a = 〈{a},Act \ {a},⊥〉.
Finally the alphabet of a fluent is the union of its terminating and initiating actions.
Let π = a1a2 . . . ai ∈ Act
∗, π satisfies a fluent Fl, denoted π |= Fl, if and only if one of the
following conditions holds:
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π |= φ ∨ ψ , (π |= φ) ∨ (π |= ψ)
π |= ¬φ , ¬(π |= φ)
Figure 2.8: Semantics of satisfaction operator.
• InitFl ∧ (∀j ∈ IN · 0 < j ≤ i⇒ aj /∈ TFl)
• ∃j ∈ IN · (j ≤ i ∧ aj ∈ IFl) ∧ (∀k ∈ IN · j < k ≤ i⇒ ak /∈ TFl)
In other words, a fluent holds after a word if and only if it holds initially or some initiating
action has occurred and, in both cases, no terminating action has yet occurred.
Let F be the set of all possible fluents defined over Act. Fl ∈ F is a Fluent Propositional Logic
(FPL) formula and other FPL formulas are defined inductively using the standard boolean
connectives as shown in Figure 2.8.
We will use the logic (Υ, IT , |=) where Υ are the formulas in FPL, IT is an interpretation
for the fluents appearing in those formulas, and |=⊆ IT × Υ a model relation where i |= φ
means φ is true under interpretation i. The interpretation is just the valuation of the fluents
i : F → {⊤,⊥} and more complex FPL formulas are interpreted as depicted in Figure 2.8.
The valuation of the fluents after a word is known through a function defined over a set of
fluents FS that relates sequences of actions with states.
Definition 2.18 (State function defined over FS). A state function defined over the set of
fluents FS is a function ζ : Act∗ → (FS → {⊤,⊥}).
From a set of fluents FS , the state function ζ derived from FS is defined recursively using the
initial values of the fluents:
Definition 2.19 (State function derived from FS).
ζ(ǫ) = {x 7→ Initx | x ∈ FS}
ζ(wa) = {x 7→ update(x, ζ(w)(x), a) | x ∈ FS}
where update(x, b, a):
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⊤ if a ∈ Ix
⊥ if a ∈ Tx
b otherwise
If FS = ∅ then we note the state function derived from FS as ζ∅ and, for any word w, ζ∅(w) is
the empty function. The valuation after a sequence of actions w is noted ζw such that for any
z ∈ Act∗ ζw(z) = ζ(wz). Note that if ζ is the state function derived from FS then, for instance,
ζw is a state function over FS . Finally, we will omit mentioning the set of fluents when it is
clear from the context.
2.4 LTS Distribution
A synchronous product of transition systems [Arn94] models a set of local processes running in
parallel. The set of local transition systems, called components, synchronise on shared actions.
Each component has a local alphabet.
An action ℓ can be executed at a certain state by the synchronous product of the local transition
systems only if all the local transition systems having ℓ in their alphabet are able to execute
ℓ at that state. Executing ℓ triggers the changing of the state of the local transition systems
containing ℓ in their alphabet and leaves the rest of the local transition systems unaffected. We
model a synchronous product as the parallel composition of a set of LTS.
We now discuss distribution of LTS models. Distribution of an LTS is with respect to a
specification of component interfaces (the actions each component controls and monitors). Such
specification is given by an alphabet distribution.
Given an alphabet Σ we say that Γ = 〈Σ1, . . . ,Σn〉 is an alphabet distribution over Σ iff
Σ = ∪i∈[n]Σi were each Σi is the (non-empty) alphabet of the local process i.
Definition 2.20 (Distributable LTS). Given I, an LTS over Σ, and Γ = 〈Σ1, . . . ,Σn〉 an
alphabet distribution over Σ, I is distributable if there exist component LTSs I1, . . ., In with
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αIi = Σi such that ‖i∈[n]Ii ∼ I.
The distributed synthesis problem consists on deciding whether an LTS is distributable and, if
so, build the distributed component LTSs. Unfortunately, it is unknown if deciding whether an
LTS is distributable is decidable in general [CMT99]. However, it has been solved for weaker
equivalence notions such as isomorphism [Mor98, CMT99] and language equivalence [CMT99,
Ste06], and for restricted forms of LTS such as deterministic LTS [CMT99].
From now on and, unless stated otherwise, Γ denotes an alphabet distribution over Σ. For the
sake of simplicity we sometimes refer to Γ as alphabet distribution being clear from the context
that the distribution is over Σ. Unless defined otherwise Γ = {Σ1 . . .Σn}.
Finally, we present a formal yet abstract distribution algorithm for deterministic LTS defined
in terms of the procedure in [CMT99, Ste06]. The procedure builds the component Ii by
projecting I over Σi and then determinising (using a subset construction [HU79]) Ii.
Definition 2.21 (LTS distribution). Let I = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆〉 be an LTS and Γ an alphabet distri-
bution then the distribution of I over Γ is DIST LT SΓ [I] = { I1, . . . , In } where ∀i ∈ [n] · Ii =
〈Si, s
0
i ,Σi,∆i〉 and:
• Si ∈ 2
S where Si is reachable from the initial state following ∆i.
• s0i = CΣi(s0).
• (s, t, q) ∈ ∆i ↔ q =
⋃
k∈s
{ k′′ ∈ CΣi(k
′) | k
t
−→p k
′ }.
When Γ is clear from the context we just write DIST LT S [I].
Theorem 2.2 (LTS Distribution Soundness and Completeness). [CMT99] Let I be a deter-
ministic LTS, Γ an alphabet distribution and DIST LT SΓ [I] = {I1, . . . , In} then I is distributable
(and in fact ‖i∈[n]Ii ∼ I) iff L(I) = L(‖i∈[n]Ii).
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2.5 Summary
In this Chapter we revised the notation and presented an overview of scenario-based specifi-
cations, synthesis and LTS distribution. A more thoughtful analysis and comparison with our
approach is postponed until Chapter 7.
Current scenario-based specification languages and associated synthesis algorithms are not suit-
able for describing conditional existential scenarios, let alone a combination of conditional exis-
tential and universal scenarios. Synthesis of traditional models like LTSs are typically assumed
to be complete descriptions of the system behaviour. This completeness assumption is prob-
lematic if these behaviour models are to be built from scenario based-specifications which are
inherently partial. Furthermore, models built from these specifications are usually only one of
many possible models that satisfy the scenario. In the next Chapter we introduce Triggered
Scenarios: a scenario-based specification language that supports both conditional existential
and conditional universal scenarios. We provide, for each scenario modality, a synthesis algo-
rithm that builds a MTS that characterises all the implementations that satisfy the scenario. In
Chapter 4 we evaluate the use of Triggered Scenarios and MTS synthesis for model elaboration.
Chapter 3
Synthesis from Triggered Scenarios
3.1 Triggered Scenarios
In this section we propose a triggered scenario specification language that is capable of describ-
ing both conditional existential and conditional universal scenarios. Informally, a conditional
scenario is an assertion that has the following structure: if p occurs then m occurs, where p and
m describe system behaviour. An existential interpretation of a conditional scenario requires
that if p occurs, then m may occur while a universal interpretation will require that if p occurs
then m must occur.
Conditional universal scenarios are commonly used. An example is a statement such as “if,
after inserting the card into the ATM, the user inputs an invalid password three times in a row
then the ATM must retain the card and alert the bank”. Such a statement can be described
with the uLSC of Figure 2.7.
Conditional existential scenarios are also commonly used, notably in use case style specifi-
cations. For instance, “if the user inserts a valid card into the ATM, and then enters the
correct password, she/he may request cash and have it dispensed by the ATM”. The existential
interpretation does not prohibit behaviour such as requesting a balance, while a universal inter-
pretation would. This conditional existential statement can be formalised with an Existential
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Triggered Scenario (eTS) as depicted in Figure 1.1.
We now define a language of triggered scenarios that supports existential and universal in-
terpretations; a detailed comparison between these triggered scenarios and LSCs is given in
Chapter 7. Triggered Scenarios (TS) consist of two sequence charts (as defined in Section 2.2):
a trigger and a main chart. The former is drawn inside a dashed diamond above the latter. The
trigger may have conditions in the form of FPL formulas. The scenario alphabet is the union
of actions appearing as message labels in the trigger and the main chart, in fluent definitions
and in the restricts that may appear at the bottom of a scenario as shown in Figure 2.7.
The intuitive semantics of eTS is that every time that the trigger holds, the system-to-be must
be able to exhibit all the behaviour in the main chart. In case of the eTS in Figure 1.1, every
time the user logs in he/she must be able to withdraw money. The semantics of eTS cannot
be formally defined in terms of words; it must instead be done using computation trees (recall
Definition 2.13). Informally, a tree satisfies an eTS if for every branch in which the triggers
occurs, this is immediately followed by a branch for every behaviour described in the main
chart.
Consider Figure 3.1 where a portion of an infinite tree satisfying the eTS in Figure 1.1 is
depicted. The trigger has occured at the state reached by the transition labelled ok. From this
state, in accordance with the eTS, there is a branch defining a word that satisfies the main
chart. The fact that from the same state there is a branch that does not satisfy the main chart
is irrelevant for satisfying an existential triggered scenario.
pwd
verify
wait
ver ifying
ok
reqCash getBalance( )
getBalance()
cash
Trigger
Figure 3.1: Part of an infinite computation tree satisfying eTS in Figure 1.1
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The intuitive semantics of universal triggered scenario (uTS) is that every time that the trigger
holds, the system-to-be must be able to exhibit all the behaviour in the main chart and only
that behaviour. The semantics of uTS must also be defined over computation trees. Informally
a computation tree satisfies a uTS if for every branch where the trigger holds, not only is
immediately followed by a branch for every behaviour described in the main chart, but also all
branches exhibit behaviour described in the main chart.
Let us consider if the partially depicted tree of Figure 3.1 satisfies the triggered scenarios of
Figure 1.1 under a universal interpretation: As before, the trigger holds at the state reached
by the transition labelled ok. From this state, there is a branch defining a word that satisfies
the main chart. However, from the same state a branch that does not satisfy the main chart.
Consequently, the tree does not satisfy the uTS.
Figure 3.2: A trigger with one message and one condition
Note how if there are several linearisations of the main chart then all should (in the case of
eTS) or must (in the case of uTS) be present. This is in line with semantics like the one given
for MSC in [AEY03] and High Level MSC in [MR97] where every linearisation of the charts
should be present in an implementation.
The examples of triggered scenarios given so far to exemplify their semantics do not include
conditions. Semantics of conditions requires some additional explanation. As stated before:
triggers may include conditions in the form of FPL formulas. They are drawn in rounded
boxes and can cover one or more instances. For the trigger to hold, not only must a sequence
of messages that corresponds to an ordering of the trigger occur but also conditions must be
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satisfied as soon as they are reached. For example the trigger in Figure 3.2 is satisfied when
a message a (short for a message labelled a) occurs and, immediately after that instant, Φ2 is
true.
In the remainder of this section I formally define Triggered Scenarios giving their abstract
syntax and semantics.
3.1.1 Syntax
The main chart is abstractly represented by an LPO. Triggers are abstractly represented by
Labelled Partial Order with Conditions (LPOC), an extension to LPOs that includes conditions
and formalises the intuitions given in the paragraph above.
Definition 3.1 (LPO with Conditions (LPOC)). An LPOC is a tuple 〈L,≤, λ,Σ,Ψ〉 where
• L is a finite set of locations.
• ≤⊆ L× L is a partial order relation over L.
• λ : L→ Σ ∪Ψ is a labeling function.
• Ψ is a set of FPL formulas over the alphabet Σ.
As with LPO, given an LPOC T we define |T | as the number of locations in T .
The relation between the diagrammatic representation of triggers and LPOCs is a simple ex-
tention to that of sequence charts and LPOs (see Section 2.2 and [ITU00]). Each condition is
associated with a location that has one point per lifeline that the condition covers in the trigger.
Diagrammatically a condition defines a segment. As with messages, condition segments do not
cross each other nor with messages. For example the condition Φ2 in the trigger of Figure 3.4
forms a segment that covers two instances and so its associated location will contain two points.
Thus, the condition Φ2 will precede (resp. follow) any message or condition that covers either
lifeline and appears below (resp. above) its segment. Φ2 precedes message c and follows message
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b but is not ordered with respect to message a or condition Φ1. For example the trigger of the
scenario in Figure 3.4 defines an LPOC T = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ〉 where L = {m1, m2, m3, c1, c2}, ≤ is
the reflexive and transitive closure of {(m1, c1), (c1, m3), (c2, m3), (m2, c2)}, and λ = {(m1, a),
(m2, b), (m3, c), (c1, φ1), (c2, φ2)}.
We now define linearisations of LPOC similarly to that of LPO except that now linearisations
must guarantee that conditions must appear as early as the partial order permits.
To define the linearisations of an LPOC T = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ,Ψ〉 we are going to use the linearisation
of its associated LPO TLPO = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ∪Ψ〉. The FPL formulas and messages of T are treated
equally in TLPO. A linearisation of TLPO is then a combination of messages and formulas
conforming to the partial order in T . The intuitive idea is that w ∈ Σ∗ with a state function ζ
defined over the set of fluents present in T is a linearisation of T iff there exists a v = a0 . . . an ∈
(Σ ∪ Ψ)∗ such that v is a linearisation of TLPO and (i) w = v|Σ (ii) if aj is a formula then the
projection onto Σ of v up to aj satisfies aj (iii) v is a linearisation of TLPO such that the
conditions appear as soon as possible with respect to messages.
Definition 3.2 (linearisation of an LPOC). Let T be an LPOC 〈L,≤, λ,Σ,Ψ〉, ζ a state
function defined over the set of fluents present in T , and w ∈ Σ∗. A tuple 〈w, ζ〉 is a linearisation
of T if and only if there exists a linearisation v = λ(l0) . . . λ(ln) of LPO TLPO = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ∪Ψ〉
such that
i) Messages and formulas are ordered according to T :
w = v|Σ
ii) The conditions are satisfied:
∀j ∈ { 0, . . . , n } · λ(lj) ∈ Ψ =⇒ ζ(λ(l0) . . . λ(lj)|Σ) |= λ(lj)
iii) Conditions appear as soon as possible:
∀j ∈ { 0, . . . , n } · λ(lj) ∈ Ψ :
if (∄i ∈ { 0, . . . , n } · λ(li) ∈ Σ ∧ li ≤ lj) then ∀k ∈ { 0, . . . , n } · λ(lk) ∈ Σ =⇒ j < k
else ∄k ∈ { 0, . . . , n } · λ(lk) ∈ Σ ∧ posConditionEnabled < k < j
where posConditionEnabled = maxi{ i ∈ { 0, . . . , n } | li ≤ lj ∧ λ(li) ∈ Σ }
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To exemplify the above definition, consider the trigger in Figure 3.3. The linearisations of
the LPO associated to the LPOC of the trigger are { aΦ1bΦ2c, aΦ1cbΦ2, bΦ2aΦ1c, baΦ2Φ1c,
abΦ2Φ1c, baΦ1Φ2c, abΦ1Φ2c }. However, the last four linearisations do not satisfy condition
(iii): The location of Φ2 is preceded by the location of b in the partial order relation over L,
hence (iii) forbids a message between b and condition Φ2. In other words, as soon as b occurs
Φ2 should be tested before any other message occurs. This removes baΦ2Φ1c and baΦ1Φ2c.
Analogously, according to the partial order relation over L, the location of Φ1 is preceded by
the location of a then (iii) removes linearisations abΦ2Φ1c and abΦ1Φ2c where b is in between
a and Φ1. Therefore linearisations of the LPOC when projected onto Σ (condition (i)) must
result in one of the first three LPO linearisations: {aΦ1bΦ2c, aΦ1cbΦ2, bΦ2aΦ1c }.
To exemplify condition (ii), which is related to the satisfaction of conditions, we must define
the conditions and fluents. Let φ1 and φ2 be fluents defined as 〈{c}, {b},⊤〉 and 〈{c}, {a},⊤〉
respectively, and Φ1 and Φ2 be conditions defined by formulas φ1 and φ2 respectively. Note
that Definition 3.2 only requires the state function to be defined over the fluents in T . In
this case there are two fluents which allow for the definition of four different state functions
over the fluents in T . If ζT is the state function derived from the set of fluents present in T
then ζT (ǫ)(φ1) = ⊥ and ζ
T (ǫ)(φ2) = ⊥. The remaining three state functions can be described,
for example, as ζTa , ζ
T
b and ζ
T
ab. ζ
T
a (ǫ)(φ1) = ⊤ and ζ
T
a (ǫ)(φ2) = ⊥, ζ
T
b (ǫ)(φ1) = ⊥ and
ζTb (ǫ)(φ2) = ⊤, and ζ
T
ab(ǫ)(φ1) = ⊥ and ζ
T
ab(ǫ)(φ2) = ⊥. The state function encodes the current
fluents valuation and it is also an operation to calculate the fluents valuation after a sequence
of events (and such new valuation can be expressed as a state function). In other words, from
a particular state, not only it is easy to know the current fluents valuation but also it is easy to
calculate and express the state function after any sequence of transitions. The latter is a very
convenient way to prove properties of the synthesis algorithms and the generated MTS.
To continue with the example let’s consider ζT . For these conditions and state function, neither
the first nor third LPO linearisations satisfy item (ii) of the above definition. Consider aΦ1bΦ2c,
it does not hold that ζT (ab) |= Φ2 as a makes φ2 false. Equally, LPO linearisation bΦ2aΦ1c
does not satisfy (ii) as ζT (ba) 6|= Φ1.
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Consequently, for ζT , the only LPO linearisation that satisfies items (ii) and (iii) is aΦ1cbΦ2
as ζT (a) |= Φ1 and ζ
T (acb) |= Φ2, consequently (from item (i)) 〈acb, ζ
T 〉 is a linearisation of
the LPOC for Figure 3.3. To find the remaining linearisations a similar procedure has to be
performed with each one of the remaining state functions.
Figure 3.3: A trigger where Φ2 only affects one instance
Recall that changing the lifelines covered by a condition modifies the LPOC and consequently
its linearisations. For instance consider the trigger in Figure 3.4 that differs from the trigger in
Figure 3.3 only in condition Φ2 that now covers two lifelines. This modifies the partial order
so that c must come after Φ2 therefore reducing the linearisations of the associated LPO that
satisfy condition (i) to {a Φ1 b Φ2 c, b Φ2 a Φ1c}.
Figure 3.4: A trigger where Φ2 affects two instances
The language of an LPOC is defined as the set of all pairs 〈w, ζ〉 that are its linearisations:
Definition 3.3 (Language of an LPOC). Let T be an LPOC T = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ,Ψ〉 its language
is defined as:
LT = {〈α, ζ〉 | 〈α, ζ〉 is a linearisation of T}
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As the linearisations of T contain only state functions defined over the fluents present in T ,
then LT is finite. As with LPO, given an LPOC T we define |LT | as the number of elements
(pairs of words and state functions) in LT .
Finally, we define a satisfaction relation between a word with a state function and triggers.
Intuitively, a word and the state function derived from the set of fluents affecting the trigger
satisfies the trigger if a suffix of the word together with the state function is part of the trigger’s
language.
Definition 3.4. Given the state function ζT derived from the fluents present in an LPOC T
and a word α we say that α with ζT satisfies T (written α, ζT |= T ) if and only if ∃uv · α =
uv ∧ 〈v|Σ, ζ
T
u 〉 ∈ LT .
Having defined LPOCs and their linearisations we now proceed to formally define eTS and uTS
as tuples of an LPOC (trigger), an LPO (main chart) and an alphabet. In the next section we
provide a semantics for both triggered scenarios.
Definition 3.5. An Existential Triggered Scenario (eTS) is a tuple E = ✸(T,M,Σ) where T
(the trigger) is an LPOC with alphabet Σ and M (the main chart) is an LPO with alphabet Σ.
Definition 3.6. A Universal Triggered Scenario (uTS) is a tuple U = ✷(T,M,Σ) where T
(the trigger) is an LPOC with alphabet Σ and M (the main chart) is an LPO with alphabet Σ.
In both cases Σ, the scenario’s alphabet, is the union of: the actions appearing as message
labels in T and M , the alphabet of the fluents (that is their initiating and terminating actions)
appearing in T , and the actions in the restricts set.
3.1.2 Semantics
As explained informally at the beginning of the Section, the semantics of TS is given in terms
of computation trees. If a branch of the tree that starts at the initial state and ends at state
n defines a word that together with the state function derived from the fluents satisfies the
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trigger, then (both in the case of eTS and uTS) for each word m ∈ LM at least one branch
starting at n must define a word that when projected on Σ is equal to m. In the case of uTS
there is another condition: every branch starting at n defines a word that when projected on
Σ is in LM . Formally:
Definition 3.7. A computation tree satisfies the eTS E = ✸(T,M,Σ) if and only if for every
branch b starting in the tree’s initial state the following holds where ζT is the state function
derived from the fluents present in T , s is the end state of b and w is the word defined by b:
w, ζT |= T =⇒ ∀m ∈ LM · ∃b
′ branch starting at s defining a word w′ such that w′|Σ = m.
Definition 3.8. A computation tree satisfies the uTS U = ✷(T,M,Σ) if and only if for every
branch b starting in the tree’s initial state the following holds where ζT is the state function
derived from the fluents present in T , s is the end state of b and w is the word defined by b:
• w, ζT |= T =⇒ ∀m ∈ LM · ∃b
′ branch starting at s defining a word w′ such that w′|Σ = m.
• w, ζT |= T =⇒ ∀b′ complete branch starting at s defining a word w′ then ∃uv · uv =
w′ ∧ u|Σ ∈ LM .
Finally, we define the satisfaction relation between LTS and TS as the satisfaction of the LTS’s
computation tree of the TS.
Definition 3.9. An LTS I satisfies a Triggered Scenario Sc (written I |= Sc) iff the computa-
tion tree of I satisfies Sc.
One point worth mentioning is that of vacuous [BBDER97, AKRU12] triggered scenarios. A
vacuous triggered scenario is one which is only satisfied by computation trees in which the
trigger never occurs. There are two causes for this. First, it is possible to define a trigger which
is not satisfiable by any computation tree. An example of this would, for instance, any trigger
that has an unsatisfiable condition. Another more subtle situation is a condition that, due to
the messages and conditions that precede it in a trigger, cannot be satisfied. An example of
the latter would be Figure 3.3 with Φ1 = φ1 and fluent φ1 defined as 〈{c}, {a},⊥〉. In this
case, every time a occurs, Φ1 will be false. A second cause for vacuity is, for uTS, when the
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main chart specifies behaviour that is inconsistent with the trigger. Informally, this may be the
case if a uTS triggers itself: the main chart requires a certain behaviour uv where u satisfies
its trigger but where v does not (or cannot be extended to) satisfy the main chart. Checking
for vacuity of TS is a special case of the much studied more general problem and can be done
following [BBDER97, AKRU12]. Dalal et. al. [AKRU12] provide a way of detecting vacuity in
triggered scenarios. In the remainder of this thesis we assume all TS to be non-vacuous.
3.2 MTS Synthesis
In this section we define synthesis algorithms that construct behaviour models in the form of
Modal Transition Systems (MTS) from non-vacuous TSs.
In general, the scenario synthesis problem consists of constructing a behaviour model that
satisfies a given scenario description. The problem has a number of variants depending on the
scenario language used, the behaviour modelling formalism chosen as a target of the synthesis,
and the various additional constraints that can be imposed such as in distributed synthesis
(e.g. [UKM04]).
A stronger requirement for the synthesis is that the resulting model characterises, through
some notion of refinement, all the behaviour models that satisfy a given scenario description.
A number of techniques that perform such synthesis have been developed (see [SC06, UBC09,
ZHJ04]).
It is convenient to characterise all behaviour models that satisfy a given scenario-based descrip-
tion in one operational model as the synthesised model can then be evolved independently of
the scenario description. It can be elaborated through step-wise refinement with the guarantee
that the resulting, more refined, models will continue to satisfy the scenarios. Iterative refine-
ment can be prompted by traditional analysis techniques such as inspection, animation and
model checking.
We now present an algorithm that given a non-vacuous TS Sc with alphabet Σ produces an MTS
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model M that characterises all LTS that satisfy the scenario; formally I@Σ ∈ I[M ]⇔ I |= Sc
(Theorems 3.3 and 3.6). This entails that MTS refinement preserves the semantics of TSs
and, as merge only captures common implementations of the models, MTS merge provides a
composition mechanism for TS. In other words, the synthesis of an MTS from a set of TS can
be defined as merging the MTS synthesised from each TS.
There are two key issues to take into account when synthesising an MTS from a Triggered
Scenario. The first is that the MTS must observe but not restrict behaviour and detect when a
sequence of actions that satisfies the trigger has occurred. The second, is that once the trigger
has been satisfied, the MTS must ensure certain behaviour from that point on. If the synthesis
is from a uTS then the MTS must guarantee all traces in the main chart’s language and also
that only traces in the language of the main chart can occur. In the case of eTS, the MTS
must guarantee all traces in the main chart’s language but allow all other behaviour.
The differences in the semantics of eTS and uTS makes the synthesis algorithms for each
sufficiently different to necessitate presenting them separately. We start with eTS and then go
on to uTS.
3.2.1 Synthesis from eTS
We first run through an example to illustrate how an MTS characterises all implementations
that satisfy an eTS and then we present the synthesis algorithm.
Running example
Consider the eTS in Figure 3.5 with trigger T and main chart M . Given that there are no
conditions in T there is then only one possible state function, the empty function which we
note ζ∅. Hence we consider LT = { 〈yz , ζ
∅〉 }. The main chart’s language is LM = { abc, acb }
and the alphabet is Σ = { a, b, c, y , z }.
The algorithm that we introduce in the next section produces the MTS in Figure 3.6 (unreach-
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Figure 3.5: The eTS used as the synthesis algorithm’s running example
able states are not shown) for the eTS discussed in the previous paragraph. All implementations
of the MTS satisfy the eTS and all LTS that satisfy the eTS are implementations of the MTS.
Note that in Figure 3.6 states are annotated with the data structure (a tuple) that the algorithm
uses to represent states. An explanation of the state’s structure will be given in Section 3.2.1.
States that are not reachable from the initial state are not shown.
The MTS in Figure 3.6 guarantees that any of its traces that end with the sequence of actions
yz lead to state 2. In other words, when the trigger of the eTS is satisfied, the MTS will be in
state 2. Furthermore, note that any trace that does not ever satisfy the trigger will only cover
maybe transitions leading to states 0 and 1. That is, the MTS does not require implementations
to provide any specific behaviour if the trigger of the eTS is not satisfied.
From state 2, reached if and only if the trigger holds, there are two paths of required transitions.
Each path represents a word in LM . Intuitively the state where the trigger holds has some
obligations : the words in the main chart’s language. In order to make all refinements of the
synthesised model satisfy the eTS we need a required path for each obligation. Thus, the
required transitions from (2, a, 3), (3, c, 4), (4, b, 0), (2, a, 5), (5, b, 6) and (6, c, 0).
Although states 2 through 6 have outgoing required transitions to guarantee that all implemen-
tations of the MTS will provide the behaviour of the eTS’s main chart when the eTS’s trigger
has occurred, these states also have maybe transitions. These transitions ensure that any LTS
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Figure 3.6: MTS synthesised from the eTS running example with states annotated with the
state’s structure (unreachable states not shown)
that provides other behaviour in addition to that of the main chart once the trigger is satisfied
is also an implementation of the MTS.
For example, the outgoing transitions from state 3, labelled y, a, and b, are needed in Figure 3.6
to allow for the implementation LTS in Figure 3.7 which satisfies the eTS in Figure 3.5. Without
the MTS’s maybe transitions along the required paths, state 3 of the LTS, in which a, b and
τy are possible, does not have a counterpart in the MTS. Furthermore, state 3 of the LTS has
a τ transition to 0 where c and b are no longer possible. Implementations such as this last
one, that abort the completion of the main chart through a τ transition, are captured using
the maybe τ transitions along the required paths of the MTS. For instance the MTS has a τ
transition from 3 and 5 to 0 where there is no required behaviour.
Note that the MTS in Figure 3.6 has a non-deterministic choice on state 2 for action a. This
is needed to capture all implementations that satisfy the scenario. For example if we join
states 3 and 5, making the choice on a deterministic, the LTS in Figure 3.8 would not be an
implementation of the MTS; however the LTS satisfies the eTS. The reason that the LTS is
not an implementation of the deterministic MTS is that the a transition in the deterministic
MTS leads to a state in which both b and c are required, however such a state does not exist
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in the LTS. In summary, the non-determinism on a in Figure 3.6 is needed to guarantee that
it characterises all implementations that satisfy the eTS.
Synthesis
The synthesis strategy of the algorithm presented below is to represent each state of the MTS
with a tuple that represents what portion of the trigger of an eTS has occurred and what
obligations, in terms of required behaviour, the state has. In other words, each state of the
synthesised MTS is represented by a structure that has two parts: the recognised trigger prefix
and the state’s pending obligations. The structure of the states will be formally defined later
in Definition 3.15.
Pending obligations are suffixes of words in the language of the main chart of a TS. Pending
obligations for the Figure 3.5 are b, c, bc, cb, abc and acb.
A recognised trigger prefix is a pair 〈α, ζ〉 such that 〈α, ζ〉 ∈ prefixes(LT ) where T is the trigger
of a TS and prefixes() is defined as follows:
Definition 3.10 (Prefixes). Let T be the trigger of a Triggered Scenario then prefixes(LT ) is
{ 〈α′, ζ〉 | ∃〈α, ζ〉 ∈ LT ∧ ∃α
′′ · α = α′α′′ }.
Recall that, as the possible state functions are defined over the fluents present in T , LT is finite
and therefore so is prefixes(LT ).
Consider, for instance, state 2 of Figure 3.6 which has 〈yz, ζ∅〉 as its recognised trigger prefix and
words abc and acb as pending obligations. This means that any trace of the form w0 . . .wnyz
in which the state function after wn is ζ
∅ will lead to state 2 and that from state 2 there are
exactly two sequences of required transitions that can be taken, one labelled a, b, c and the
other labelled a, c, b.
State 3 has an empty recognised trigger 〈ǫ, ζ∅〉 which is consistent with the fact that it can only
be reached through an a transition. In other words, when in state 3, the longest prefix of a
word in LT is the empty word as no prefix of LT includes a. The only obligation of state 3 is
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cb, corresponding with the fact that the a of the obligation acb of state 2 will have occurred.
Note that state 5 is similar to 3 but has an obligation bc.
More generally, the algorithm builds an MTS with the following invariant (formally defined
in Invariant 3.1): for every trace of the MTS that leads to a state s = 〈rtp,Θ〉, the longest
suffix of the trace that corresponds to a prefix of the trigger is rtp (item 1 of Invariant 3.1).
The algorithm also guarantees that from every state, the outgoing paths of required transitions
correspond exactly to the state’s obligations (implied by item 2 of Invariant 3.1) and that
any word over the eTS alphabet is a possible trace from every state (implied by item 3 of
Invariant 3.1).
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y z a
{a, b, tau}
Figure 3.7: An LTS satisfying the scenario in Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.8: Another LTS satisfying the scenario in Figure 3.5
Definition 3.11 (Significant suffix). Let T = 〈L,≤, λ,Σ,Ψ〉 be a LPOC, 〈γ, ζ〉, γ ∈ Σ∗ and ζ
a state function defined over the fluents present in T . We define sigSuf (〈γ, ζ〉) to be the tuple
with the longest first element (i.e. γ′) in {〈γ′, ζα〉 | γ = αγ
′ ∧ (〈γ′, ζα〉 ∈ prefixes(LT )∨ γ
′ = ǫ)}
Note that in the above definition, if there is no suffix of 〈γ′, ζα〉 that is a prefix of T then 〈ǫ, ζα〉
is considered even in the case that 〈ǫ, ζα〉 is not a prefix of LT .
Invariant 3.1. Let W be the MTS synthesised from an eTS with trigger T , main chart M and
alphabet Σ. For all trace π such that W
π
−→p Ws with s = 〈rtp,Θ〉 then:
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1. sigSuf (〈π|Σ, ζ
T 〉) = rtp, where ζT is the state function derived from the fluents present in
T .
2. ∀ℓ ∈ Σ ·Ws
ℓ
−→r ⇔ ∃θ · ℓθ ∈ Θ.
3. ∀ℓ ∈ Σ ·Ws
ℓ
−→p.
The MTS synthesis procedure adds a transition labelled ℓ between two states if and only
if updating the recognised trigger prefix and obligations of the transition’s source with ℓ is
compatible with the recognised trigger prefix and obligations of the transition’s target.
Updating the recognised trigger prefix is the process that the algorithm adopts to define the
recognised trigger prefix tuple for the next state based on the performed transition’s label.
Applied to 〈α, ζ〉 and ℓ returns the longest suffix of 〈αℓ, ζ〉 that is a prefix of the trigger. For
instance updating 〈y, ζ∅〉 with z yields 〈yz, ζ∅〉, updating it with a yields 〈ǫ, ζ∅〉 and updating
it with y yields 〈y, ζ∅〉. Note that in the formalisation below, sigSuf updates values of fluents
in ζ with a prefix of α that may be dropped.
Definition 3.12 (Update Recognised Trigger Prefix).
updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, τ) = 〈α, ζ〉
updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, ℓ) = sigSuf (〈αℓ, ζ〉)
Updating obligations based on a transition labelled ℓ is slightly more complicated. If the
transition is required (the sets of required and possible transitions are formally defined in
Definition 3.15), then the update is computed as the union of the new obligations that are
contracted by taking the transition and a remaining or inherited obligations of the source state
after taking the transition. New obligations are the words in LM if the update of the recognised
trigger prefix results in a 〈α, ζ〉 ∈ LT and ∅ otherwise. An inherited obligation is the result of
taking exactly one of the words in the source state’s obligations that starts with ℓ and removing
the initial ℓ.
Definition 3.13 (Update Obl. Upon a Req. Trans. eTS). Let ℓ be a label in Σ. We define
updateOblUReqT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ) as the set
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{ Θ′ | ∃w · ℓw ∈ Θ ∧ Θ′ = inhObl ∪ newObl ∧ (w = ǫ =⇒ inhObl = ∅) ∧
(w 6= ǫ =⇒ inhObl = { w }) ∧ (updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) ∈ LT =⇒ newObl = LM ) ∧
(updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) 6∈ LT =⇒ newObl = ∅) }
The update for maybe transitions is simply the new obligations allowing previous obligations
to be discarded. Maybe τ transitions, present in states with obligations, also discard previous
obligations.
Definition 3.14 (Update Obl. Upon May. Trans. eTS). Let ℓ be a label in Σ ∪ { τ }. We
define updateOblUMayT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ) as the set
{Θ′ | Θ′ = newObl ∧ (ℓ = τ =⇒ Θ 6= ∅) ∧ (updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) ∈ LT =⇒ newObl = LM) ∧
(updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) 6∈ LT =⇒ newObl = ∅)}
Note that in the above formalisation updateOblUReqT and updateOblUMayT return a set con-
taining sets of obligations. This will ensure (in the next definition) that for every action that can
consume the first action of multiple obligations, there will be one transition for each obligation.
Thus, the non-determinism on a explained in the running example is achieved.
Definition 3.15 (Synthesis of MTS from eTS). Let E be an eTS with trigger T , main chart
M and alphabet Σ. The MTS synthesised from E is W = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r,∆p〉 where
• S = { 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉 | 〈α, ζ〉 ∈ prefixes(LT ) ∧ Θ ⊆ suffixes(LM ) }.
• s0 = 〈〈ǫ, ζT 〉,Θ〉 with Θ = LM if 〈ǫ, ζ
T 〉 ∈ LT and Θ = ∅ otherwise, where ζ
T is the state
function derived from the set of fluents present in T .
• ∆p = { (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ, 〈rtp′,Θ′〉) | updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) = rtp ′ ∧
Θ′ ∈
(
updateOblUMayT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ) ∪ updateOblUReqT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ)
)
}.
• ∆r = { (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ, 〈rtp′,Θ′〉) | updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) = rtp ′ ∧
Θ′ ∈ updateOblUReqT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ) }.
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It can be shown that Invariant 3.1 holds for the MTS W synthesised from an eTS E. However,
this invariant is too weak to prove that W characterises through refinement all LTSs that
satisfy E. In order to prove correctness and completeness of the synthesis algorithm we need
to prove properties and lemmas that imply a stronger invariant (see proof of Theorem 3.3 in
the Appendix). Therefore, W characterises the implementations that satisfy the scenario E.
Proposition 3.2. If W is the MTS synthesised from E then Invariant 3.1 holds.
Theorem 3.3 (Completeness and Correctness). Let E = ✸(T,M,Σ) be an eTS and W the
MTS synthesised from E according to Definition 3.15, then, for every LTS I, I@Σ ∈ I[W ] if
and only if I |= E.
Proof. See Appendix A.1 and A.2.
Implementation
The synthesis procedure defined above has been implemented in the publicly available MTSA
tool [FDSU]. The implementation builds the MTS on the fly, starting from the initial state,
and differs slightly from Definition 3.15 in that it produces an equivalent MTS but that has less
transitions. This is achieved by using the maybe τ transitions to model other maybe behaviour:
for each state, before adding a maybe t transition from s to s′ the algorithm checks if a maybe τ
and then maybe t transition can be taken from s to s′. If so the maybe t transition is not added
from s to s′. It is straightforward to show that such optimization is semantic preserving. In the
next paragraph, as a proof of argument, we show how this optimisation is semantic preserving
on one state.
As an example consider Figure 3.9 which is the result of the optimised algorithm and Figure 3.6
which corresponds to that of Definition 3.15. It is simple to see that, for instance, outgoing
maybe transitions from state 3 in Figure 3.6 (i.e. transitions on a?, b?, c?, z? leading to 0 and
y? leading to 1) can be simulated by first performing τ? in Figure 3.9 from 3 to 0 and then the
corresponding action label (e.g., a? is simulated by 3
τ
−→p 0
a
−→p 0). On the other hand, the
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only maybe transition from state 3 in Figure 3.9 is a τ transition that is simulated by the τ
transition from state 3 in the MTS in Figure 3.6.
Note that the MTSs depicted in Chapter 4 and 6 are those generated by MTSA.
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Figure 3.9: MTS synthesised from the eTS running example using MTSA
Complexity
In this section we give an insight into the worst-case time complexity of the algorithm and
the number of states of the synthesised MTS. Before starting the construction of the MTS
LT and LM are calculated. The former is used to calculate the recognised trigger prefix and
the latter to be set as the set of obligations for states where the trigger hold. The algorithm
makes a single traversal during which it adds states on the fly. For each state it may add
transitions for each action ℓ in Σ. Each state of the generated MTS is created and then
processed. Processing consists of calculating the recognised trigger prefix of the target state,
updateTrig(rtp, ℓ), where rtp is the recognised trigger prefix of the source state and ℓ is the
label of the transition being considered. Calculating the obligations of a successive state is
trivial and done in constant time: obligations are set to LM if the trigger is satisfied with the
last transition and the empty set if there were no transitions before and the tail of a particular
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obligation if a required branch is being built. Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm
is O(ComplexityCalcLM + ComplexityCalcLT + NumberOfStates |Σ| ComplexityUpdateTrig).
Each linearisation in LM is calculated by taking a minimum location in the partial order and
extending it according to the partial order till all the messages in M are used. In the worst
case, when there is no particular order imposed to the messages in M , any permutation of
those messages is in LM . Therefore the number of linearisations in LM is bounded by m! where
! stands for factorial and m = |M | (recall that being K an LPO or LPOC then |K| is the
size of any linearisation of K). The time complexity to build a single linearisation is bounded
by m when using efficient data structures to represent the partial order. Therefore the time
complexity for calculating LM (ComplexityCalcLM) is bounded by m!m.
LT contains the linearisations of T . But the linearisations of T are based on the linearisations
of its associated LPO TLPO. The number of linearisations of TLPO (|LTLPO |) is bounded by
t! where t = |T |. Building each linearisation takes a time bounded by t and therefore the
worst time complexity for calculating TLPO is in O(t!t). Recall that a linearisation of T is a
linearisation of TLPO and a state function. As there are f different valuations of the fluents,
where f is the number of fluents affecting the trigger T , then the number of state functions are
bounded by 2f . Therefore the worst time complexity for building LT (ComplexityCalcLT ) is
the worst time taken to build the linearisations of TLPO times 2
f : O(2f t!t).
Updating the trigger for a recognised trigger prefix 〈α, ζ〉 and action ℓ consists of checking if,
after appending the last seen action to α, 〈αℓ, ζ〉 or any of αℓ’s suffixes with the updated ζ
function is a prefix of a word in LT . In the worst case 〈αℓ, ζ〉 (where αℓ cannot be longer
than t) and every suffix of αℓ will have to be tested with each word in LT which yields
O(ComplexityUpdateTrig) = O(|LT |t
2) . This can be implemented more efficiently with a
more time efficient data structure: The recognised trigger prefix keeps track of the suffixes
that are a prefix of a word in LT and keeps also a reference to that word in LT so that, for a
particular action, it is sufficient to try to extend those suffixes and look for the longest one that
is a prefix of the trigger. Then, the complexity of updating the trigger (ComplexityUpdateTrig)
is in O(|LT |t) = O(2
f |LTLPO |t) = O(2
f t!t).
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We now calculate the size of the generated MTS. From the initial state new states are added
creating a path monitoring the occurrence of the trigger. There is one path for each word in
LT and the length of the path is t. So there can be as many as |LT |t states before a trigger is
satisfied. As |LT | is bounded by 2
f t! then the number of states before the trigger is satisfied
is bounded by 2f t!t. After the trigger holds there is a path for each word in the main chart
going through m − 1 states, one for each prefix of that word. Therefore, if there is no nested
triggering, then there will be |LM |(m − 1) states after a trigger is satisfied. If a transition,
along these paths where the main chart is being met, satisfies the trigger (i.e. there is a nested
triggering) then a new state is added where, besides LM , Θ also contains what is left of the
obligation being met. As each nested trigger adds, in the worst case, one extra state there can
be up to |LM |2(m− 1) states. Finally, using that |LM | is bounded by m!, the number of states
is bounded by 2f t!t + 2m!m. In practice the number of states is smaller than this as some
valuations of the fluents are not possible after certain transitions. For example if an action ℓ
sets a fluent F to true then there cannot be a state where the recognised trigger prefix ends
with ℓ and has a function where F is false . Also the possible linearisations of the main chart
and trigger are generally much less than the worst case of m! and t! respectively. For instance
in the case study presented in Chapter 4 all the scenarios have only one linearisation for the
trigger and one for the main chart.
Summing up, the worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is O(m!m + 2f t!t +
(
(2f t!t +
2m!m)|Σ|(2f t!t)
)
). Let X = m!m and Y = 2f t!t. Then we can rewrite the formula as O(X +
Y +
(
(Y +2X)|Σ|Y
)
) =O(X+Y +|Σ|Y 2+2|Σ|Y X) =O(|Σ|Y 2+|Σ|Y X) =O(|Σ|(Y 2+Y X)) =
O(|Σ|
(
(2f t!t)2 + (2f t!tm!m)
)
).
Scenarios only have a few messages and fluents affecting the scenario’s trigger so the number
of variables affecting the complexity are generally small in practice.
The algorithm for merging two MTSs starts by computing a common refinement and then suc-
cessively builds a more abstract MTS. Merging is exponential on the degree of non-determinism
of the common refinement from which it first starts the abstraction process [FU08, FDB+12].
The degree of non-determinism of a model at a given state and label is equal to the number of
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outgoing transitions with that label minus one. The degree of non-determinism of an MTS is
the sum of the degree of non-determinism for every state and label. The case study presented
in Chapter 4 confirmed that the time taken for synthesising models was negligible compared
to the time taken for merging those models. It took, for each scenario, less than a second to
synthesise each MTS. On the other hand it took a couple of minutes to merge some of the
largest models.
3.2.2 Synthesis from uTS
Running example
Figure 3.10: The uTS used as the synthesis algorithm’s running example
Let us now consider the uTS in Figure 3.10. Let T be the trigger and M the main chart. Then
LT = { 〈yz , ζ
∅〉 }, LM = { abc, acb } and the alphabet is Σ = { a, b, c, y, z }. Note that this
scenario is identical to the one used in the previous section except that we now take a universal,
rather than existential, interpretation.
As with the synthesised model from an eTS, the MTS synthesised from a uTS has to keep track
of the prefix of the trigger that has been recognised and enforce mandatory behaviour once the
trigger has occurred. The difference is that the MTS for a uTS should not allow behaviour
not described in the main chart (LM ). A naive approach to synthesis would be to reuse the
eTS synthesis algorithm and simply remove maybe transitions from states with obligations.
Such an approach is incorrect: Consider the MTS in Figure 3.6 without the maybe transitions
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Figure 3.11: MTS synthesised from the uTS running example with states annotated with the
state’s structure
originating from states 3 through 6. The LTS in Figure 3.12 would not be a refinement of the
MTS yet the LTS does satisfy the uTS.
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Figure 3.12: An implementation of the MTS in Figure 3.11
The MTS depicted in Figure 3.11 characterises through refinement the LTSs that satisfy the
uTS of Figure 3.10. States 0 and 1, and their outgoing transitions are identical to those in the
MTS synthesised for the existential version of the scenario (see Figure 3.6) because they are
intended to fulfil the same purpose: monitor the occurrence of the trigger and guarantee that
if the trigger is satisfied the resulting state is 2. The MTSs for the universal and existential TS
are also similar in that they have a non-deterministic choice for a on state 2. This is to avoid,
as explained for eTSs, losing the implementation in Figure 3.8 which satisfies the uTS.
Where the MTS for the universal scenario differs is in the maybe transitions from states with
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obligations. For uTS these transitions should only allow behaviour described in the main chart.
The MTS in Figure 3.11 only has two maybe τ transitions: from state 3 to 5 and back. These
transitions are needed to allow LTS implementations that provide the behaviour of the main
chart in a deterministic fashion. Consider the LTS in Figure 3.8 but in which states 3 and 5
have been joined (i.e. state 2 goes to 3/5 via a and then there is a choice on c and b to go to
states 4 and 6 respectively). Such an LTS satisfies the uTS but would not be an implementation
of the MTS in Figure 3.11 without its τ transitions as the latter requires committing early to
whether abc or acb will be provided while the former delays the choice until after a has occurred.
Note that in the model synthesised from an eTS those maybe τ transitions from states with
obligations also exist but they do not necessarily go to states with obligations (unless the trigger
holds) as the implementations satisfying the scenario are not required to show the main chart’s
behaviour in every run.
So now we have two kind of obligations: required obligations and maybe obligations. Maybe
obligations can appear along a required path, that is, while the main chart is being met. The
maybe obligations represent the paths that should not be forbidden in the implementations.
Synthesis
The synthesis strategy for uTS is similar to that of eTS. States are still encoded with a structure
with two parts, the recognised trigger prefix up to that state and the state’s pending obligations.
However, the notion of obligation changes to conform to the semantics of universal: First, the
representation of obligations at states of the synthesised MTS changes, and second, the way
obligations are updated once a transition is traversed differs.
To describe the obligations of a state we now use two sets of words: required obligations and
maybe obligations. Required obligations are words for which required paths from the state are
expected to exist. Maybe obligations are words for which paths from the state could exist.
Consider for instance state 2 in Figure 3.11 which has two words in the required obligations set
(abc and acb) and no words in the maybe obligations set. This is consistent with the fact that
from state 2 required paths for abc and acb exist.
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Consider state 3 in the same MTS, this state has only one required obligation which is cb
representing the fact that the action a that is required by the uTS has occurred and cb remains.
There is no need to have bc as an obligation as state 5 in the MTS guarantees such path from
state 2. However, bc should not be prohibited in 3, hence this state also has one maybe
obligation. This maybe obligation is fulfilled by the possible path from 3 through 5, 6, 0. If Θ
represents the obligations of a state, then we will refer to the required and maybe obligations
as Θ.r and Θ.m respectively.
We now explain the invariant that holds for all states 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉 of an MTS synthesised from a
uTS (Invariant 3.4): Firstly, every trace π of the MTS leads to a state with a recognised trigger
prefix obtained as the significant suffix of π and its corresponding state function ζ (item 1 of
Invariant 3.4). From every state, the outgoing paths of required transitions are exactly those in
the state’s required obligations (implied by item 2 of Invariant 3.4) and that any word w in the
state’s maybe obligations can be replayed from that state (item 3). A state with no required
obligations has outgoing transitions on every action of the alphabet (item 4) i.e. if there are
no obligations any action should be possible.
Invariant 3.4. Let W be an MTS synthesised from a uTS with trigger T , main chart M and
alphabet Σ. For all trace π ∈ (Σ ∪ {τ})∗ such that W
π
−→p Ws with s = 〈rtp,Θ〉 then:
1. sigSuf (〈π|Σ, ζ
T 〉) = rtp, where ζT is the state function derived from the fluents present in
T .
2. ∀ℓ ∈ Σ ·Ws
ℓ
−→r ⇔ ∃ θr · ℓθr ∈ Θ.r
3. ∀θm ∈ Θ.m ·Ws
θm=⇒p
4. Θ.r = ∅ ⇒ (∀ℓ ∈ Σ ·Ws
ℓ
−→p)
Note that the invariant of an MTS synthesised from uTS is similar to the one for MTS synthe-
sised from eTS. The difference is that, besides having required paths if and only if the paths
corresponds to required obligations (or plain obligations in the case of eTS), in the case of uTS
the presence of possible paths corresponding to maybe obligations have to be guaranteed (item
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3). The last difference is that in the case of eTS any word over the alphabet is a possible trace
from any state, however, because of the semantics of uTS, the only states in the synthesised
MTS that can allow any possible transition are the ones where no required obligation is present
(item 4).
As with eTS, the MTS synthesis procedure adds a transition labelled ℓ between two states if
and only if updating the recognised trigger prefix and obligations of the transition’s source with
ℓ is compatible with the recognised trigger prefix and obligations of the transition’s target. The
update of recognised trigger prefixes remains as for eTS.
The update of the obligations of state 〈rtp,Θ〉 after a required transition labelled ℓ (see Defi-
nition 3.16) is based on the following criteria. The update is allowed only if there is a required
obligation starting with ℓ (∃w · ℓw ∈ Θ.r) and the resulting obligations depend on whether the
occurrence of ℓ satisfies the trigger given that the current recognised trigger prefix is rtp. If the
trigger is satisfied, then the required paths from the resulting state must be LM (Θ
′.r = LM).
As with state 2 in Figure 3.11, there is no need to have maybe obligations (Θ′.m = ∅) as all
potential maybe obligations are already in Θ′.r. If the trigger is not satisfied and the occur-
rence of ℓ fulfils an entire obligation (w = ǫ), then there are no obligations of any kind in the
next state Θ′.r = Θ′.m = ∅. Such is the case of the obligations after c (resp. b) from state 6
(resp. 4). Finally, if the trigger is not satisfied and ℓ contributes to fulfilling an obligation but
there are remaining required actions (w 6= ǫ), then what is left becomes the required obligation
(Θ′.r = {w}) and all other required and maybe obligations of the original state to which ℓ
contributes become part of the maybe obligations Θ′.m = {w′ 6= w | ℓw′ ∈ (Θ.m∪Θ.r)}. This
is the case of the obligations of state 3, for instance, after the occurrence of a from state 2.
Definition 3.16 (Update Obl. Upon a Req. Trans. uTS). Let ℓ be a label in Σ. We define
updateOblUReqT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ), where b = updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) ∈ LT , as the set
{ Θ′ | ∃w · ℓw ∈ Θ.r ∧ (b =⇒ Θ′.r = LM ∧ Θ
′.m = ∅) ∧
(¬b ∧ w = ǫ =⇒ Θ′.r = Θ′.m = ∅) ∧
(¬b ∧ w 6= ǫ =⇒ Θ′.r = {w} ∧ Θ′.m = { w′ 6= w | ℓw′ ∈ (Θ.m ∪Θ.r) }) }
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The update of the obligations of state 〈rtp,Θ〉 after a maybe transition labelled ℓ (see Defini-
tion 3.17) is based on the following criteria: a maybe transition is always allowed on states with
no obligations (Θ.r = ∅) and the resulting required obligations depend on whether the occur-
rence of ℓ satisfies the trigger (updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) ∈ LM). The maybe z transition from state 1
is an example of the former when the trigger is satisfied, while the maybe y transition from the
same state is an example for when the trigger is not satisfied. When there are both required
and maybe obligations then the only maybe transitions that are allowed are τ transitions. The
new required and maybe obligations are the result of swapping the old required obligation with
one of the maybe obligations (∃w ∈ Θ.m · Θ′.r = {w} ∧ Θ′.m = (Θ.m ∪ Θ.r) \ {w}). This is
the case of the τ transitions to and from states 3 and 5. Finally, when there are required but
no maybe obligations, then no maybe transitions are allowed. Such is the case of state 2.
Definition 3.17 (Update Obl. Upon May. Trans. uTS). Let ℓ be a label in Σ ∪ { τ }. We
define updateOblUMayT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ), where b = updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) ∈ LM , as the set
{Θ′ | (Θ.r = ∅ ∧ b =⇒ ℓ 6= τ ∧ Θ′.r = LM ∧ Θ
′.m = ∅) ∧
(Θ.r = ∅ ∧ ¬b =⇒ ℓ 6= τ ∧ Θ′.r = Θ′.m = ∅) ∧
(Θ.r 6= ∅ =⇒ ℓ = τ ∧ ∃w ∈ Θ.m · (Θ′.r = {w} ∧ Θ′.m = (Θ.m ∪Θ.r) \ {w})) }
Finally, we provide the construction of MTS from uTS. The resulting MTS is guaranteed to
satisfy the invariant formalised in Invariant 3.4.
Definition 3.18 (Synthesis of MTS from uTS). Let U be a uTS with trigger T , main chart M
and alphabet Σ. The MTS synthesised from U is W = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆r,∆p〉 where
• S = { 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉 | 〈α, ζ〉 ∈ prefixes(LT ) ∧ Θ.r,Θ.m ⊆ suffixes(LM) }.
• s0 = 〈〈ǫ, ζT 〉,Θ〉 with Θ.m = ∅, and Θ.r = LM if 〈ǫ, ζ
T 〉 ∈ LT and Θ.r = ∅ otherwise,
where ζT is the state function derived from the set of fluents present in T .
• ∆p = { (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ, 〈rtp′,Θ′〉) | updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) = rtp ′ ∧
Θ′ ∈
(
updateOblUMayT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ) ∪ updateOblUReqT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ)
)
}.
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• ∆r = { (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ, 〈rtp′,Θ′〉) | updateTrig(rtp, ℓ) = rtp ′ ∧
Θ′ ∈ updateOblUReqT (〈rtp,Θ〉, ℓ) }.
It can be shown that Invariant 3.4 holds for the MTS W synthesised from an eTS U . However
this invariant is too weak to prove that W characterises through refinement all LTSs that
satisfy U . In order to prove correctness and completeness of the synthesis algorithm we need
to prove properties and lemmas that imply a stronger invariant (see proof of Theorem 3.6 in
the Appendix). Therefore, W characterises the implementations that satisfy the scenario U .
Proposition 3.5. If W is an MTS synthesised from a uTS U then Invariant 3.4 holds.
Theorem 3.6 (Completeness and Correctness). Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ) be a uTS and W the
MTS synthesised from U according to Definition 3.18, then, for every LTS I, I@Σ ∈ I[W ] if
and only if I |= U .
Proof. See Appendix A.1 and A.2.
The examples presented in the previous two sections dealt with triggers with no conditions. As
a final example consider the uTS in Figure 3.2 with trigger T and let Φ2 = φ2 where φ2 is the
fluent 〈{b}, {c},⊤〉 initially true and set to false with c and true with b. Figure 3.13 shows the
MTS synthesised from the aforementioned scenario where ζ⊤ and ζ⊥ are the state functions
that evaluate φ2 to true and false respectively. The MTS is synthesised starting with the state
function derived from φ2, the only fluent in the trigger, which equals ζ
⊤. Then the initial state’s
recognised trigger prefix is 〈ǫ, ζ⊤〉. Note how, from the initial state, the occurrence of c leads
to state 1 were the state function is updated to ζ⊥. The occurrence of a at state 1 does not
trigger the scenario because the condition does not hold. The recognised trigger prefix of the
state reached from state 1 through an a transition is: updateTrig(〈ǫ, ζ⊥〉, a) = sigSuf (〈a, ζ⊥a 〉).
The valuation of the fluent does not change with a so ζ⊥a = ζ
⊥ and, as 〈a, ζ⊥〉 is not a prefix of
LT , then sigSuf (〈a, ζ
⊥
a 〉) = 〈ǫ, ζ
⊥〉. That explains the self transition a at state 1. Similarly, a b
transition from state 1 changes the valuation of the fluent thus leading to state 0. An a transition
from the initial state triggers the scenario leading to state 3 and from there there is a required
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branch with the main chart’s behaviour. From state 3 to state 2 the state function changes
because the valuation of φ2 becomes false with the occurrence of c. The final d transition of
the required branch ends up in state 1 because d does not change the valuation of the fluent to
true .
〈 〈 〉 〉,     , { } , { } a?
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Figure 3.13: MTS synthesised from the uTS in Figure 3.2 with states annotated with the state’s
structure
Implementation
We have implemented the synthesis procedure defined above in the publicly available MTSA
tool [FDSU]. As with the eTS synthesis implementation, it builds the MTS on-the-fly from the
initial state.
Complexity
The space complexity of the uTS synthesis algorithm is the same as that for eTS synthesis, the
same arguments as in 3.2.1 apply.
The time complexity is pretty much the same only that the obligations of the target state are no
longer calculated in constant time. While creating a required branch for a particular obligation
tθ, where t ∈ Σ, all the other required obligations of the origin state have to be traversed to
checked if they start with t. In that case they will be part of maybe obligations of the target
state. The time complexity of this operation is bounded by |LM |.
So it now takes O(NumberOfStates |Σ| ComplexityUpdateTrig ComplexityTargetObligations) to
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calculate the target state after a transition. Where O(ComplexityTargetObligations) = O(LM),
and O(NumberOfStates) and O(ComplexityUpdateTrig) are the same as for eTS.
Finally the time complexity of the uTS synthesis algorithm is O(ComplexityCalcLM+
ComplexityCalcLT+NumberOfStates |Σ| ComplexityUpdateTrig ComplexityTargetObligations).
3.3 Summary
In this chapter we defined Triggered Scenarios, a scenario-specification language which includes
support for describing both conditional existential and conditional universal scenarios. In this
language, scenarios are described with a trigger and a main chart in the style of Live Sequence
Charts (LSCs). However, as opposed to LSCs, Triggered Scenarios can be interpreted existen-
tially using an existential triggered scenario (eTS): when the trigger has occurred, the system
should be able to perform the main chart. We distinguish them from the existential and uni-
versal scenarios provided in LSC which do not adequately support description of conditional
existential behaviour. These triggered scenarios also support state-based conditions for triggers
that greatly simplify the specification of triggering conditions.
In addition, we showed that synthesis of an MTS instead of an LTS is preferable for inherently
partial specifications like Triggered Scenarios. We defined behaviour model synthesis algorithms
for both existentially and universally triggered scenarios. The algorithms constructs a mono-
lithic MTS that characterises, via refinement, all model LTSs that conform to the triggered
scenario.
Chapter 4
Evaluation of Synthesis from Triggered
Scenarios
In this section, we conduct a case study aimed at using triggered scenarios, MTS synthesis and
MTS analysis to iteratively and incrementally elaborate behaviour models. We report on our
experience validating the use of this framework to support iterative and incremental behaviour
model elaboration.
4.1 Tool Support
Support for writing triggered scenarios and for synthesising MTS from them has been incorpo-
rated into the prototype Modal Transition System Analyser (MTSA) [FDSU]. MTSA supports
various forms of constructing and analysing MTS models. Models can be described using tra-
ditional process algebra operators such as sequential and parallel composition, and hiding, as
well as the MTS merge operator [FDB+12]. In addition to synthesis from triggered scenarios,
MTSA supports synthesis from non-triggered existential scenarios and from safety properties
expressed in linear temporal logic of fluents (FLTL) [GM03].
The MTSA tool supports analysis of MTS models through standard model-based validation
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techniques such as inspection (both of the textual and graphical representation of the MTS),
animation, hiding, minimisation, and model checking. The latter includes checking an MTS for
deadlock freedom and against FLTL properties, in addition to comparing models for consistency
and refinement. Validation of the approach described in this paper was performed using MTSA.
4.2 Methodology
Case studies were conducted by iterating a synthesise-analyse-elicit cycle. In the synthesis
phase, an MTS is automatically constructed from known properties and scenarios. In the
analysis phase, the synthesised MTS is analysed by an engineer, using MTSA, via inspec-
tion, animation, model checking and model slicing (action hiding plus minimisation). In the
elicitation phase, questions prompted during the analysis are answered based on the domain
knowledge available and modelled in order to return to the synthesis phase with a more elabo-
rated specification. The stopping criteria for the iterations is the production of a fully specified
behaviour model in the form of a LTS. Note that such LTS is a valid implementation of the
system being modelled: it is obtained by implementation preserving operations (e.g. merge
and refinement) on MTSs synthesised from scenarios and properties that describe the system.
Before discussing the case studies, a few words on the analysis phase. During the analysis
phase of each of the case study’s iterations we used a combination of these techniques that are
common to behaviour model analysis in general (inspection, animation, model checking and
model slicing). The key driving force in the analysis phase of each iteration is to provide insights
into the underspecified behaviour, captured explicitly as maybe transitions. Hence, much of the
analysis consists of identifying reachable maybe transitions. In the elicitation phase, what-if
questions are constructed by traces leading to these maybe transitions to elicit if the maybe
behaviour should be refined into required or prohibited behaviour.
Another key driving force during analysis is to consider the two bounds captured by the syn-
thesised MTS: the behaviour proscribed by the MTS and the behaviour required by the MTS.
The pessimistic and optimistic ([BG00]) views of an MTS naturally support this analysis. The
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pessimistic implementation of an MTS is the implementation where all maybe behaviour in the
MTS is forbidden. In other words, only the behaviour required by the specification is present
in the implementation. Similarly, the optimistic implementation is the implementation where
all maybe behaviour has been converted to required behaviour. In other words, any behaviour
not exhibited in the optimistic implementation is behaviour proscribed by the specification.
In the description of the case studies, rather than focusing on how analysis was performed, we
focus on the questions prompted by the analysis. When considered of interest, we do explicitly
point out a specific technique that led to a relevant question in the elicitation phase. We discuss
the analysis phase in more detail in the conclusion of this section.
4.3 Philips Television Set Configuration
This section reports on a case study of an industrial protocol for a product family of Philips
television sets [vOvdLKM00]. The TV product family can include multiple tuners and multiple
video output devices that can be configured to display several signals in different configurations.
The protocol is concerned with controlling the signal path in a TV to avoid visual artifacts
appearing on video outputs when a tuner is changing frequency.
The setup for this case studies was as follows. In addition to the available documentation of
the protocol, we were provided with a prototype in which various TV architectures could be
configured. The prototype supports exploration of the behaviour of the tuning protocol for
each architecture of the system. It could therefore be used as a replacement for a domain
expert in the elicitation phase. Observed behaviour into the prototype was initially encoded as
existential and universal triggered scenarios, and an MTS was synthesised. This was analysed
with the view of posing questions regarding the maybe behaviour of the MTS (should certain
maybe behaviour exhibited by the MTS be mandatory or proscribed?) which were answered
by replaying specific situations in the prototype and observing its response. Exercising the
prototype to validate the MTS model and answer questions regarding its maybe behaviour
generated further observations of the protocol’s behaviour that were encoded in new scenarios
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and properties leading to the next iteration of the synthesise-analyse-elicit cycle.
In the case study reported below, the architecture of the TV is fixed to having two tuners
and one video output. The two tuners are connected with the single video output through a
switching device which displays the signal of the active tuner. The active tuner can be changed
by a user interacting with a switching device. The user can also change the frequency of either
tuner. The protocol coordinates the tuners, video and switch devices in order to ensure that
the video does not produce an output while the signal is being changed. This first example
focuses on the behaviour of the protocol with respect to changes in the tuning frequencies. The
second focuses on the behaviour resulting from switching active tuners.
4.3.1 Tuning
As explained above, we setup the prototype as a TV with two tuners (t1 , t2 ), a switch (s) and
a video output (v) with the active tuner initially being t1 .
Firstly, we explored the basic tuning behaviour of the TV by changing the frequency of the
active tuner: Once a tune command is sent to the tuner, it stores the new frequency and
requests the switch to drop the signal corresponding to the frequency being displayed up to
that moment (dropReq). The switch forwards the drop signal request to the video output and
then sends an acknowledgement (dropReqAck) back to the tuner to confirm that the video
signal has been dropped and hence a blank screen is being displayed. Finally the tuner changes
the frequency of the signal being transmitted and requests the switch to restore the image on
the video output (restore). The switch forwards the request and the video unblanks the screen
and outputs the signal which corresponds to the new frequency.
The observed behaviour described in the previous paragraph is modelled in the eTS
E Tuning t1 Active t1 of Figure 4.1. Fluent Active t1 represents the status of the tuner t1 :
It is initially true and becomes false when tune t2 is activated, and true when t1 is activated.
For the sake of simplicity, the actual change of frequency is not modelled.
The rationale for selecting the particular eTS of Figure 4.1 was based on our understanding
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of the general description available for the protocol which explains that the system reacts to
changes in the tuned frequency. Thus the eTS trigger is a tune command while the tuner t1
is active. An alternative, weaker generalization would have been to move some more messages
from the main chart into the trigger of the existential scenario, thus introducing a stronger
antecedent (the trigger) and hence more restricted conditions for requiring the consequent (the
main chart).
A stronger generalization of eTS E Tuning t1 Active t1 would have been to choose a universal
scenario instead of an existential one to encode the observed behaviour. Such an encoding
would imply that the main chart is the only behaviour that can be observed when a tuner is
retuned. Clearly, at such an early stage of behaviour exploration it is unknown if behaviour
other than that of the main chart can occur after the trigger. In fact, subsequently, it becomes
clear that a universal scenario would have been incorrect as it is possible to retune in the middle
of the behaviour described by the main chart of eTS E Tuning t1 Active t1 .
Figure 4.1: E Tuning t1 Active t1
The MTS synthesised from eTS E Tuning t1 Active t1 is quite small (see Figure 4.2), and so
inspection of the graphical representation is feasible: Note that in state 2, it is guaranteed that
the trigger holds and that the trace [t1 newValue, t1 dropReq , s dropReq , s dropReqAck t1 ,
t1 restore , s restore] is required from that same state. Hence, the required behaviour will be
present in every implementation satisfying the trigger. In addition note that in every state
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Tr1 = { s_dropReq?, s_dropReqAck_t1?, s_restore?, setActive_t1?, t1_dropReq?, t1_newValue?, t1_restore? }
Tr2 = { s_dropReq?, s_dropReqAck_t1?, s_restore?, setActive_t2?, t1_dropReq?, t1_newValue?, t1_restore?, 
 t1_tune? }
Tr3 = { s_dropReq?, s_dropReqAck_t1?, s_restore?, setActive_t1?, t1_dropReq?, t1_restore? }
Figure 4.2: Synthesised MTS from the eTS in Figure 4.1
from 2 to 7 there is an outgoing sequence of maybe transitions τ , t1 tune leading back to state
2, the occurrence of which restarts the tuning protocol.
The latter observation prompted two questions: Should tuning be allowed once the protocol
is engaged? And if so, would the protocol have to restart or is there some notion of current
state that is preserved for dealing with a new tune action? These questions were prompted by
inspecting the maybe behaviour of Figure 4.2 which is the result of an existential scenario. An
MTS synthesised from a universal version of E Tuning t1 Active t1 would not have included
this maybe behaviour as it would have already proscribed the occurrence of a nested tune.
To answer these questions we replayed the trigger on the prototype and then attempted to tune
before the protocol described in the main chart of E Tuning t1 Active t1 finished. Indeed, it
was possible to retune but the nested occurrence did not restart the protocol: Once a nested
tune occurs, as the signal on the video output is being dropped or has already been dropped, a
further change in the signal’s frequency will not produce any undesired video artefacts, hence
the signal can be changed safely and no additional communication is required.
The behaviour regarding nested tuning is captured by strengthening the trigger of the original
E Tuning t1 Active t1 scenario with a Tuning t1 fluent that is initially false , becomes true
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with tune t1 and false when the protocol finishes with s restore or is aborted by the activation of
any of the tuners with the actions set Active t1 or set Active t2 (see Figure 4.3). In addition, a
second existential scenario named E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 (Figure 4.4) is added reflecting
the fact that a nested tune will only trigger the storing of the new frequency value instead of
dropping and restoring the signal on the video output.
The restricts set in the new scenario (E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 ) is necessary to avoid the
protocol being restarted after the nested tune. This alphabet extension forces the occurrence
of t1 new value before any other message of the protocol.
Figure 4.3: E Tuning t1 Active t1 modified with a stronger condition
Figure 4.4: E NestedTuning t1 Active t1
A new MTS can be constructed by merging the MTS synthesised from scenarios
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Tr7 = {s_dropReq?, s_dropReqAck_t1?, t1_dropReq?, t1_newValue?, t1_restore?, tau?}
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Figure 4.5: Resulting model after the second iteration: It2
E Tuning t1 Active t1 and E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 , resulting in MTS It2 shown in Fig-
ure 4.5.
Analysis of the maybe behaviour of It2, lead to the following finding: if a nested tune occurs,
leading to state 3, it triggers the store of the new frequency value (in Tr6 ). However, when
can a nested tune occur? At any point? Which of the maybe transitions for these nested tunes
should be required transitions? By exercising the prototype it becomes clear that a nested tune
is not always allowed. In fact, once the protocol is engaged, it is only possible to retune on two
occasions. The first one is when the switch has sent a drop request and the tuner is waiting
the drop acknowledge from the switch. The second time is right after the drop acknowledge
was received by the tuner and before the tuner sends the restore request. We call these two
sections of the protocol store-only sections. A tune within those sections will not restart the
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protocol but instead only store the new frequency value. A nested tune outside that sections
is not allowed in the prototype.
Based on the above observations, a strengthened version of E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 was
produced (see Figure 4.6). This new eTS includes the fluents WaitingDropAck t1: initially
false , true with s dropReq and false with s dropReqAck t1 ; and Dropped t1 : initially false and
true with s dropReqAck t1 and false with t1 restore to signal the store-only sections. Further-
more, to reflect the fact that a nested tune is forbidden other than in the store-only sections
we specify a precondition for the action tune t1 :
¬Tuning t1 ∨ (WaitingDropAck t1 ∨ Dropped t1 ) which can be formalised using the
FLTL property Pre tune t1 = ✷(Tuning t1 ∧ ¬(WaitingDropAck t1 ∨ Dropped t1 ) =⇒
¬X t1 tune). The propositions appearing in the formula are previously defined fluents except
for t1 tune which is an implicit fluent ([GM03]) derived from the action t1 tune such that it is
initially false and becomes true only with that action and false with any other.
A new MTS It3 can be constructed merging the MTS synthesised from the strengthened ver-
sions of E Tuning t1 Active t1 and E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 , and property Pre tune t1.
Figure 4.6: E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 modified with a stronger condition
So far we have not specified under which conditions tuning must be allowed. Instead, we have
elicited the behaviour of the protocol that is triggered by the occurrence of tuning.
For instance, in It2, from the initial state, a maybe t1 tune transition appears when, in fact,
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from exercising the prototype we know that this behaviour is present. Hence, a rule for intro-
ducing a required t1 tune transition from the initial state is needed. Generalizing, a new eTS
called E TuneAllowed t1 (Figure 4.7) is added to the specification, synthesised and merged
with the analysed one. The resulting MTS (It4 ) is not shown due to its size. Instead we show
its pessimistic implementation (Figure 4.8).
Figure 4.7: E TuneAllowed t1
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t1_newValue
t1_dropReq
s_dropReq
s_dropReqAck_t1
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t1_tune
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Figure 4.8: Pessimistic implementation of It4
Analysis indicates a liveness problem. In Figure 4.8 states 5 and 6 form a strongly connected
component where no s dropReqAck t1 transition appears. In the same way, states 8 and 9
form another strongly connected component where no t1 restore transitions appear. This is
a clear indication of a problem, as the prototype does not exhibit such behaviour: dropping
and restoring occurs even if a second tune is invoked. If a trace leading to state 6 is animated
in the synthesised MTS instead of its pessimistic version, it can be observed that in the state
that is reached, there is a maybe transition for requesting the signal be dropped. Something
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similar happens if we replay a trace leading to state 9 onto the synthesised MTS instead of
its pessimistic version: there is a maybe transition restoring the signal. Hence, the scenario
specification elaborated up to now is too weak and needs to be further elaborated so to make
that s dropReqAck t1 and t1 restore transition required when a nested tune occurs.
A further elaboration of the behaviour model for the protocol includes two eTS (Figure 4.9)
to eliminate the problems observed in the previous iteration. The fluents WaitingDropAck t1
and Dropped t1 are used to identify each of the two store only sections, during the tuning pro-
tocol. The main charts in these recently defined scenarios show how the protocol is completed
depending on which of the two store only sections the system is in.
Figure 4.9: Scenarios enforcing the end of the protocol during a nested tune
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Figure 4.10: Pessimistic implementation of the resulting MTS after the final iteration
The final iteration produces a model It5 resulting from the merge of It4 with the synthe-
sised models from the two eTS in Figure 4.9. This model has only a few maybe transitions
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which, after experimenting with the prototype, we concluded should be refined into proscribed
behaviour. Hence, we finalized the behaviour model elaboration process by selecting the pes-
simistic implementation of It5 which is depicted in Figure 4.10. Validation of this model against
the prototype did not prompt further changes.
4.3.2 Switching
Following a similar procedure as in the analysis of the tuning protocol, the prototype was used
to analyse the behaviour of the protocol when switching tuners.
Initially, t1 is the active tuner, and the occurrence of a switch triggers the following behaviour:
A drop signal is sent to the video output, the signal of t1 is replaced with that of t2 , making
tuner t1 inactive and t2 active, and finally the signal is restored to the video output. Once
tuner t2 is active, switching produces an analogous behaviour resulting in tuner t1 as the active
tuner and t2 as the inactive one.
Two simple existential scenarios were created from these observations. One for the case when
the tuner t1 is active (E SwitchActive t1 , on the left in Figure 4.11) and the other showing
the case where t2 is the active tuner (E SwitchInactive t1 , on the right in Figure 4.11). The
synthesised MTSs were then merged resulting in the partial model It1 (Figure 4.12).
Figure 4.11: E SwitchActive t1 (left) and E SwitchInactive t1 (right)
Note that state 5 of Figure 4.12 is where the trigger of E SwitchActive t1 holds. The tuner
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Tr1 = {s_dropReq?, s_restore?, setActive_t1?}
Tr2 = {s_restore?, setActive_t1?}
Tr3 = {s_dropReq?, s_restore?, setActive_t2?}
Tr4 = {s_dropReq?, s_restore, setActive_t2?, tau?}
Tr5 = {s_dropReq?, s_restore?, setActive_t1?, tau?}
Tr6 = {s_restore?, setActive_t2?}
Tr7 = {s_dropReq?, s_restore?, setActive_t2?, tau?}
Tr8 = {s_dropReq?, s_restore, setActive_t1?, tau?}
Figure 4.12: Resulting model from the first iteration: It1
t1 is initially active and after a switch leading to state 5 the trigger holds. From that state
there is a required path with the main chart of that scenario trough states 6 and 7 finishing
at state 1. In this state, it is tuner t2 that is active and taking a switch transition leads
to state 2 whch triggers the main chart of scenario E SwitchInactive t1 . The main chart of
E SwitchInactive t1 is satisfied by taking the required path through states 3 and 4 returning
to the initial state.
Although states 6, 7, 3 and 4 exhibit required behaviour that reacts to switch, these states also
have maybe switch transitions. These maybe transitions offer an opportunity for elaborating
the behaviour of the description. Consider that, for example, from the initial state, where t1 is
the active tuner, and after a switch leading to state 5 it is possible to perform another switch
and remain in state 5 from where there are required transitions dropReq and then setActive t2 .
This means that switching twice does not lead to switching from t1 to t2 and back again to
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t1 , but that the second switch is ignored, leading to t2 being the active tuner after the two
switches.
The situation described above could correspond to a requirement stating that if a user requests
switching tuners during the processing of a previous switch request, the new switch request
shall be ignored. Or, the scenario could simply indicate that the eTS produced does yet not
adequately capture the intended system behaviour. As before, the prototype was used to
provide domain knowledge.
In the prototype a nested switch is always allowed during this protocol. Moreover a switch
always keeps track of the change of tuner and changes the signal only if needed. If the switch
is performed several times before changing the signal then the signal is assigned to the active
tuner. Therefore multiple switching has the same effect as performing the switches serially.
The situations discussed above were therefore not intended system behaviour. The modified
scenarios are shown in Figure 4.13. Unlike in previous scenarios, setActive now denotes activa-
tion of the tuner, and after the signal has been dropped the currently active tuner is connected
(connectActiveTuner).
Note that the scenarios of Figure 4.13 must be existential because a new switch request should
be allowed at any point of each main chart after the setActive action. In addition we want to
reflect the alternating change of tuners and avoid traces like the one starting at state 0 with
set Active t1 ? set Active t1 ?. Two universal scenarios are added (see Figure 4.14) to specify
the alternating change of tuners.
Finally, to refine the maybe switch transitions of the MTS into required transitions based on the
behaviour exhibited by the prototype, we used a fluent Switching to model the section of the
protocol starting with a switch and ending with the occurrence of set Active t1 or set Active t2
and included an existential scenario E SwitchAllowed (Figure 4.15) triggered by the condition
¬Switching . Partial models were then synthesised from the scenarios and merged leading to
the MTS It2 (Figure 4.16).
Analysis of the second iteration model of the protocol was performed through animation and
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Figure 4.13: Modified version of E SwitchActive t1 (left) and E SwitchInactive t1 (right)
Figure 4.14: Universal scenarios for the alternating activation of the tuners
Figure 4.15: eTS E SwitchAllowed
resulted in discovering a required trace switch setActive t2 s dropReq switch setActive t1 start-
ing at state 0 and leading to state 3. This describes how a second switch after the output signal
has been dropped restarts the protocol. This situation can be better appreciated by analysing
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Tr1 = {connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?, s_restore?, setActive_t1?}
Tr2 = {connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?, s_restore?}
Tr3 = {connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?, s_restore?, setActive_t2?}
Tr4 = {connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?, s_restore, setActive_t1?, tau?}
Tr5 = {connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?, s_restore, setActive_t2?, tau?}
Tr6 = {connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?, s_restore?, setActive_t1?, tau?}
Figure 4.16: Resulting model from the second iteration: It2
the pessimistic implementation of this partial model (Figure 4.17). There we can see that
dropping the signal is required even when the signal has already been dropped. The prototype
was used to validate if this was the intended system behaviour, resulting in the observation
that a nested switch restarts the whole protocol only if the video output has not been dropped.
Otherwise, if the signal is not being displayed in the video then the switch does not try to drop
the signal and instead continues with the remaining section of the protocol.
In order to model this a fluent SignalDropped was created. The fluent is initially false as
the video is displaying the frequency specified by the active tuner (t1 ). It becomes true
with s dropReq and false with s restore when the signal is re-established. The scenarios
E SwitchInactive t1 and E SwitchActive t1 are modified, strengthening their triggers to re-
quire that the signal is not dropped (Figure 4.18). To complete the specification two similar
scenarios were added for the case when a switch occurs while the signal is dropped (Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.17: Pessimistic implementation of It2
In that case the protocol is exactly the same but the signal is not dropped. The scenarios are
synthesised and merged leading to a model named It3 (not shown).
Figure 4.18: Final version of E SwitchActive t1 (left) and E SwitchInactive t1 (right)
Analysis of It3 and validation of its few remaining maybe transitions against the prototype
led to the conclusion that the pessimistic implementation of It3, shown in Figure 4.20, was
an adequate model of the prototype. Validation of Figure 4.20 against the prototype did not
prompt further changes.
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Figure 4.19: Scenarios showing how the switch works when the signal has been dropped
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Figure 4.20: Pessimistic implementation of It3
4.4 Case Study Conclusions
In this section, we reported on our experience using triggered scenarios and MTS synthesis to
support the incremental elaboration of behaviour models. We described just one of the many
elaborations which could have been performed as the result of analysing and eliciting behaviour
from partial behaviour models. The stories we presented were somewhat simplified. In reality,
we made numerous incorrect decisions in our understanding of the domain and in portraying this
understanding in our scenarios and properties. We have reported on some aspects encountered
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to show how our approach supports exploring and validating behaviour.
The use of existential triggered scenarios was important for two reasons. Firstly, aspects of the
behaviour of the subjects studied require triggers with an existential interpretation as opposed
to a universal interpretation. For instance, the reaction of the system to user inputs was
typically described with an existential scenario modelling the typical system response for the
case that no further user inputs are provided. Note that, a simple-minded universal scenario
would have proscribed the possibility of a repeated user input, as in the switch and tune actions.
In fact, to avoid overconstraining the model it would require either the use of disjunction of
all possible interactions from scratch or very low-grained scenarios showing state-based step-
by-step progress. In this respect, existential scenarios provided a balanced means to express
generalised rules of behaviour where the main chart is not intended to prescribe all possible
future behaviours -just how the system must be able to progress in at least one possible future
chain of messages.
Secondly, we found existentially triggered scenarios useful when producing first approximations
of long interactions or complex descriptions. This is in-line with Damm and Harel’s [DH01]
position regarding behaviour model elaboration in which existential example-based descriptions
are elaborated into universal rules that govern system behaviour. We found it convenient to
start the elaboration process with existential scenarios, to synthesise them into one MTS for
analysis. Typically we found it difficult to formulate universal scenarios with the right trigger-
ing condition and which avoided overrestricting intended system behaviour. Use of universal
triggered scenarios early on can lead to unexpected chaining of triggers and main charts intro-
ducing unintended required behaviour. Keeping the yet-to-be validated behaviour as maybe
behaviour allows a more guided elaboration strategy that is well served through the use of
existential triggered scenarios.
Once the desired behaviour is more fully understood, universal statements, through general
properties or universal triggered scenarios can be added to achieve a more aggressive prune of
the set of valid implementations.
In our studies, we were able to reason about the multiple implementations that satisfy a partial
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specification (in the form of triggered scenarios) as a result of synthesising a single operational
model that characterises all labelled transition systems that satisfy the specification. More
specifically, the distinction between required, possible and proscribed behaviour that is offered
by MTS allowed us to focus on the underspecified behaviour (the possible but not required
behaviour), guiding the analysis and prompting questions aimed at completing the partial
specification incrementally.
At each iteration, we were able to reason about the set of valid implementations using a variety
of behaviour analysis techniques. In addition to model checking, we performed animations
of the MTS models using the MTSA tool, exploiting their operational nature. We did not
use graphical animation toolkits such as the one described in [MPGK00], because these have
been designed for traditional behaviour models such as LTSs. However, we believe that these
approaches can be adapted straightforwardly if some visual convention is used to distinguish
between maybe and required behaviour. We also relied on inspection of synthesized MTSs,
both in their textual and graphical forms, as produced by the MTSA tool. For larger models,
validation of sliced, pessimistic and optimistic versions of the MTS were very helpful.
Note that forms of inspection of the MTS (or slices of it) support observation of the branching
structure of the model; this is important in the context of a specification language that can
express branching characteristics of system behaviour such as with eTS.
As mentioned previously, the analysis was to a large extent deliberately biased towards the
maybe behaviour of the synthesised MTS. Producing traces that include maybe transitions
helped in posing concrete questions for elicitation.
Triggers turned out to be one of the most interesting sources of analysis and elicitation. In
fact, most of the manipulations done in the case studies could also be understood as detecting
and solving issues linked to triggers that were either too weak or too strong.
It is worth pointing out that although the changes to the specification that were prompted
by this elicitation (changes to existing scenarios or adding new ones) were local to a specific
portion of the specification, the impact of the change in the resulting MTS was global. In other
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words, the further elaborated MTS is not the result of changing one or two maybe transitions
to required transitions (or removing them all together). These global changes are a result of
the various places at which triggers may be completed, forcing required behaviour, and more
importantly, due to the chaining of triggers and main charts: a trigger that activates a main
chart that, in turn, forces the occurrence of another trigger, etc.
Furthermore, the chaining of triggers led, in many cases, to the introduction of inconsistencies
which were detected by MTSA as merge failure. Such inconsistencies led to the need to back-
track, removing scenarios one at a time, to explore the nature of the introduced inconsistency.
A more subtle situation that arose a number of times was that a triggered scenario was satisfied
vacuously: where the only valid implementations are those that never trigger a specific scenario.
We detected these by checking in the synthesised MTS that for every trigger in the specification,
a trace exists that activates the trigger.
MTS models merge cannot characterise the intersection of the models implementations in gen-
eral. Disjunctive MTS, a more expressive formalism than MTS, does not have this problem. We
now discuss the problem of MTS merge and leave the discussion on how merge of Disjunctive
MTS can work as conjunction [BvK11] for Chapter 7.
Given two MTSs, depending on the case, merging them results in the unique Minimun Common
Refinement (MCR), one of the multiple MCR or selecting an MCR up to some bound in the
state space [FDB+12]. When the MCR is not unique, each of the different MCR contains
unique implementations not captured by the others. The merge algorithm chooses one possible
refinement and as a result rules out some implementations that refine both models. In practice,
merging two models is more likely to produce a unique MCR if the models have the same
alphabets. Merging models with very different alphabets leads to more loss of implementations
because of the selection of one of many possible MCR. Therefore careful selection of the order
in which the models are merged to minimise differences in alphabets improves the obtained
result by minimising loss of implementations. Loss of implementations can lead to a false
inconsistency. The intuitive idea of false inconsistencies is presented with the following example:
Let S be a specification consisting of properties and TS. Let X be a new TS such that there
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is at least one implementation that satisfies the specification S (i.e. all it’s properties and TS)
and X . In other words X is consistent with S. Let MS be the resulting model of merging the
models synthesised from the properties and scenarios of S, and MX be the model synthesised
from X . If merging MS andMX is not possible, i.e. there are no common implementations, we
say that this is a false inconsistency as the scenarios and properties used to build those models
are in fact consistent.
Telling false from true inconsistencies is hard and needs further research and development of
tool support. There are several ways to analyse inconsistencies. An easy way to identify a false
inconsistency is to try different rearrangements of the order in which the models are merged. If
there is an order in which the models can be merged then it is a false inconsistency. Nothing can
be said if the models cannot be merged in any order. A good strategy to follow is to reduce the
number of models involved in the inconsistency in order to ease the analysis. To achieve this we
can find out exactly when the inconsistency appears by trying to merge the result of previous
iterations with the newly added model. Once an inconsistency has been narrowed down to a
subset of the specification we proceed to analyse whether it comes from the specification itself
or from the selection of a particular MCR on the merge algorithm.
DMTSs could be used to solve this problem by providing a complete merge [BvK11] under
models with the same alphabets. Recent research on DMTS led to the definition of an extension
called rDMTS (restricted DMTS [BDCU13]) that allows complete merge of rDMTSs with
different alphabets. We further discuss this idea in Chapter 7.
Chapter 5
MTS Distribution
In order to capture all permissible implementations, model MTSs of component based systems
are given as at the system level. However, iterative refinement by engineers is often more
convenient at the component level.
In this chapter we present results on the study of the following problem: Given a system MTS
and the interfaces of the component that will implement the system, can component MTSs
be produced such that their independent refinement will lead to component LTSs that when
composed will result in a system LTS that is an implementation of the original system MTS?
We show that this is possible and in fact, under certain conditions, a distribution can be found
that does not lose information: If there is a distributed implementation of the system MTS
then it can be reached by component-wise refinement of the component MTSs. Under those
conditions component MTSs can be automatically obtained.
Appropriate solutions to the problem of distributing a system MTS would enable engineers to
move from iterative refinement of a monolithic model to component-wise iterative refinement.
In Chapter 6 we show how MTS distribution not only is used to get distributable imple-
mentations but also complements existing MTS synthesis and analysis techniques such as
merging [FDB+12], refinement [LT88], synthesis from temporal logic [UBC09], model check-
ing [BG00], inspection, and animation [FDSU] to support model elaboration.
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5.1 Introduction
A distribution of an MTS according to an alphabet distribution Γ is simply a set of component
MTSs { M1, . . . ,Mn } such that αMi = Σi. Recall from Section 2.4 that Γ = 〈Σ1, . . . ,Σn〉, an
alphabet distribution over Σ, is such that Σ = ∪i∈[n]Σi were each Σi is the (non-empty) alphabet
of the local process i. Of course, a first basic requirement for a distribution of a system MTS
into component MTSs is soundness with respect to refinement: any implementation of the
component MTSs, when composed in parallel, yields an implementation of the system MTS
(i.e. if Mi  Ii for i ∈ [n] then M  ‖i∈[n]Ii).
Since refinement is a precongruence with respect to parallel composition (Property 2.1) and
M+1 , . . . ,M
+
n should be an implementation of M , soundness boils down into requiring than
component MTSs of the distribution, when composed in parallel, produce an MTS that is a
refinement of the system one (i.e., M  ‖i∈[n]Mi).
A second desirable requirement is completeness, meaning no distributable implementation is
lost: a distribution of M over Γ into a set of components { M1, . . . ,Mn } such that every
distributable implementation of M is captured by the composition of the implementations of
its components. In other words, ∀I implementation of M that is distributable over Γ there are
Ii with i ∈ [n] such that Mi  Ii and ‖i∈[n]Ii ∼ I.
As discussed in the background chapter, multiple definitions of distribution for LTS exist. We
restrict to deterministic implementations but take the most general distribution criteria, namely
bisimilarity which under determinism is the same as language equivalence. The restriction
to deterministic implementations is because as an LTS is also an MTS and MTS refinement
applied to LTS is bisimulation, solving sound distribution for non-deterministic MTS would
solve distribution for non-deterministic LTS considering bisimulation equivalence. The latter
is not known to be decidable [CMT99].
Definition 5.1 (Deterministic and Distributable Implementations). Let M be an MTS and Γ
a distribution. We define DDIΓ[M ] = {I ∈ I[M ] | I is deterministic and distributable over
Γ}.
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Definition 5.2 (Complete and Sound MTS Distributions). Given an MTS M and an alphabet
distribution Γ, a complete and sound distribution ofM over Γ are component MTSsM1, . . . ,Mn
such that αMi = Σi and:
1. (soundness) for any set of LTSs {I1, . . . , In}, if Mi  Ii then M  ‖i∈[n]Ii.
2. (completeness) for every I ∈ DDIΓ[M ] there are Ii with i ∈ [n] where Mi  Ii and
‖i∈[n]Ii ∼ I.
A general result for distribution of MTS is not possible. There are MTS for which all their
distributable implementations cannot be captured by a set of component MTSs.
Property 5.1. In general, a complete and sound distribution does not always exist.
Proof. Let’s consider the MTS M in Figure 5.1(a) and the distribution Γ = 〈Σ1 = {a, w, y},
Σ2 = {b, w, y}〉. The MTSs in Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) refine M . J (Figure 5.1(d)) and K
(Figure 5.1(e)) are the optimistic implementations of the MTSs in Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c)
respectively. As the MTSs in the aforementioned figures refine M , their implementations are
also implementations of M . It is easy to see that J and K are both distributable over Γ. Then,
a compact complete distribution of M should capture J and K. We shall show that in order
to capture J and K the distribution cannot be sound.
Let M1,M2 be a complete distribution of M over Γ with αMi = Σi. As it is complete and J is
distributable, there must be implementations of M1 and M2 that composed are bisimilar to J .
Analogously, there must be implementations of M1 and M2 that composed are bisimilar to K.
Let us consider a characteristic that an implementation J1 of M1 must have in order to yield J
when composed with an implementation J2 of M2. As J
a
−→, a ∈ αM1 and a /∈ αM2, it must
be the case that J1
a
−→.
The same reasoning can be applied to an implementation K2 of M2: In order to yield K when
composed with an implementation K1 of M1, as K
b
−→, b ∈ αM2 and b /∈ αM1, it must be
the case that K2
b
−→. Hence, we have an implementation J1 of M1 such that J1
a
−→ and an
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Figure 5.1: MTSs used for proof of Property 5.1.
implementation K2 of M2 such that K2
b
−→. This entails that J1 ‖ K2
ab
−→. As M
ab
6−→ then
J1 ‖ K2 is not a refinement of M .
Having assumed that M1 and M2 were a complete distribution of M over Γ we got to a con-
tradiction. As J and K are distributable then there must be implementations of M1 and M2
that composed are bisimilar to J . Analogously, there must be implementations of M1 and M2
that composed are bisimilar to K. But we just showed that if such thing is possible then there
is also an implementation that is not a refinement of M . In other words, having assumed a
complete distribution of M over Γ we have concluded that it is not a sound distribution of M
over Γ. .
This above property is reasonable: not all distributable implementations of an MTS can be
achieved by refining independently partial specifications of components. Some decisions (or lack
of them) regarding system behaviour captured in the system MTS may require coordinated
refinement of component MTSs. In the counter-example described above, the system MTS
states that either a or b will occur initially but not both. The decision on which will be provided
in the final implementation requires coordinated refinement of the component models: Either
J provides a and K does not provide b or the other way round.
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5.2 Distribution of a Deterministic MTS
Despite negative result in Property 5.1 there is a relevant class of MTSs for which a sound
and complete distribution is guaranteed to exist and for which an algorithm that produces such
distribution can be formulated. The class is that of deterministic MTSs which assign modalities
consistently and their optimistic implementation (M+) is a distributable LTS.
We first give an overview of the distribution algorithm for MTS, then prove soundness of the
distributions produced by the algorithm, then define modal consistency of transitions and prove
the distributions produced by the algorithm are also complete under modal consistency.
The distribution algorithm requires a deterministic MTS M for which its optimistic implemen-
tation M+ is a distributable LTS. The algorithm builds on the LTS distribution algorithm for
deterministic LTS under bisimulation equivalence (see Chapter 2). The main difference is that
it associates modalities to transitions of component models it produces based on the modalities
of the system MTS.
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Figure 5.2: Running example: N
As a running example consider the MTS N in Figure 5.2 with alphabet Σ = { a, b, c, d } and
the alphabet distribution Γ = 〈Σ1 = { a, b },Σ2 = { b, c, d }〉. Conceptually, the algorithm
projects N+ onto the component alphabets and determinises each projection. The modality of
a component MTS transition is set to required if and only if at least one of its corresponding
transitions in the system MTS is required. The projections of N+ on Σ1 and Σ2 are depicted
in Figure 5.3, the deterministic versions of these projections are depicted in Figure 5.4, and the
component MTSs resulting from adding modalities to transitions are depicted in Figure 5.5.
Note that the numbers in states of the deterministic MTS in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 correspond to
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the states of N as a result of determinisation.
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Figure 5.3: N+ projected onto the local alphabets.
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Figure 5.4: N+ projected onto the local alphabets and determinised.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of MTS in Figure 5.2.
We now present a formal yet abstract distribution algorithm defined in terms of the subset con-
struction for determinising LTS models [HU79] and the LTS distribution algorithm in [Ste06].
Definition 5.3 (MTS distribution). Let M = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆p,∆r〉 be an MTS and Γ a distribution
then the distribution of M over Γ is DIST MT SΓ [M ] = { M1, . . . ,Mn } where ∀i ∈ [1, n]Mi =
〈Si, s
0
i ,Σi,∆
p
i ,∆
r
i 〉 and:
• Si ∈ 2
S where Si is reachable from the initial state following ∆
p
i .
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• s0i = CΣi(s0).
• (s, t, q) ∈ ∆pi ↔ q =
⋃
k∈s
{ k′′ ∈ CΣi(k
′) | k
t
−→p k
′ }.
• (s, t, q) ∈ ∆ri ↔ (s, t, q) ∈ ∆
p
i ∧ ∃k ∈ s · k
t
−→r.
When Γ is clear from the context we just write DIST MT S [M ].
Note that in component N1 of Figure 5.5 the required b transition from state { 8, 9, 10 } to
{ 11, 12 } is a consequence of the required b transition from 9 to 11 and the maybe b transition
from 10 to 12 in N . Had the transition from { 8, 9, 10 } to { 11, 12 } in N1 been a maybe
rather than required then the distribution would not be sound. Let N ′1 be such component. N
′
1
allows an implementation as in Figure 5.4(a) but without the last b transition from { 8, 9, 10 }
to { 11, 12 }. We refer to this implementation as I1: I1
aba
−→p
b
6−→. Let I2 be the LTS in
Figure 5.4(b). I2 is actually an implementation of N2. But I1 ‖ I2 is not an implementation of
N as I1 ‖ I2
acbad
−→p
b
6−→ and N
acbad
−→p
b
−→r. Hence the need to make the b transition { 8, 9, 10 } to
{ 11, 12 } required in order to ensure soundness.
We now discuss soundness of MTS distributions as constructed in Definition 5.3. First, note
that Definition 5.3 when applied to LTS is equivalent to Definition 2.21, that is the distribution
constructed when the MTS is a deterministic LTS is, in effect, a distribution of the LTS. What
follows is a sketch of the more general soundness proof.
Theorem 5.2 (Soundness). Let M be a deterministic MTS and Γ a distribution such that M+
is a distributable LTS over Γ, then the MTS distribution (Definition 5.3) is sound (as defined
in Definition 5.2).
Proof. We need to prove that for any I1, . . . , In such that Mi  Ii then M  ‖i∈[n]I. As
refinement is a precongruence with regards to ‖, meaning that if Mi  Ii for i ∈ [n] then
‖i∈[n]Mi  ‖i∈[n]Ii, we just need to prove M  ‖i∈[n]Mi. Thus M  ‖i∈[n]Ii.
We now prove M  ‖i∈[n]Mi. M
+ is distributable and the component MTSs produced by
DIST MT S [M ] are isomorphic, without considering the transitions’ modality, to the component
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LTSs produced by DIST LT S [M+]. So the parallel composition of the component MTSs is
isomorphic, again without considering the transitions’ modality, to the parallel composition of
the component LTSs. When the component MTSs are created if, after the closure, there is a
required transition then the component will have a required transition and so the composition
may have a required transition where M had a maybe transition. But any possible behaviour
in the composed MTS is also possible in M . Therefore the composed MTS is a refinement of
M .
We now define modal consistency of transitions, which is one of the conditions for Definition 5.3
to produce complete distributions.
We say that the modalities of an MTS M are inconsistent with respect to an alphabet dis-
tribution Γ when there is an action ℓ such that there are two traces w and y leading to two
transitions with different modalities on ℓ (i.e. a required and a maybe ℓ-transition) and that
for each component alphabet Σi ∈ Γ where ℓ ∈ Σi, the projection of w and y on Σi are the
same.
The intuition is that if M is going to be distributed to deterministic partial component mod-
els, then some component contributing to the occurrence of the ℓ after w and y must have
reached both points through different paths (i.e. w|Σi 6= y|Σi). If this is not the case, then the
distribution will have to make ℓ after w and y always maybe or always required.
Definition 5.4 (Alphabet Distribution Modal Consistency). Let Γ be an alphabet distribution
and M = 〈S, s0,Σ,∆
r,∆p〉 an MTS then M is modal consistent with respect to Γ iff
∀w, y ∈ Σ∗, ℓ ∈ Σ ·M
w
−→p
ℓ
−→r ∧M
y
−→p
ℓ
−→m implies∃i ∈ [n] · ℓ ∈ Σi ∧ w|Σi 6= y|Σi. (5.1)
If there are w, y, ℓ that violate Predicate 5.1 then we say that states q, u are modal inconsistent
on ℓ where M
w
−→p Mq
ℓ
−→r and M
y
−→p Mu
ℓ
−→m.
Consider model N from Figure 5.2. This model, for distribution Γ = 〈Σ1 = { a, b },Σ2 =
{ b, c, d }〉, seems to have a modal inconsistency on the b transition from states 9 and 10.
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However this MTS is in fact modal consistent. We explain why there is no inconsistency on
the b transition from states 9 and 10. From there it is straightforward to prove that the model
is modal consistent. The only w, y and ℓ such that N
w
−→p
ℓ
−→r and N
y
−→p
ℓ
−→m are ℓ = b,
and w and y sequences leading to states 9 and 10 (for instance w = cabda and y = acbac).
However, all sequences leading to 9 when projected onto Σ2 yield cbd while those leading to 10
yield cbc. Hence, consistency is satisfied.
Now consider model P in Figure 5.6 (a modified version of N but with the following modalities
changed: 5
a
−→m 8 and 6
a
−→m 9). P is not modal consistent with respect to Γ = 〈Σ1 =
{ a, b },Σ2 = { b, c, d }〉: Now there are w = acb and y = acbc such that P
w
−→p
a
−→m and
P
y
−→p
a
−→r yet the only Σi that includes a is Σ1 and w|Σ1 = y|Σ1 = ab.
A sound and complete distribution of P would require a deterministic component MTS for
Σ1 = { a, b } that would either require a after ab or have a maybe a after ab. The former
would disallow the implementation I1 of Figure 5.7(b) which in turn would make impossible
having a component implementation I2 such that I1 ‖ I2 yields I of Figure 5.7(a) which is a
deterministic distributable implementation of P . Hence requiring a after ab would lead to an
incomplete distribution. Choosing the latter would allow implementation I1 which would make
the distribution unsound: In order to have implementations that when composed yield P+, an
implementation with alphabet Σ2 = { b, c, d } bisimilar to Figure 5.7(c) is needed. However,
such an implementation, when composed with I1 is not a refinement of P .
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Figure 5.6: P : Modal Inconsistent MTS
Theorem 5.3 (Completeness). Let M be a deterministic MTS and Γ a distribution such that
M+ is a distributable LTS over Γ, and M is modal consistent then the MTS distribution (Def-
inition 5.3) is complete (as defined in Definition 5.2).
The proof of this theorem uses the following lemmas:
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Figure 5.7: Implementation of Figure 5.6 and its components
Lemma 5.4. Let M,N be deterministic MTSs with α(N) = α(M) if ∀w ∈ Σ∗, t ∈ Σ
• N
w
−→p=⇒ M
w
−→p.
• N
w
−→p N
′ ∧ M
w
−→p M
′ t−→r=⇒ N
′ t−→r.
Then M  N .
Proof. See Appendix B
Lemma 5.5. Let M be an MTS and I ∈ DDI [M ]. For every Σi ∈ Γ let Mi and Ii be the
components corresponding to Σi in DIST
MT S [M ] and DIST LT S [I] respectively then ∀w ∈
Σi · Ii
w
−→p=⇒Mi
w
−→p.
Proof. See Appendix B
Theorem 5.3. Let DIST MT SΓ [M ] = { M1, . . . ,Mn }. We need to prove that for every I ∈
DDIΓ[M ] there are Ii with i ∈ [n] where Mi  Ii and ‖i∈[n]Ii ∼ I. As I is distributable over Γ
then DIST LT SΓ [I] = { Q1 . . . Qn } and ‖i∈[n]Qi ∼ I.
Recall that the distribution algorithms produce deterministic components. Therefore we can use
Lemma 5.4 to show that each MTS component is refined by its corresponding LTS component.
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Let Mi and Qi be the MTS and LTS components for Σi ∈ Γ. Every possible trace in Qi is
possible in Mi (Lemma 5.5). Then the only way Qi is not a refinement of Mi is because there
is some required behaviour in Mi that is not present in Qi. So lets suppose Mi 6 Qi, then
∃z ∈ Σ∗i , t ∈ Σi such that Mi
z
−→p T
t
−→r ∧ Qi
z
−→p Q
t
6−→.
We now present an algorithm that creates, for every i ∈ [n], a new component Ii from Qi
by adding the missing required transitions from Mi in order to get Mi  Ii. The algorithm
iteratively takes a pair (Mi, I
j
i ), where I
j
i is the component Ii constructed up to iteration j, such
that Mi 6 I
j
i and adds a required transition for a pair mirroring Mi structure. The structure of
Mi has to be kept in the resulting Ii in order to avoid trying to add infinite required transitions
due to a loop of required transitions in Mi. If the added transitions are part, and complete,
a loop in Mi then that same loop will be created in Ii when the algorithm adds the required
transitions. Furthermore, the added transitions do not modify the composition (Lemma 5.6).
Input: { (M1, Q1), . . . , (Mn, Qn) }
Output: { I1, . . . , In }
I1 = Q1; . . . ; In = Qn;
while ∃i ∈ [n] ·Mi 6 Ii do
take (Mi, Ii) ·Mi 6 Ii;
take z ∈ Σ∗i ·Mi
z
−→p P
t
−→r P
′ ∧ Ii
z
−→ Q
t
6−→;
if ∃u ∈ Σ∗i ·Mi
u
−→p P
′ ∧ Ii
u
−→ Q′ then
Q
t
−→ Q′;
else
Add a new state Q′ to Ii and then the transition Q
t
−→ Q′;
end if
end while
Algorithm 1: Extension to each Qi to get a refinement of Mi
As an example of how the algorithm works consider the MTS E in Figure 5.8(a), that is
like N from Figure 5.2 only that the d transitions are maybe in E instead of required, and
Γ = 〈Σ1 = { a, b },Σ2 = { b, c, d }〉. Let DIST
MT S [E] = { E1, E2 }. E1 is the same as
component N1 in Figure 5.5(a). E2 is like component N2 in Figure 5.5(b) only that the d
transition from { 5, 8 } to { 6, 9 } is a maybe d transition. IE in Figure 5.8(b) is an implemen-
tation of E and DIST LT S [IE] = { Q1, Q2 } (Figure 5.8(c) and 5.8(d)). The algorithm takes
{ (E1, Q1), (E2, Q2) } and returns components I1 (I1 is the same as the LTS in Figure 5.4(a))
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and I2 (I2 is in fact Q2). As E2  Q2 then the algorithm will not change Q2 so I2 = Q2.
E1 6 Q1 because E1
aba
−→p
b
−→r and Q1
aba
−→p
b
6−→. The algorithm then adds the missing transi-
tion to Q1 and the result is I1 (I1 is the same as the LTS in Figure 5.4(a)). Now E1  I1 and
the algorithm finishes. See how I1 ‖ I2 ∼ Q1 ‖ Q2 as the added b transition to Q1 in I1 does
not appear in the composition because Q2 does not provide the needed synchronisation.
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Figure 5.8: Models used in proof of Theorem 5.3
Finally we prove that the algorithm finishes. As there are finite components it is sufficient to
show that Mi  I
m
i with m finite where I
j
i is Ii after doing j additions of required transitions
to Ii.
Each iteration adds a missing required t transition to a Iji that is present in Mi. If the required
transition in Mi goes to P
′ and there is a u ∈ Σ∗i from Mi to P
′ such that u is possible in
Iji leading to Q
′ then the new transition goes to Q′. Q′ is already present in Ij−1i and the
algorithm never modifies possible transitions so any possible behaviour in Ij−1i is possible in
Mi and the same stands for I
j
i . On the other hand, if P
′ is not reachable by a word that is
possible in Iji then the added required transition goes to a new state. This procedure modifies
Ii until all reachable required transitions inMi not present in Ii are added. As loops of required
transitions in Mi that have to be added to Ii are added preserving the loop structure then the
iterations for componentMi can not be more than the amount of required transitions present in
Mi. And this is done for every pair of components but as they are n the algorithm finishes.
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The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 5.3. For all i ∈ [n] Ii refines Mi and the
added transitions do not modify the composition. Formally:
Lemma 5.6. Let M be a deterministic modal consistent MTS with M+ distributable over Γ.
Let I ∈ DDI [M ], DIST LT S [I] = { Q1, . . . , Qn }, DIST
MT S [Mi] = { M1, . . . ,Mn } and
{ I1, . . . , In } the output of Algorithm 1 for { (M1, Q1), . . . , (Mn, Qn) }then:
• ∀i ∈ [n] Mi  Ii.
• ‖i∈[n]Ii ∼ ‖i∈[n]Qi (and therefore ‖i∈[n]Ii ∼ I).
Proof. See Appendix B
5.3 Complexity
The MTS distribution algorithm builds on the LTS PSPACE-Complete [HS05] distribution al-
gorithm for deterministic LTS under bisimulation equivalence. The difference is that the MTS
distribution algorithm associates modalities to transitions of the synthesised components based
on the modalities of the system model. The assignment of modalities to the components’ transi-
tions is done while projecting and determinising each component as specified by Definition 5.3.
It is easy to see that the complexity of this algorithm is the same as the LTS distribution com-
plexity. The last item in the LTS Distribution algorithm (Definition 2.21) specifies how transi-
tions (s, t, q) in components are calculated: (s, t, q) ∈ ∆i ↔ q =
⋃
k∈s
{ k′′ ∈ CΣi(k
′) | k
t
−→p k
′ }.
The same is done in the MTS distribution only that the transitions are set as possible:
(s, t, q) ∈ ∆pi ↔ q =
⋃
k∈s
{ k′′ ∈ CΣi(k
′) | k
t
−→p k
′ }. So far no extra operations are in-
volved. Finally, the last point of the MTS distribution definition specifies when a transition
is set as required: (s, t, q) ∈ ∆ri ↔ (s, t, q) ∈ ∆
p
i ∧ ∃k ∈ s · k
t
−→r. This can be done while
calculating the possible transitions from the previous point: if there is at least one required
transition from any state k ∈ s then that transition is also added as required.
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5.3.1 Complexity of checking the conditions of Theorem 5.3
The proposed distribution approach needs to check if the conditions specified in Theorem 5.3
are satisfied in order to guarantee a complete distribution. In this section we show that checking
those conditions has the same complexity as applying the MTS distribution algorithm. In fact
the distribution is obtained during that check and will be guaranteed to be sound and complete
if the conditions over M are met.
The conditions state thatM has to be deterministic, M+ has to be a distributable LTS and the
modalities have to be consistent. Checking if an MTS is deterministic is linear on the number
of states times transitions as it can be checked by inspecting each combination of state and
transition to see if taking that transition from that state leads to more than one state. If there
are τ transitions the transitive closure on those transitions has to be taken into account. The
closure is also needed while performing the distribution so this operation will not increase the
complexity.
Checking if M+ is a distributable LTS over Γ is done by building the components and checking
language inclusion, an operation that is in PSPACE-Complete [HS05]. As explained in the pre-
vious section this same operation can be done over an MTS without increasing the complexity.
So in that way we obtain component MTSs such that, if treated like LTS, that is without con-
sidering the transitions’ modalities, are in fact the component LTSs that can be obtained with
the LTS distribution algorithm. The LTS is distributable if the composition of the components
does not add any new behaviour that is not in the system LTS. So the complexity is that of
checking if an LTS is distributable.
Modal consistency check is performed in part while building the component MTS. Two ℓ tran-
sitions with different modalities may be related to a single ℓ transition when projecting and
determinising a component. This is a potential modal inconsistency. They are stored during
distribution keeping track of the origin and target state in the component MTS. After the
components are obtained, the list of potential modal inconsistencies is iterated to remove the
ones that are not modal inconsistencies. A potential modal inconsistency is removed if there
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is a component MTS which contains that transition in its alphabet and can differentiate that
transition’s modality. More specifically the component has two different states where one con-
tains the origin state of one of the transition’s mismatch and the other one has the other. The
process of filtering the potential modal inconsistencies is done by traversing each state of the
components once for each potential mismatch. The quantity of states of a component is never
more than the number of states in M and the potential inconsistencies cannot be more than
the number of transitions in M . Therefore n2C, where C is the number of components and
n the size of M as number of states times transitions, is a rough approximation of the actual
upper bound for the operation of filtering potential inconsistencies.
In Summary, the complexity of checking the conditions of Theorem 5.3 is driven by the com-
plexity of building the components and so it is PSPACE-Complete.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented a study and solution to the problem of decomposing an MTS
into partial components: given an MTS M and component interfaces (the set of actions each
component can control/monitor), can MTSs M1, . . . , Mn matching the component interfaces
be produced such that independent refinement of each Mi will lead to a component LTS Ii such
that composing the Iis result in a system LTS that is a refinement of M?
We presented various results to answer the above question. The main result is an algorithm
that decomposes an MTS into component MTSs and a characterisation of when that decom-
position is sound and complete. We also discussed why the restrictions to the distribution
problem (namely determinism, modal consistency and distributability of M+) are reasonable,
are unlikely to be avoidable for any sound and complete distribution method, and, as MTS is
a generalisation of LTS, therefore these restrictions can be seen as a natural extension of the
limitations of existing LTS distribution results.
Chapter 6
Evaluation of MTS Distribution
6.1 Tool Support
The algorithm that check the conditions of Theorem 5.3 (we refer as MTS distributability
check) and distribute an MTS has been added to the MTSA tool [FDSU]. If the conditions are
satisfied the tool provides the component MTSs. Otherwise, MTSA informs which conditions
were violated and provides witness traces. Engineers can use that feedback to drive the iterative
refinements towards a distributable MTS; an MTS that satisfy the MTS distributability check
and can be distributed using the algorithm introduced in Chapter 5.
The feedback returned by MTSA when the distributability check fails on an MTSM is described
as follows. If the model is non-deterministic a trace to each one of the non-deterministic states is
provided. IfM is deterministic butM+ is not distributable then it means that the composition
of the components built from the projection of the distributed alphabets produces new traces;
traces not present in M . For every trace w ∈ Σ+ in the composition that is not in M a trace
ut ∈ Σ+ is provided where t ∈ Σ and ut is a prefix of w such that u is a trace of M and ut
is not. Finally if M is not modal consistent then tuples w, y, ℓ are provided for each modal
inconsistent states q, u on ℓ where w, y, q, u, ℓ are as shown in Predicate 5.1 of Definition 5.4.
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6.2 Methodology
Synthesis from scenario-based specifications do not necessarily lead to a distributable imple-
mentation. As discussed in previous sections a non-distributable implementation that satisfies
the specification may be obtained. In the case of synthesis from Triggered Scenarios and prop-
erties, the synthesised model that characterises the implementations will most likely include
non-distributable implementations. Furthermore, even if a specification language is restricted to
include only distributable implementations, it seems unlikely that such implementations could
be captured by a single distributable MTS or, equivalently, a single set of component MTSs if
distributed synthesis is used (we discuss this in more detail in Chapter 7). Finally, a careless
iterative refinement of a system MTS may lead to a non-distributable implementation and it
would be difficult to discover which iteration it is needed to backtrack in order to guarantee a
distributed implementation. Therefore, any approach that uses an MTS as target formalism
would benefit from a methodology that uses MTS distributability check and distribution to
guarantee a distributed implementation.
One way of constructing a suitable distributed implementation from a system MTS is to refine
the MTS until a distributable MTS is found. Then build the component MTSs and to contin-
uously refine them until component LTSs are obtained. Another way is to refine the system
MTS until a distributable LTS is obtained, then build the component LTSs. Both cases benefit
from the MTS distributability check and distribution algorithm to help guide the refinement
process in the right direction.
In this section we show how MTS distributability check and distribution can be used to go
from a system MTS to distributable implementations. A system MTS is refined until an
MTS that satisfies conditions of Theorem 5.3 is reached. The refinement process is guided
by the distributability check feedback. Once the conditions are satisfied the MTS distribution
algorithm builds component MTSs that can be independently refined to obtain a distributed
implementation of the system MTS. The Theorem guarantees completeness so any distributed
implementation of the system MTS can be obtained this way.
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If the system modelM does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.3 we can lead the refinement
to an MTS that does. We focus our analysis on three objects M , M− and M+. Usually we
explicitly analyse the first two objects. There is no need to explicitly analyse M+. The reason
is that the feedback obtained by checking the theorem’s conditions on M+ is also obtained by
checking the conditions on M : M is deterministic if and only if M+ is deterministic and in
both cases it is checked whether M+ is distributable and, if it is not distributable, the added
traces are provided.
Analysis of M− provides valuable information when M− is deterministic. On one hand, if M−
is distributable, a distributed implementation can be built. We can then validate the obtained
components and finish if we are satisfied by them or we may find some unexpected and unwanted
behaviour. In the latter case, as the unwanted behaviour is in every possible implementation
of M , we need to backtrack to the previous iteration where that behaviour is not present. On
the other hand, if M− is not distributable, then the composition of the projected components
of M− onto the Σi alphabets produces new traces. Let’s call them implied traces as they relate
to the concept of implied scenarios [UKM04]. We need to validate whether the implied traces
should be in our final implementation. The following analysis is done for each implied trace:
let’s suppose we want to include an implied trace w in any implementation ofM . Two scenarios
are possible. If w is possible in M we can refine the model to include it. Otherwise, if w is not
possible in M , we have to backtrack to a previous iteration where that trace is possible. Now
let’s suppose we do not want the implied trace w in our distributed implementation. As w is
produced by required traces in M (i.e., traces in M−) then w is required in the composition
of any distributed implementation of M . Then, this case requires backtracking to a previous
iteration to avoid the required traces that produce w in the composition.
Analysis of M is more straightforward. MTSA indicates whether the conditions to apply the
distribution algorithm are met. If M is non-deterministic then the tool provides traces to the
non-deterministic states. We can then add properties or Triggered Scenarios to the specification,
synthesise models from them and merge them with M to generate a refinement that effectively
prunes those traces. Or we can decide to eliminate the non-determinism by other means.
For example by refining the model in a manual fashion like trace elimination or conversion of
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transitions from maybe to required. On the other hand, if M is deterministic then MTSA may
still not be able to distribute M because M is not modal consistent and/or the composition
of the components obtained by projecting M onto the Σi alphabets produced implied traces.
In both cases witness traces are provided by the tool and they can be used to refine M . If
there are implied traces we proceed as explained in the previous paragraph. Finally, a modal
inconsistency is easy to fix and can be done, for example, by removing the traces leading to it
or making the inconsistent transitions have the same modality.
This is not an exhaustive list. If a modelM cannot be distributed then MTSA provides feedback
that can be used in a variety of ways. The objective is to refine M until a distributable MTS is
obtained. How we iteratively refineM is irrelevant as long as the process leads to a distributable
MTS.
6.3 Philips Case Study revisited
The focus of this case study is on how MTS distributability check and distribution can be used
to obtain distributed component MTSs of M . Next we revisit the case study from Chapter 4
to show how MTS distribution in the context of the aforementioned methodology can be used
to better analyse system models and build distributed component MTSs. The refinement of
the component MTSs leads to distributed implementations of M . The case study presented
in Chapter 4 has two views; one focused on tuning and the other on switching. In both cases
the case study was conducted by iterating a synthesise-analyse-elicit cycle. The final models in
Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 were obtained by taking the pessimistic implementation of It3 and It5
respectively. In both cases that last step was a big jump done in the lack of better theoretical
and tool support with no guarantee on distributability of the models. We next show how MTS
distributability check and distribution supports the refinement of It3 and It5 to distributable
models.
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6.3.1 Switching
Recall It3− in Figure 4.20, the final model of the Switching protocol in Section 4.3.2. That
model is the pessimistic implementation of It3. In this section we continue the refinement
process from It3 using MTS distributability check and distribution following the previously
described methodology to obtain component MTSs.
We apply the distribution algorithm on It3 and MTS indicates that the model does not satisfy
the conditions: the model is non-deterministic. The following witness traces are provided:
[setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?, switch, setActive t1 ]
[setActive t2 ?, switch, setActivet1 , switch, setActive t2 ]
[setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?, switch, s restore?, s dropReq?, setActive t1 ?, switch, setActive t2 ]
[setActive t2 ?, switch, setActive t1 ].
We inspect the traces for undesired behaviour. These traces show that setActive t2 is allowed
even when a switch has not been performed. Note how inspecting 4 small traces is much easier
than the analysis of the whole model. Also we focus the analysis on aspects of the model
that hinder our capacity to distribute it, thus effectively guiding the refinement process to a
distributable MTS. We add a property to the specification: setActive t1 and setActive t2 can
only happen while switching. Finally, a new model It4 is created as the merge of It3 and the
MTS synthesised from the recently added property.
Once more we try to distribute the model using MTSA. The tool indicates that It4 is non-
deterministic and the following witness traces are provided:
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 , switch, setActive t2 ]
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 ]
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 ]
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 , s dropReq ].
As a first quick analysis there seems to be nothing wrong with those traces. Each trace leads
to a state with a non-deterministic choice. For each trace we can replay it in the model and
analyse the non-deterministic choices and the behaviour after each of those choices. The aim
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is to eliminate the non-determinism and to do so we can proceed as follows. We may decide to
eliminate some of the choices or backtrack to a previous iteration if there is non-deterministic
required behaviour that we want to avoid. Alternatively we may eliminate the traces leading
to the non-deterministic states. However in some cases this may not be possible. For instance
if the whole trace up to the non-deterministic state is required. We may also discover that, in
a previous iteration, we have unintentionally eliminated a desired behaviour. In that case the
only option is to backtrack to a previous iteration and continue from there.
We continue the analysis inspecting [s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 ], the shortest witness
trace provided. We replay it on It4. There is a non-deterministic choice on a maybe and
a required connectActiveTuner transition leading to almost equivalent states. The difference is
that, the state reached after the maybe connectActiveTuner transition has a maybe s restore
transition and the one reached after the required connectActiveTuner has a required s restore
transition. The two branches then converge on equivalent states. After the active tuner is con-
nected it makes sense to always allow a restore. So we remove the maybe connectActiveTunner
transition leaving only the required connectActiveTunner transition rand thus effectively re-
moving that non-determinism. MTSA indicates that distribution of the modified model is still
non-deterministic. These are witness traces to the non-deterministic states:
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 , switch, setActive t2 ]
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 ]
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 , s dropReq ].
We carry out a similar analysis on the shortest of those three traces. It leads to a non-
deterministic choice on s dropReq : two s dropReq transitions leading to different but almost
equivalent states. The difference is that each state has a connectActiveTuner transition to
different states. But those states are also almost equivalent. They differentiate in the fact that
one has a required s restore transition and the other one has a maybe s restore transition. Both
transitions go to the same state. The maybe transition is made required and thus the target
states are now equivalent. The feedback from MTSA after trying to distribute the model after
the modifications shows, as expected, the two remaining traces as witnesses to non-determinism
states:
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[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 , switch, setActive t2 ]
[s dropReq?, switch, setActive t2 , tau?, s restore, switch, setActive t1 ].
We take the shortest trace and replay it in the model. We have a non-deterministic choice on
s dropReq . One is maybe the other required. We analyse the model following each branch. The
branch from the maybe transition gets to a state with a required s restore transition, however it
is not required to connect the active tuner (i.e., connectActiveTuner) before restoring the signal
even though the active tuner was changed. A property is created to avoid this behaviour, an
MTS is synthesised from the property and merged to the previously modified model to create
a new model resulting from this iteration: It5.
switch
switch
switch
0 1 2
s_restore?
s_dropReq
s_restore?
s_dropReq
s_restore
s_dropReq?
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Figure 6.1: Component User (left) and Video (right) built from the distribution of It5
Finally we are able to distribute It5. MTSA confirms that the model satisfies the conditions
to distribute and constructs the component MTSs. Components User and Video are shown in
Figure 6.1 and component Switch is shown if Figure 6.2.
It is worth noting that It3− is distributable and it is an implementation of It5. The use
of MTS distributability check avoided the big jump from It3 to It3− that was taken due to
the lack of better tool and theoretical support. More importantly, MTSA distributability check
effectively helped focus the analysis on non-distributability issues driving the refinement towards
a distributable MTS. As It3− is a distributable implementation of It5, each of the component
LTSs of It3− is an implementation of its corresponding distributed MTS component obtained
from It5. The component MTSs in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 can be independently analysed and
refined to not only the LTSs components of It3− but any distributed implementation of It5.
Furthermore, any distributable implementation of It3 can be obtained by refining the model
in different ways, following the proposed methodology driven by MTS distributability check,
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Figure 6.2: Component Switch built from the distribution of It5
until a distributable MTS is reached. Each different distributable MTS leads to a different set
of distributable implementations.
6.3.2 Tuning
The implementation obtained in the last iteration of Chapter 3 is It5−, where It5 is the resulting
MTS from the second to last iteration. Manual analysis of It5 is not easy as the model
has thirty-nine states and each state has an average of seven transitions. Similarly to the
previous section we show how we can use MTS distributability check and distribution to lead
the refinement of It5 towards a distributed implementation.
We use MTSA to try to distribute It5. The tool indicates that the model is non-deterministic
and provides eleven witness traces. Once again, note how analysis of these traces is easier than
attempting to analyse the whole model. The size of the provided traces range from two to
eleven actions. The following is one of the traces: [setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?, t1 tune?,
s dropReqAck t1 ?, s restore?, s dropReq?, t1 tune?, setActive t1 ?, s restore?, t1 restore?,
t1 tune , t1 newValue, t1 dropReq ]. Inspection of this trace shows how s dropReqAck t1 is pos-
sible even when there was no request from the tuner. We need to add a property to enforce that
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an acknowledgement comes only after a request. Actually seven of the eleven witness traces vio-
late such property. Two fluents are added, DropRequested t1 = 〈{t1 dropReq}, {t1 restore},⊥〉
and DropRequested s = 〈{s dropReq}, {s restore},⊥〉, and used in the following FLTL prop-
erty: ✷((¬DropRequested t1 =⇒ ¬X t1 restore) ∧ (¬DropRequested s =⇒ ¬X s restore)).
We obtain It6 by merging It5 with the MTS synthesised from the recently added property.
Trying to distribute It6 prompts ten new traces to non-deterministic states. The first trace is
[setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?, s restore?, t1 dropReq?, s dropReq?, t1 tune?, t1 restore?,
s dropReqAck t1 ?, s restore?, s dropReq?, s restore?, t1 dropReq?, s dropReq?, t1 tune?,
s dropReqAck t1 ?, s restore?, t1 tune?, t1 restore?, t1 dropReq?, setActive t1 ?, s dropReq?,
t1 newValue?, t1 tune , s dropReqAck t1 ?, t1 restore?, setActive t2 ?, t1 dropReq?, s restore?,
setActive t1 ?, s dropReq?, t1 tune , t1 newValue]. The tuner is attempting to restore even
though it has not received an acknowledgement from the switch (7th and 8th actions). Nine
of the ten traces returned by MTSA share that prefix. We add an FLTL property to en-
sure that t1 restore only comes after s dropReqAck t1 . In other words, the tuner restores
the signal only after the switch acknowledges that the signal has been dropped. A fluent
DropAckReceivedWaitingToRestore t1 = 〈{s dropReqAck t1}, {t1 restore},⊥〉 is added and used
in the FLTL property: ✷(¬DropAckReceivedWaitingToRestore t1 =⇒ ¬X t1 restore). The
model synthesised from that last property is merged with the model from the previous itera-
tion resulting in a new model: It7.
Distribution of It7 is not successful and ten traces to non-deterministic states are returned by
MTSA. Inspection of those traces uncovered unwanted behaviour in nine of those ten traces.
We exemplify that behaviour using one of the returned traces: [setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?,
s restore?, t1 dropReq?, s dropReq?, t1 tune?, s dropReqAck t1 ?, s restore?, s dropReq?,
s restore?, t1 tune?, t1 restore?, s dropReq?, s dropReqAck t1 ?, s restore?, s dropReq?,
s dropReqAck t1 ?, t1 dropReq?, t1 restore?, t1 dropReq?, setActive t1 ?, t1 tune,
t1 newValue, t1 dropReq ]. This trace shows how the tuner sends a drop request to the switch
and later on the switch sends a drop and restore request even though the tuner has not requested
the switch to restore the signal. We want to avoid that behaviour so we add this property:
✷(DropRequested t1 ∧ DropRequested s =⇒ ¬X s restore). This property ensures that if a
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drop is requested by the tuner and forwarded to the switch then then the switch will not restore
until the tuner says so: The property is added to the specification and once again we obtain the
model for this iteration, It8, by merging It7 and the MTS synthesised from the added property.
MTSA indicates that It8 still has non-deterministic states and provides ten witness traces. On
inspection of those traces we detect that all but three of them show the following problems: a)
An action s dropReqAck with no corresponding t1 dropReq (i.e., a drop acknowledgement with
no previous request). b) An action t1 dropReq with no corresponding t1 tune: a drop request
should only happens within a tune. c) There are t1 tune actions that restore the video without
changing the value: after a tune there should always be a t1 newValue before a restore request.
We add two new fluents, WaitingDropReqAck t1 = 〈{t1 dropReq}, {s dropReqAck t1},⊥〉 and
NewValueSetBeforeRestore t1 = 〈{t1 tune}, {t1 newValue},⊥〉, and use them in the follow-
ing properties to address each one of the detected problems: ✷(WaitingDropReqAck t1 =⇒
¬X s dropReqAck t1 ), ✷(X t1 dropReq =⇒ (Tuning t1 ∧ ¬WaitingDropReqAck t1 )), and
✷((Tuning t1 ∧ NewValueNotSet t1 ) =⇒ ¬X t1 restore). It9 is the result of merging the
synthesised models from those last properties and It8.
Distribution of It9 is unsuccessful and a set of four witness traces to non-deterministic states is
provided by MTSA. One of them is a prefix of the other three traces so we focus our analysis on
it: [setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?, s restore?, t1 tune?, s dropReq?, t1 dropReq?, t1 newValue?,
s dropReqAck t1 ?, t1 restore?, t1 dropReq?, setActive t1 ?, s dropReq?, t1 newValue?,
t1 tune , s dropReq?, s dropReqAck t1 ?, t1 newValue?, t1 restore , tau?, s restore?, t1 tune ,
t1 newValue]. More specifically the prefix [setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?, s restore?, t1 tune?,
s dropReq?, t1 dropReq?] shows how the switch sends a drop request right after t1 tune with-
out the tuner having sent a drop request. We check the prototype and that seems like a valid
trace. For instance, the signal may have been dropped if there was a change in the active
tuner. We continue with the analysis of the trace and notice that after the prefix comes a
t1 newValue?. The only requirement we have imposed so far is that the new value has to be
set before restoring the signal. So that behaviour is allowed too. But there is something that
needs further validation: why is the tuner requesting to drop the signal (t1 dropReq) after a
restore request (t1 restore) without a tune in between? Similarly, why is the tuner setting
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a new value (t1 newValue) after a restore request if there was no tune in between? Finally,
there are also two consecutive s dropReq . The switch component should not send a request if
it has not send a restore. Once again, note how this analysis is much easier on a few small
traces than analysing the whole model. Summarising, we found two problems: t1 dropReq
and t1 newValue are not inside a tuning section, and there is a sequence of s dropReq with
no restore in between. To avoid the former we add a property that ensures that s dropReq
alternates with s restore , and t1 dropReq alternates with t1 restore: ✷((DropRequested s =⇒
¬X s dropReq) ∧ (DropRequested t1 =⇒ ¬X t1 dropReq)). To avoid the latter prob-
lem we add a second property stating that t1 newValue, t1 dropReq , s dropReqAck t1 and
t1 restore can only happen while tuning: ✷((t1 newValue ∨ t1 dropReq ∨ s dropReqAck t1 ∨
t1 restore) =⇒ Tuning t1 ). Finally, It10 is the result of merging the MTSs synthesised from
those properties and It9.
Distribution of It10 is not possible and MTSA provides four witness traces to non-determinism:
[t1 tune , t1 newValue],
[t1 tune , t1 newValue, t1 dropReq ],
[t1 tune , t1 newValue, t1 dropReq , s dropReq ], and
[setActive t2 ?, s dropReq?, s restore?, t1 tune?, s dropReq?, t1 dropReq?, t1 newValue?,
setActive t1 ?, t1 newValue?, s dropReqAck t1 ].
Inspection of the longest trace uncovered unwanted behaviour that needs to be pruned. The
tuner is setting a new value twice within a tune. That is not present in the prototype so we
add a property to forbid that: ✷(Xt1 newValue =⇒ NewValueNotSet t1 ). This addition leads
to a new model It11.
It11 cannot be distributed as it still has non-deterministic transitions. Four witness traces are
provided by MTSA but, as no unwanted behaviour was detected, we proceed as in the previ-
ous section by inspecting the non-deterministic choices in the model after those traces. The
non-deterministic choices branch into almost equivalent behaviour that we manage to elimi-
nate by making some of the maybe behaviour required following the strategy explained in the
previous section. We try to distribute the new model and MTSA returns fifty-six modality
mismatches and ninety-six implied traces; traces that are in the composition of the projected
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components of It11+ onto the Σi alphabets that are not possible in It11. We focus our analysis
on the traces that are added by the composition of the projected components. One of such
traces is [t1 tune , t1 newValue, t1 dropReq , t1 tune ]. A closer analysis leads to a problem
in the specification. We cannot forbid that trace if our model has the following possible trace
[t1 tune , t1 newValue, t1 dropReq , s dropReq , t1 tune]. This is because s dropReq is not mon-
itored/controlled by the Tune component. So for every trace containing the sequence [t1 tune ,
s dropReq ] there has to be a trace matching that one but with those actions swapped. Back-
tracking to previous models we found out that this possible trace was also in It5− (pessimistic
implementation of It5, see Figure 4.10) but the forbidden one was not only not possible in It5−
but also it was not possible in It5. For a moment we set aside the model we got in It11 and
focus on It5− as the problem we detected is also there. We proceed as follows: we analyise
the problem we have just detected and modify It5 and the specification accordingly and then
add the properties we discovered from iterations six to eleven. We focus on It5 because it is a
smaller model that also manifests the problem. We try to distribute It5− and MTSA indicates
that the model cannot be distributed because the composition of the projected models over the
components alphabet adds the following traces: [t1 tune, t1 newValue, t1 dropReq , t1 tune ]
and [t1 tune , t1 newValue, t1 dropReq , s dropReq , t1 tune , t1 newValue, s dropReqAck t1 ,
t1 restore , t1 tune ]. Not only these two traces are not possible in It5− but also they are
not possible in It5. We now analyse why those traces are not in It5 and whether they
should. The traces were excluded because two fluents, added in Section 4.3, were set from
a global point of view: Tuning t1 = 〈{t1 tune}, {s restore},⊥〉 and WaitingDropAck t1 =
〈{s dropReq}, {s dropReqAck t1},⊥〉. The first one signals the start and end of the tune pro-
tocol from the tuner’s perspective. But the action that signals the end of the protocol is not
monitored by the tuner. The second fluent is true in the section of the protocol where the
tuner is waiting for a drop request acknowledgement. The fluent is modified because that
section of the protocol has to be delimited from the tuner’s perspective if a distributable im-
plementation is to be obtained. The fluent is modified by replacing the action that sets it
to true by t1 dropReq (WaitingDropAck t1 = 〈{t1 dropReq}, {s dropReqAck t1},⊥〉). The flu-
ent Tuning t1 needs to be changed so the tuner knows locally when the protocol finishes.
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We need to include an acknowledgement from the switch to the tuner. We add a new mes-
sage, s restoreAck t1 , from the switch to the tuner at the end of the protocol to signal the
end of tuning and modify Tuning t1 ’s terminating action by replacing the previous one with
the new message (Tuning t1 = 〈{t1 tune}, {s restore},⊥〉). These modifications prompts fur-
ther changes in our specification. First we focus on the tuning and nested tuning shown in
scenarios E Tuning t1 Active t1 (Figure 4.3), E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 (Figure 4.6) and
E TuneAllowed t1 (Figure 4.7).
Figure 6.3: E Tuning t1 Active t1 modified with the new message s restoreAck t1
Figure 6.4: E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 and E TuneAllowed t1 with s restoreAck t1 in their
restricts clause
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We modified scenario E Tuning t1 Active t1 by adding the new message at the end of the
protocol (see Figure 6.3). The new message was added also to E NestedTuning t1 Active t1
and E TuneAllowed t1 in the restricts clause (see Figure 6.4). We added a new eTS similar to
E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 but with a stronger condition and a more detailed main chart:
if the switch has not dropped the signal yet, then it should be possible to set the new value
and drop the signal (Figure 6.5).
Figure 6.5: eTS E NestedTuning t1 Active t1 NotDropped
Finally we need to modify the scenarios showing how the protocol is completed depending
on which of the two store-only sections the system is in (Figure 4.9). They were modified
as follow: the original scenarios shown on the right of Figure 4.9 were modified to include
the new message s restoreAck t1 and it is shown in Figure 6.6. The scenario on the left of
Figure 4.9 was replaced by two new scenarios shown in Figure 6.7. The replacement is needed
because the protocol progresses in different ways depending on whether the switch has been
requested to drop the signal or not. Two new fluents are introduced to differentiate those cases
WaitingSwitchDropReq = 〈{t1 dropReq}, {s dropReq},⊥〉 and WaitingSwitchDropReqAck =
〈{s dropReq}, {s dropReqAck t1},⊥〉.
Let It12 be the result of merging the MTSs synthesised from each of the scenarios added or
modified in this iteration and properties discovered up to the current iteration. We use MTSA to
distribute It12 and get witness traces to non-deterministic states which prompts the creation of
two new properties affecting the recently added action s restoreAck t1 . That action should only
happen after t1 restore and s restore. These findings prompted the creation of two new fluents,
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Figure 6.6: Scenario enforcing the end of the protocol during a nested tune
Figure 6.7: Scenarios enforcing the end of the protocol during a nested tune
WaitingRestoreAck t1 = 〈{t1 restore}, {s restoreAck t1},⊥〉 and WaitingSwitchRestoreAck =
〈{s restore}, {s restoreAck t1},⊥〉, used in the FLTL property: ✷((¬WaitingRestoreAck t1 ∨
¬WaitingSwitchRestoreAck) =⇒ ¬X s restoreAck t1 ). We also add the an FLTL property to
indicate the alternating activation of tuner t1 and t2 : ✷((Active t1 =⇒ X ¬setActive t1 ) ∧
(¬Active t1 =⇒ X ¬setActive t2 )).
Merging It12 with the new properties led to It13. The obtained model is still non-deterministic.
We greatly refined the starting model, It5, but not enough to distribute the model. We can
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Figure 6.9: Component Tuner from distribution of It13−
continue refining the model using the tool’s feedback until an MTS satisfying the conditions is
obtained. However in this case we move the focus of our analysis once more to the pessimistic
implementation. It13− is similar to It5−, the final implementation obtained in Chapter 3. But
has many differences, even the alphabet is different as we added a new transition. We also
changed some of the scenarios, added some new ones and more properties. However the most
important difference is that It13− is distributable and It5− is not. MTS distribution is applied
to It13− leading to a distributable implementation of It13. The obtained componets are shown
in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. In contrast with the refinement process used in Chapter 4 this time we
obtained a distributable model by using MTS distributability check to guide the refinement.
Moving from It5 to It13 involved backtracking to previous iterations, modification of scenarios,
and addition of new scenarios and properties.
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6.4 Case Study Conclusion
In this section we showed how MTSA distribution and the feedback provided by distributability
check can be used to direct the refinement process to distributed implementations. It is possible
to refine the system model until a distributalbe MTS is found. Each decision taken along the
iterations leads to potentially different distributable implementations. In our experience it is
better to delay the use of distributability check and distribution until the system model has
been reasonably refined. If we try to distribute too soon the traces provided as feedback may
be too many to make a good analysis.
The technique presented in this Chapter is meant to be used as a complement to other analysis
and refinement techniques. To get to a model where MTS distribution is possible we mainly
used synthesis from properties and scenarios, and MTS merge to combine them. As explained
in Section 4.4, MTS models merge cannot characterise the intersection of the models implemen-
tation in general. The problems that arise from the inability to characterise such intersection
and ways to overcome them have already been discussed in that section.
In many cases, analysis of a few witness traces is better than analysis of the whole model by
other means. By using MTS distribution to guide the analysis we reduced it to a portion of
the system model and some interesting traces. More importantly, in every case, the focus is on
non-distributability issues. They provide valuable information used to either refine to a model
one step closer to distribution or backtrack to a previous iteration that can be refined to a
distributable model.
The conditions under which a distribution can be achieved seem to be too strong. Specially
on a model that is the result of several iterations of merging models with different alphabets.
Such models tend to have many non deterministic states. Some of the conditions can probably
be easily relaxed. For instance the definition of modal inconsistency may be changed to ignore
some modal inconsistencies that can be automatically resolved. For example inconsistencies
that can only be resolved by making one or many transitions required.
The feedback provided can be improved. Some of the returned traces share a common prefix
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so they could be listed in a more succinct way by listing them packed together. The feedback
where the composition of the determinised projections of the model M had traces not present
in M (implied traces) was hard to analyse. It is not clear exactly which paths inM contributed
to the implied traces. A possible improvement could be to return the components, even if the
conditions to distribute are not met, and also, in the presence of implied traces, paths (showing
states) for those traces on the components. To help identify why the conditions to distribute
the models are not satisfied, a mapping between it and the components has to be kept.
Chapter 7
Discussion and Related Work
In Chapter 3 we presented a uniform framework that combines existential and universal sce-
narios to support moving from examples to comprehensive descriptions during the behaviour
elaboration process. Those scenarios allow the use of fluent expressions as conditions in the
trigger. This last feature is motivated by our experience working on case studies which identified
the need to have more expressive triggers to reduce the number of scenarios needed to describe
the behaviour of a system-to-be. Triggered scenarios can be used along other specifications and
synthesis algorithms (for instance FLTL properties and its synthesis algorithm [UBC07] as seen
in Chapter 4) in a framework to create partial behaviour models from scenarios and properties.
A wide variety of techniques for supporting automated and semi-automated synthesis and
elaboration of behaviour models exists. In particular, synthesis and elaboration from declarative
requirements specifications (e.g., [DLLvL03, LvL02, PMM+07, KP04, DLRvL09, LH13], or
from scenarios and use cases (e.g., [UBC09, UKM04, KM94, DLvL06]. Liang et. al [LDD06]
provide a detailed comparison between different synthesis approaches of behaviour models from
scenario-based notations. We compare our work with those approaches using features that
relate to triggers or use behaviour model formalisms that are more expressive than traditional
two-valued ones.
Synthesis from declarative specifications such as goal models describing the requirements of a
system delivers executable models early in the requirements process, enabling a wide range of
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validation analyses such as animations and simulations [DLRvL09]. Damas et al. [DLvL06]
argue that the “goal-scenario-state machine” triangle is a rich source of synergy and mutual
reinforcement for model analysis and synthesis. Uchitel et al. [UBC09] also combine properties
with model synthesis. In line with them, as shown in Chapter 4, we also support this mix but
provide a more expressive scenario language and, as well as Uchitel et al., a more expressive
behaviour model formalism.
A wide range of scenario-based notations with diverse features and semantics have been de-
veloped. We focus the discussion on those with features that relate to triggers. The use of
precharts or triggers to augment the expressiveness of sequence charts notations has been in-
vestigated by several authors. However, to the best of our knowledge, all approaches previous
to the introduction of eTS [SUB08] adopt a universal semantics and thus are unable to mimic
the eTS. Kru¨ger [Kru00] extends MSC with triggers and an associated universal semantics
(“if a certain interaction pattern has occurred in the system, then another one is inevitable”).
Sengupta and Cleaveland [SC06] also present a triggering mechanism with universal interpre-
tation, but triggers are specified component-wise rather than system-wide. There is no support
for existential scenarios with triggers. In the original formulation of LSCs [DH99], Damm and
Harel introduce precharts for both existential and universal LSCs. However, the semantics of
an existential LSC with a prechart P and main chart M is equivalent to that of an existential
LSC with a main chart PM and no prechart. Hence, in this case the prechart in existential
LSCs results in a formatting option rather than a semantically meaningful construct. In fact, in
later developments of LSCs (e.g. [BHS05, KSH07]) the prechart for existential LSCs is dropped.
Although uTS defined in Chapter 3 are along similar lines to universal LSCs, the semantics
is slightly different. Like a uLSC the main chart must follow the trigger. However, if the
main chart’s language has more than one linearisation then, in the case of uTS, all of the
linearisations must be possible after the trigger. This is not the case of uLSC where the only
condition is that after the prechart just one word in the main chart must follow. Consider the
partially depicted computation tree of Figure 7.1. This tree violates the uTS in Figure 2.7 as
once the trigger holds the interleaving in which retainCard holds before alert is not allowed.
The set of words derived from the portion of the tree depicted does satisfy the same scenarios
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under uLSC semantics. Note that the semantics of uLSC and uTS is the same when the main
chart’s language is a singleton.
pwd
verify
nok
alert beep
retainCard
pwd
verify
nok
Trigger
alert
retainCard
Figure 7.1: Part of an infinite computation tree satisfying uLSC interpretation of scenario in
Figure 2.7 but violating its uTS interpretation
It is important to note that linear-time semantics of uLSCs support the uTS semantics due
to its branching nature. In addition, MTS are not sufficiently expressive to characterise the
uLSC semantics (i.e. an MTS with exactly the same implementations as the set of LTS that
satisfy the uLSC) as the latter requires at least one of the many linearisations. Such semantics
could be captured, however, using Disjunctive MTS [LX90], a strictly more expressive variant of
MTS. The synthesis algorithms presenting in this work would still be applicable in this context.
DMTS may afford a number of advantages over MTS when used as the target formalism for
synthesis. The study of DMTS in the context of synthesis is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The semantics of eTS and uTS can be understood as a fragment of the temporal branching
logic CTL. Informally, eTS stand for a formula of the form AG(trigger holds→
∧
w∈LM
EX Φw)
where w = w1w2 . . . wk, Φw = NU(w1 ∧ (X(NU(w2 ∧ (X(. . .))))) and N =
∧
e∈Σ ¬e. Alterna-
tively the semantics of uTS stand for a formula of the form
AG(trigger holds → (
∧
w∈LM
EX Φw) ∧ (AX
∨
w∈LM
Φw)). Once the trigger holds in a com-
putation tree, in the case of eTS and uTS, at least one branch must exist for every word in the
language of the main chart. The difference between eTS and uTS is that eTS allows branches
where the main chart does not follow and uTS forbids them. Summing up both of them require
the possibility of branches with the interaction described in the main chart but in the case of
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uTS those are the only ones. Indeed, the semantics cannot be formulated in terms of the linear
temporal logic LTL, traces or histories as can the semantics of uLSC [BHS05] or the triggered
MSC in [Kru00].
CSSL [BDCGU11] (Conditional Scenario Specification Language) is an extension of a linear-
time logic with sufficient branching expressiveness to allow capturing eTS. In that work a
translation from eTS to CSSL is provided. CSSL supports reasoning about heterogeneous
requirements specifications including both universal and existential statements. They provide a
mechanism to verify the formulas through model checking. It would be interesting to investigate
whether it is possible to synthesise a characterising MTSs for subsets of CSSL formula. Should
an algorithm for synthesising an MTS characterising the implementations that satisfy a formula
from a subset of CSSL exists then those formulas and synthesis algorithm could be added to
our framework.
TMSC in [SC06] also provides a branching flavoured semantics by using acceptance trees as
semantic domain. There are several differences between TS and TMSC. TMSC without triggers
are existentially interpreted, like MSC at early stages of system design [DH01]. They are
combined in algebraic expressions describing the flow of control through a specification and in
that sense they are similar to hMSC [ITU00] (that flow is implicit in hMSC and explicit in
TMSC expressions). The scenarios with triggers are used in TMSC expressions to eliminate
nondeterminism which is the notion of refinement in that framework. So a TMSC with trigger
is conjuncted to an expression leading to a new and more refined specification, i.e. with less
nondeterminism. On the other hand each TS is a conditional rule over the whole system-to-be
and the refinement notion is the refinement of MTS.
The notion of partial specification that we use is different from the one in [SC06]. In TMSC
partial scenarios are described syntactically by not drawing a closing box at the end of an
instance. The meaning is that the behaviour of that instance is unspecified after the TMSC
ends and before the following TMSC starts so messages are allowed to be added by refining
the scenario in a “fill in the blanks” fashion. In contrast TS are naturally partial as they have
an associated alphabet and everything not in that alphabet can happen in between specified
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messages. Furthermore there is no restriction on the system’s behaviour after a main chart has
been met.
Many of the approaches to scenario-based specification provide synthesis algorithms that pro-
duce operational behaviour models. As discussed previously the result of synthesis can be one of
the many possible behaviour models that satisfy the scenario description or a behaviour model
that characterises through some notion of refinement all the behaviour models that satisfy a
given scenario description.
Given a scenario description interpreted existentially, it is possible to synthesise a behaviour
model M that represents the lower-bound to the expected system behaviour, i.e. M “does
as little as possible” while still providing the existential scenarios. This model characterises
via trace inclusion or simulation all behaviour models that satisfy the scenarios: If N can
simulate or includes the traces ofM , then it satisfies the scenario description. Approaches such
as [UKM04, ZHJ04] provide synthesis algorithms of this characteristic.
Alternatively, given universal scenarios, it is possible to synthesise a model M that does “as
much as possible” while preserving the scenarios. This model provides an upper-bound to the
intended system behaviour and can also be thought of as characterising all behaviour models
that satisfy the scenarios: If N is simulated by M , then N satisfies the universal scenario
description. Approaches such as [BHS05], when restricted to uLSC, and [SC06] provide this
style of synthesis.
In [UBC09] it is shown that traditional, two valued, behaviour models such as LTS or statecharts
cannot adequately model descriptions that contain both existential and universal statements,
such as in a combination of eTS and uTS (or eLSCs and uLSCs). In other words, it is not
possible to build an LTS that characterises all LTS that satisfy the mixed modality scenario
description. Roughly, this is because refinement notions for traditional behaviour models can
interpret the model as an upper-bound or lower-bound to the expected behaviour of the system
but cannot support both bounds simultaneously. Consequently, approaches to synthesis that
support combinations of existential and universal scenarios are limited to providing an example
of a behaviour model that satisfies the scenario description. This is the case for algorithms that
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synthesise behaviour models from uLSC and eLSC such as those given in [BSL04] and [HK02].
In this thesis, a three valued behaviour model is used as the target for synthesis. This step
up in expressiveness allows the definition of a synthesis algorithm that characterises all LTS
models that satisfy a TS.
Triggered Scenarios have recently been used by other authors [AKRU12, FLM13]. Dalal et.
al. [AKRU12] provide a way of detecting when a system vacuously satisfies a Triggered Scenario
because the system does not exhibit the trigger. They propose the use of inductive learning for
the computation of the scenarios needed to avoid vacuity. A separate work [FLM13] proposes
the use of eTS as the target of scenario mining from an application’s execution tree. They
argue that mining branching time scenarios like eTS complements with previous approaches
that mine linear time scenarios such as traditional LSC. Linear time scenarios are suitable for
describing properties and eTS are better equipped to specify alternative executions.
Our work is not the first to use partial behaviour models as the target for synthesis. Uchi-
tel et. al. studied synthesis of MTS from simple existential scenario descriptions (without
triggers) and safety properties [UBC09] exploiting the possibility of representing two bounds
to system behaviour using MTS. These bounds are also exploited in [KBEM09] where MTSs
synthesised from simple existentially interpreted sequence diagrams and a set of universally
interpreted pre/post-conditions in the form of OCL constraints [PP05]. However, in [KBEM09]
a distributed synthesis is performed: an MTS for each component present in the scenarios is
synthesised. Completeness of the approach is not studied and focus is on analysis of the parallel
composition of the component MTSs for discrepancies between system-wide and component-
level views (in a similar spirit to [UKM04]). In Chapter 3 we presented a more expressive
scenario language and focused on characterising the set of suitable implementations (complete-
ness). We later studied the general problem of distributing MTSs regardless of how they were
created. We compare our work to theirs further on when we discuss related work on MTS
distribution.
Modal transition systems have been previously used as characterising sets of LTS but in a very
different context. As noted in [AHL+08], one of the first attempts to apply modal transition
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systems was as the characterisation of the solutions of equation systems [LX90] involving bisim-
ulation constraints with CCS-like context embedding an unknown process X. It turned out that
a Disjunctive MTS characterises the set of all solutions to the equation system.
A desirable property of merge of partial models is that it works as conjunction of set of imple-
mentations [ZJ93, BDCU13]. That is, given two partial models, it is desirable to compute a
new partial model that captures their common implementations. Such an operation supports
independent development of multiple partial viewpoints that cover different aspects of the in-
tended behavior and subsequent composition into a single model that accurately captures all
of these viewpoints.
MTS model merging of two models cannot characterise the intersection of the models imple-
mentation in general [FU08, LT88] although, when the models have the same alphabets, the
set of common implementations can be represented by a finite set of MTSs. We say that such
merge is incomplete. Given two MTSs, depending on the case, merging them results in the
unique Minimun Common Refinement (MCR), one of the multiple MCR or selecting an MCR
up to some bound in the state space [FDB+12]. When the MCR is not unique, each of the
different MCR contains unique implementations not captured by the others.
Recent research on Disjunctive MTSs (DMTS) showed that DMTS merge is complete under
models with the same alphabets [BvK11]. Ben-David et al. [BDCU13] proved that, similarly
to MTS merge, DMTS merge of models with different alphabets is incomplete. They defined
an extension of DMTS called restricted DMTS (rDMTS) and proved that merge of rDMTS is
complete even for models with different alphabets. Merging rDMTS with different alphabets
is done using alphabet embedding: embed each of the models to be merged into a common
alphabet, and then merge. This idea of using alphabet embedding was previously tried on
MTSs but did not work [CBFU07].
In Chapter 5 we provided results that support moving from iterative refinement of monolithic
system models to component-wise iterative refinement without losing distributable implemen-
tations. We present a distribution algorithm for partial behaviour system models specified as
MTS to component-wise structured partial behaviour models given as sets of MTSs. We pre-
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cisley characterise when the descomposition provided is sound and complete, we also discuss
why the restrictions to the distribution problem (namely determinism, modal consistency and
distributability of M+) are reasonable, are unlikely to be avoidable for any sound and complete
distribution method, and can be seen as a natural extension of the limitations of existing LTS
distribution results.
Distributed implementability and synthesis has been studied for LTS for different equivalences
notion like isomorphism, language equivalence and bisimulation [Mor98, CMT99, Ste06, HS05].
The general distributed implementability problem has not been studied for MTS.
In [QG08], MTS distribution is studied as a instance of more general contract-based formalism.
The notion that corresponds to our definition of complete and sound MTS Distribution (see
Definition 5.2) is called decomposability (Definition 3.8 [QG08]). Decomposability is a strictly
stronger notion which requires all implementations of M to be captured by some distribution
‖i∈[n]Mi. Our definition only requires distributable implementations of M to be refinements of
‖i∈[n]Mi. In particular Figure 5.2, with transition from 6 to 9 changed to being only possible,
is not distributable according to [QG08] but is according to our definition. Moreover, the
distribution algorithm of [QG08] cannot handle examples such as Figure 3.3 in [Ste06] which can
be handled by standard LTS distribution algorithms (and ours) by determinising projections.
A component view of the system has been taken in the context of studies on parallel compo-
sition of MTS [BKLS09], however such view is bottom-up: Given partial behaviour models of
components, what is the (partial) behaviour of the system resulting of their parallel composi-
tion. The only notable example that takes a top-down approach is [KBEM09] where partial
behaviour components are built from system level OCL properties and UML scenarios such
that their composition requires the behaviour required by system level properties and scenar-
ios, and proscribes the behaviour not permitted by the same properties and scenarios. The
distributed synthesis in [KBEM09] is fixed for that combination of specification languages, dif-
ferent combinations would require the development of novel synthesis algorithms. They do not
provide a distribution from an MTS. Furthermore we focused on capturing all the distributable
implementations, while in [KBEM09] it has not been explored whether there are distributed
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implementations satisfying the specification that are not captured by the MTS components.
As shown in Property 5.1 it is not possible in general to capture all distributable implementa-
tions satisfying a specification with a single set of component MTSs. This is reasonable: not
all distributable implementations of an MTS can be achieved by refining independently partial
specifications of components. Some decisions (or lack of them) regarding system behaviour
captured in the system MTS may require coordinated refinement of component MTSs. A dis-
tributed synthesis of component MTSs M1, . . . ,Mn as opposed to synthesis of an MTS M and
subsequent distribution of M in M1, . . . ,Mn is, in general, incomplete. For instance let M be
the merge of MTSs synthesised from properties and scenarios as seen in Chapter 3. Such MTS
characterises the implementations that satisfy those properties and scenarios. But, in general,
it is not possible to capture all distributable implementations of an MTS with a single set of
component MTSs. Therefore, distributed synthesis of component MTSs is not complete.
a?
w
(a) A
b?
w
(b) B
a?
b? b?
a?
w
(c) A ‖ B
a?
b? b?w
(d) Refinement of A ‖ B
Figure 7.2: Incompleteness of MTS parallel composition
Another approach could be to build an MTS that is guaranteed to be distributable by con-
struction. However even if an MTS can be distributed into components it can still be refined
such that non distributable implementations are obtained as shown in Figure 7. A ‖ B is a
distributable MTS as it is the composition of A and B. However its distributed structure can
be broken by refinement as shown in Figure 7.2(d). A possible solution could be to investigate
the existence of special refinement steps that avoid breaking the distributed structure of a dis-
tributable MTS and allow only those special refinement steps. But such hypothetical approach
would not be able to be combined with other other formalisms using MTSs as merge will not
guarantee that the resulting model is distributable. We propose the use of MTS distribution
to guide the refinement of an MTS to a distributable MTS which in turn leads to distributable
implementations. This is independent of how the system MTS was obtained and therefore will
benefit any framework that uses MTS.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis we have defined a scenario-specification language which includes support for
describing triggered existential and universal scenarios. We have also defined a synthesis al-
gorithm that constructs MTS models which characterise via refinement all LTS models that
conform both to the existential and universal aspects of the scenario-based description. We
provide results that support moving from iterative refinement of a monolithic system model to
component-wise iterative refinement. We present a distribution algorithm for partial behaviour
system models specified as MTS to component-wise partial behaviour models given as sets of
MTSs.
We precisely characterise when the decomposition provided is sound and complete, we also
discuss why the restrictions to the distribution problem (namely determinism, modal consis-
tency and distributability of M+) are reasonable, are unlikely to be avoidable for any sound
and complete distribution method, and can be seen as a natural extension of the limitations of
existing LTS distribution results.
Novel aspects of our approach include the use of triggered scenarios with a branching semantics,
characterisation of implementations with an MTS and complete and sound distribution. The
use of triggered existential scenarios which have a branching semantics is in line with existing
informal scenario-based and use-case based approaches to requirements engineering exploiting
the expressive power of MTS in an operational behaviour model. Completeness of our approach
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allow us to iteratively elaborate our models without loss of implementations.
Iterative and incremental behaviour model elaboration can be supported by this framework.
By providing both existential and universal forms of triggered scenarios we aim to better sup-
port the vision of a uniform framework for moving from examples to comprehensive descriptions
throughout the requirements process. We support triggered scenarios and MTS synthesis in con-
junction with other existing MTS synthesis and analysis techniques such as merging [FDB+12],
refinement [LT88], synthesis from temporal logic [UBC09], model checking [BG00], inspection
and animation [FDSU]. We propose the use of MTS distribution to guide the refinement of an
MTS to a distributable MTS which in turn leads to distributable implementations. Once the
MTS satisfies the conditions to be distributed into component MTSs those same techniques can
be applied to each component independently with the certainty that the global specification is
satisfied by any possible implementation of the components.
A current trend in software development process is such that high numbers of short iteration
cycles are favoured over small number of long iterations. Also, there tend to be a preference of
simple and intuitive requirement specification notations over more expressive and complex lan-
guages. Triggered Scenarios fits well within this current trend and therefore, increased chances
of adoption are expected. Synthesis of MTSs introduces the possibility to analyse and elaborate
behaviour models without the difficulty associated with building them. Triggered Scenarios are
intuitive and yet expressive enough: eTSs are similar to Use Cases with preconditions and
uTSs can be translated to a universal branching formula that complements eTS. But there
are still many obstacles to overcome before a technique like this can be extensively used by
practitioners. Even though scenarios are intuitive most of the analysis still has to be carried
out on the model, which requires expertise. It is not clear that practitioners who were reluctant
to adopt model behaviour analysis in the past will accept this technique even with the presence
of appealing factors like being iterative and incremental, automatic synthesis of the model,
and allowing the use of an intuitive scenario notation. Finally, in the proposed framework, the
analysis of models has additional complexity introduced by the fact that MTS merge is not
able to characterise the intersection of implementations in a single model. Also, the conditions
under which an MTS can be distributed are too strong.
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8.1 Future Work
In future work, we intend to continue to develop and integrate support for elicitation and
elaboration of behaviour models using MTS. We aim to integrate complementary techniques
like vacuous TS detection and scenario creation [AKRU12] on MTSA to aid the elaboration
process. Conditional Scenario Specification Language (CSSL) [BDCGU11] CSSL formulas could
be added to our framework provided that synthesis algorithms are developed.
We aim to develop techniques and tools to support identifying, providing feedback and resolving
inconsistencies in the process of merging MTS that result from scenario-based specifications.
The restrictions introduced to enforce completeness of distribution could be relaxed. Future
work will involve experimentation with different definition of more generally applicable sound
but not complete distribution algorithms and elaboration techniques to support refinement of
system models into models for which distribution algorithms exist.
We plan to investigate how to resolve implied traces of distribution: traces added by the com-
position of the projected components that are not in the model being distributed. Currently,
MTSA lists the implied traces. More research on automatic and semi-automatic removal of
those traces is needed. Work on heuristics to modify LTSs that can not be distributed because
of implied traces looks like a promising starting point [Ste06]. Those heuristics propose modifi-
cations to the LTS I that may lead to a model that can be distributed. Similar heuristics could
be developed for MTSs that propose changes that not only may remove the added elements
but more importantly results in a refinement of M .
The shortcomings of MTS merge presented in Sections 4.4 and 6.4 and discussed in Chapter 7
led to research on merge of DMTS [BvK11, BDCU13]. The results on completeness of rDMTSs
make them a good fit for the framework presented in this thesis. We intend to investigate
how can Triggered Scenarios and the synthesis algorithms be modified to synthesise MTS
variants like DMTSs. Another interesting problem is the study of distribution of DMTSs. The
definitions and results in Chapter 5 can be used as a road-map for DMTS distribution.
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Appendix A
Synthesis from Triggered Scenarios
A.1 Correctness
Next we provide proofs of correctness for the MTS synthesis algorithms from eTS and uTS
presented in Chapter 3. In this section we use the following notation: given a state s =
〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉 of the synthesised MTS, the obligations and recognised trigger prefix of s are obl(s) =
Θ and trigPref (s) = 〈α, ζ〉 respectively. For simplicity we sometimes refer to the obligations
(respectively recognised trigger prefix) of an MTS M to refer to the obligations of its initial
state (respectively recognised trigger prefix). Therefore we overload obl() and trigPref () so
that obl(M) = obl(s0) and trigPref (M) = trigPref (s0) where s0 is M ’s initial state.
To prove that the synthesis algorithms are correct we first show that the synthesised MTSs
are able to successfully monitor the occurrences of the trigger: from a state with a recognised
trigger prefix 〈α, ζ〉, if αβ with ζ satisfies the trigger T then the states reached after β have a
recognised trigger prefix in LT (Theorem A.1).
Both synthesis from eTS and uTS use the function updateTrig to calculate the recognised
trigger prefix of the state reached after a single transition. The recognised trigger prefix of the
states reached after a trace is obtained by inductively applying this function on each element
of the trace. This leads to an extension of Definition 3.12 considering traces:
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Definition A.1 (Update Recognised Trigger Prefix).
updateTrig(x, τ) = x
updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, ℓ) = sigSuf (〈αℓ, ζ〉)
updateTrig(x, πt) = updateTrig(updateTrig(x, π), t)
where π ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })+ and
t ∈ Σ ∪ { τ }
Lemma A.2, characterising the recognised trigger prefix of the states reached after a trace, is
used in some of the following proofs.
Theorem A.1. Let W = (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0) be an MTS synthesised from a triggered scenario
with trigger T and alphabet Σ. Then for every state 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉 ∈ S
∀γβ ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ · β|Σ, ζαγ |= T =⇒
(
∀s′ ∈ S · 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉
γβ
−→ s′ =⇒ trigPref (s′) ∈ LT
)
Proof. The synthesis algorithms calculate the recognised trigger prefix of the successive states
using the updateTrig function sequentially on every action in γβ. So the recognised trigger
prefix of s′ is updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, γβ) (trigPref (s′) = updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, γβ)). And by Lemma A.2
updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, γβ) = sigSuf (〈αγβ|Σ, ζ〉). But then by Definition 3.11, as 〈β|Σ, ζαγ〉 ∈ LT
and there cannot be a longer suffix of αγβ|Σ with a state function that is in prefixes(LT ),
sigSuf (〈αγβ|Σ, ζ〉) = 〈β|Σ, ζαγ〉. Finally, as β|Σ, ζαγ |= T then 〈β|Σ, ζαγ〉 ∈ LT .
Lemma A.2.
updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, β) =
sigSuf (〈αβ|Σ, ζ〉)
Proof. By induction on |β|.
• Case |β| = 0: then β = ǫ. As 〈α, ζ〉 is a recognised trigger prefix then appending ǫ
to α and then calculating the significant suffix yields the same recognised trigger prefix.
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In other words updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, ǫ) = sigSuf (〈αǫ, ζ〉) = 〈α, ζ〉. On the other hand, as
ǫ = ǫ|Σ then 〈α, ζ〉 = 〈αǫ, ζ〉 = 〈αǫ|Σ, ζ〉 .
• Case |β| ≥ 1: β = β ′t with β ′ ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ and t ∈ Σ ∪ { τ }. By definition
updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, β ′t) = updateTrig(updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, β ′), t). By induction hypothesis
we have that updateTrig(updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, β ′), t) = updateTrig(sigSuf (〈αβ ′|Σ, ζ〉), t). We
analyse the cases t = τ and t ∈ Σ separately.
– Case t = τ : By definition
updateTrig(sigSuf (〈αβ ′|Σ, ζ〉), t) = sigSuf (〈αβ
′|Σ, ζ〉)
And, as β ′|Σ = β
′τ |Σ = β|Σ, then sigSuf (〈αβ
′|Σ, ζ〉) = sigSuf (〈αβ|Σ, ζ〉)
– Case t ∈ Σ: Let sigSuf (〈αβ ′|Σ, ζ〉) be 〈γ, ζ
′〉.
Then by definition updateTrig(〈γ, ζ ′〉, t) = sigSuf (〈γt, ζ ′〉)
We need to prove that sigSuf (〈γt, ζ ′〉) = sigSuf (〈αβ ′t|Σ, ζ〉)
There are two possibilities for 〈γ, ζ ′〉. On one hand, if αβ ′|Σ has no suffix that
with ζ can be extended to a word in LT then, by definition of significant suffix,
〈γ, ζ ′〉 = 〈ǫ, ζαβ′〉. But then the existence of a suffix of αβ
′t|Σ such that with ζ can
be extended to a word in LT depends only on t and ζαβ′. Therefore sigSuf (〈γt, ζ
′〉) =
sigSuf (〈ǫt, ζαβ′〉) = sigSuf (〈αβ
′t|Σ, ζ〉).
On the other hand, if there is such a maximum suffix, by definition of significant suf-
fix, γ is the maximum suffix of αβ ′|Σ such that αβ
′|Σ = δγ and 〈γ, ζδ〉 ∈ prefixes(LT )
(and in fact what we first called ζ ′ is equal to ζδ). Then the significant suffix of αβ
′t
and ζ does not depend on any action before γ (because that is the maximum suffix
so far). So it is equivalent to calculate the significant suffix using either γt or αβ ′t.
Then sigSuf (〈γt, ζ ′〉) = sigSuf (〈γt, ζδ〉) = sigSuf (〈αβ
′t|Σ, ζ〉).
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A.1.1 Correctness of Synthesis from eTS
We are now in conditions to prove the correctness theorem for eTS.
Theorem A.3 (Correctness (eTS)). Let E = ✸(T,M,Σ) and W the MTS synthesised from
E. If I@Σ ∈ I[W ], then I |= E.
Proof. The proof consists of assuming that there is an LTS I such that I@Σ is an implementa-
tion ofW that does not satisfy E and showing that there can be no refinement relation between
W and I@Σ.
As I does not satisfy E then neither does I@Σ, as only projections onto Σ are taken into
account when checking if the model satisfies the scenario. So there must be a trace π = δβ
over the alphabet Σ∪ { τ } such that β|Σ with ζ
T
δ , where ζ
T is the state function derived from
the fluents in T , is in LT (i.e. β, ζ
T
δ |= T ) and an I
′, reached from I@Σ on δβ, that cannot
exhibit some behaviour γ required in LM . That is I@Σ
π
=⇒r I
′ and there is a γ ∈ LM such
that I ′
γ
6=⇒r. The assumption that I@Σ is a refinement of W entails that there is a W
′ that is
refined by I ′ such that W
π|Σ
=⇒p W
′ and that W ′
γ
6=⇒r. From this a contradiction can be shown
based on the following two properties.
The first is that any trace ending in a sequence that activates the trigger, if replayed over W
using only actions in the alphabet of E, reaches a state s in which the obligations imposed by
the main chart are in obl(s) (see Lemma A.4). The second property is that if a state s of W
has an obligation r then there is a required trace r from s (see Lemma A.5).
But then in W ′, by Lemma A.4, all words of the main chart are in the obligations. And then,
by Lemma A.5, there are required paths for every main chart’s word. So, as I@Σ refines W
then I ′ must have the required transitions in W ′ and that contradicts the fact that there is a
γ ∈ LM such that I
′
γ
6=⇒r.
Lemma A.4. Let W = (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0) be the MTS synthesised from E = ✸(T,M,Σ). Let
s = 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉 ∈ S, for all βγ ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ if 〈γ|Σ, ζαβ〉 ∈ LT then ∀s
′ ∈ S · (Ws
βγ
−→ s′ ⇒
LM ⊆ obl(s
′)).
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Proof. By Theorem A.1 the reached state’s recognised trigger prefix is in LT . If it is the first
state then the obligations are exactly LM . Otherwise, the obligations Θ
′ of the reached state
are defined by the last transition taken and its source state. Θ′ is either in updateOblUReqT
(Definition 3.13) or updateOblUMayT (Definition 3.14) depending on whether the last transition
is required or maybe. In any case newObl ⊆ Θ′ and, as the recognised trigger prefix is in LT ,
then newObl = LM .
Lemma A.5. Let W = (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0) be the MTS synthesised from E = ✸(T,M,Σ). If
s ∈ S, then ∀θ ∈ obl(s) · s
θ
−→r.
Proof. Straightforward by induction on |θ|. The algorithm takes each obligation and adds a
required transition by the first action adding the tail of the word as an obligation for the next
state.
A.1.2 Correctness of Synthesis from uTS
Theorem A.6 (Correctness (uTS)). Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ) and W the MTS synthesided from
U . If I@Σ ∈ I[W ], then I |= U .
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one for eTS. As I does not satisfy U neither does I@Σ.
So there must be a trace π = δβ over the alphabet Σ∪{ τ } such that the projection of β onto
Σ with ζTδ is in LT and that the state reached from I@Σ on δβ cannot show some behaviour in
the main chart or has some behaviour that is not in the main chart. Without loss of generality
we assume that all proper prefixes of π do not violate the scenario (if they do we can always
take a violating prefix satisfying this as the desired trace).
As W  I@Σ and I@Σ
π
=⇒ I ′ there is a W ′ refined by I ′ such that W
π|Σ
=⇒p W
′. To show a
contradiction we use Lemma A.7 stating that from every state where the trigger holds there
is a required path on every word in the main chart and any other behaviour is forbidden (i.e.,
there cannot exist a path w such that |w|Σ| = |M | and w|Σ /∈ LM).
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The trigger holds after β with ζTδ soW
′ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma A.7. Then for every
word in the main chart’s language there is a required path starting in W ′ and, as I ′ refines W ′,
for every required path r in W ′ there is a required path r′ in I ′ such that r′|Σ = r. Therefore,
I ′ has the required behaviour of the main chart. On the other hand, for every possible path
p in I ′ such that |p|Σ| = |M | there is a possible path p
′ in W ′ such that p′|Σ = p|Σ and by
Lemma A.7 p′|Σ ∈ LM . Therefore I
′ cannot show some behaviour violating the main chart.
This contradicts the statement in the beginning of this proof saying that I ′ cannot show some
behaviour in the main chart or has some behaviour that is not in the main chart.
Lemma A.7. Let W = (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0) be the MTS synthesised from U = ✷(T,M,Σ). For
every trace δβ and s′ such that s0
δβ
=⇒ s′ and β, ζTδ |= T then:
• for every w ∈ LM : s
′ w−→r
• for every v such that |v|Σ| = |M | ∧ s
′ v=⇒p: v|Σ ∈ LM
Proof. By Theorem A.1 sigSuf (s′) ∈ LT . If δβ is a trace containing only τ then the reached state
is the initial state. Furthermore, according to Definition 3.18, obl(s′).r = LM and obl(s
′).m = ∅
because the trigger holds with β and ζTδ and therefore also holds with ǫ and ζ
T . If the trace is not
just τ transitions then, according to updateOblUReqT and updateOblUMayT , obl(s′).r = LM
and obl(s′).m = ∅ as the trigger holds with the last transition. Then, one required branch is
inductively built for each word in LM (See updateOblUReqT ). This proves the first item. The
second item is proven by induction on |v|. The required branches are built following a similar
procedure as in the synthesis algorithm for eTS. The only difference is that if there are several
words in LM sharing a prefix there will be maybe τ transitions along the section of the branch
representing that prefix to divert to a different branch (representing a different word in LM
with equal prefix) and thus allowing the completion of a different word in LM . In any case
there is no possibility to have other behaviour other than that specified by the main chart until
that main chart is satisfied.
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A.2 Completeness
The synthesis of an MTS from a TS is complete: If an LTS I satisfies the triggered scenario Sc,
then I@Σ is a refinement of the model synthesised from Sc. We first prove the completeness
theorem for the synthesis algorithm from eTS and then we use a similar rationale to prove the
completeness theorem for the synthesis algorithm from uTS.
A.2.1 Completeness of eTS Synthesis Algorithm
The strategy to prove the completeness theorem is as follows. Let E = ✸(T,M,Σ) and W the
MTS synthesised from E. Given an LTS I satisfying E we define a relation ReW,I (Definition A.2)
and prove that this is in fact a refinement relation for W and I@Σ (Theorem A.10). From this
we can prove the following:
Theorem A.8 (Completeness (eTS)). Let E = ✸(T,M,Σ) and W the model synthesised from
E. If I |= E then I@Σ ∈ I[W ].
Proof. As I |= E, the relation ReW,I can be built and this relation is a refinement relation for
W and I@Σ (Theorem A.10). Thus I@Σ ∈ I[W ].
Definition of the Refinement Relation for eTS
Given an LTS I satisfying E we define the relation ReW,I by adding, for each α ∈ (Σ∪{ τ })
∗ and
I ′ such that I@Σ
α
=⇒r I
′, pairs 〈W ′, I ′〉 where W ′ is such that: W
α|Σ
=⇒p W
′ and the obligations
in W ′ can be completed from I ′. There are non deterministic transitions in W so there can be
several W ′ reached after a trace. Even though all reached W ′ have the same recognised trigger
prefix, which only depends on the origin state and the trace, they differ in the obligations. For
example if LM = { abc, acb }, the states where the trigger holds have two required a transitions
leading to states with the same recognised trigger prefix but with obligations { bc } and { cb }
respectively (see updateOblUReqT ).
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The chosen W ′ must be such that it is able to simulate the possible behaviour of I ′ and I ′ can
simulate the required behaviour ofW ′ as stated by the definition of refinement relation. To do so
it should be possible to divert from the required branches inW (representing pending obligations
contracted after a previously satisfied trigger) every time that the path being simulated in I@Σ
cannot be extended to a word in the main chart’s language. Failing to do so impedes I@Σ from
simulating required behaviour of W .
To do so each state in W with required branches (representing pending obligations contracted
after a previously satisfied trigger) has to provide transitions to states where there are no
obligations (unless the trigger holds again with the last transition taken). Then it will be
possible to take one of this transitions every time that a path being simulated in I@Σ cannot
be extended to a word in the main chart’s language after a trigger held.
Summarising, for each word α and I ′ such that I@Σ
α
=⇒r I
′, I ′ is paired with a suitableW ′. The
recognised trigger prefix ofW ′ is, by Lemma A.2, sigSuf (〈α, ζT 〉) where ζT is the state function
derived from the fluents in T . The reached state has, besides any pending obligation that has
still to be satisfied, the new obligations : newObligations(α, ζT ) is LM if sigSuf (〈α, ζ
T 〉) ∈ LT
and ∅ otherwise. Note that, if the trigger holds, each word in LM can be completed from I
′
because I satisfies the scenario and then, after a trace satisfying the trigger, there exists a path
m′ for each word m in LM such that m
′|Σ = m. Furthermore, we pick the W
′ that contains an
inherited obligation (what is left of an obligation contracted by a previously satisfied trigger)
only if it can be completed from I ′.
The notion of inherited obligations that can be completed from a reached I ′ is formaly defined
in Definition A.3. The inherited obligations inheritedObligations(α, ζT , I ′) are the obligations
contracted by a prefix of α with state function ζT satisfying the trigger and such that they can
be completed from I ′ (what is left of the obligations).
Definition A.2 (ReW,I). Let E = ✸(T,M,Σ), W the MTS synthesised from E, ζ
T the state
function derived from the fluents in T , and I an LTS such that I |= E then ReW,I is defined as:
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ReW,I =
{
(W ′, I ′) | ∃α ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ · I@Σ
α
=⇒r I
′ ∧
W
α|Σ
=⇒p W
′ ∧
(
( ∃θ ∈ inheritedObligations(α, ζT , I ′) ·
obl(W ′) = newObligations(α, ζT ) ∪ { θ } ) ∨
( obl(W ′) = newObligations(α, ζT ) )
) }
For any I ′ it is always possible to find suitable W ′ as defined in ReW,I . There is one required
branch for each obligation and, along that branch, there are maybe transitions leading to states
where the inherited obligation have been dropped.
The obligations of every state s of W where the trigger holds always contain LM . If s is the
initial state then the set of obligations is exactly LM (Definition 3.15). If there are maybe
or required t transitions leading to s then LM is added because if after t the trigger holds,
then, according to updateOblUReqT and updateOblUMayT , LM is included in the target’s
state obligations. Then each obligation ℓθ defines a required branch: By the last point of the
synthesis definition and updateOblUReqT there is a required ℓ transition to a state s′. The
obligations of s′ contain what is left of the obligation, if θ 6= ǫ, and also LM if the trigger holds
again. This is done inductively until θ is consumed, effectively creating a required ℓθ path from
s.
At any point of a required path a maybe transition on any element in Σ ∪ { τ } can be taken
leading to a state with no inherited obligations. From each state s a transition on t ∈ Σ∪{ τ }
is added to a state s′ where obl(s′) is LM if after t the trigger holds and ∅ otherwise (third
item in Definition 3.15 and updateOblUMayT ). As discussed in Section 3.2, taking any of these
maybe transitions, drops the inherited obligation.
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Definition A.3 (inheritedObligations(α, ζT , I)).
inheritedObligations(α, ζT , I) =
{
z|Σ |
z ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ · ∃u, v, y ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ · α = uvy ∧
y|Σ 6= ǫ ∧ 〈v|Σ, ζ
T 〉 ∈ LT︸ ︷︷ ︸
the trigger was satisfied before α
∧
∃γ ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ · γ|Σ ∈ LM ∧ yz = γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
the main chart is being met
∧
I
z
=⇒r ∧ z|Σ 6= ǫ︸ ︷︷ ︸
the obligation can be completed from I
}
For example, let’s consider an eTS with trigger T consisting of one message k and no conditions
and a main chart M with three sequential messages a, b, and then c. Then LT = { 〈k, ζ
∅〉 },
and LM = { abcd , abdc }. Let I1 the LTS in Figure A.1, then:
inheritedObligations(k, ζ∅, I11) = ∅ as no trigger holds before k.
inheritedObligations(ka, ζ∅, I12) = { bcd , bdc } because before ka the trigger is satisfied (with
k and ζ∅) and, after a, bcd and bdc are obligations that can be completed from I12.
Following a similar argument we get inheritedObligations(kab, ζ∅, I13) = { cd, dc }.
0 1 2 3
4
5
k a b
c
d
d
c
Figure A.1: LTS I1
If we consider the same scenario and the LTS I2 from Figure A.2 then:
inheritedObligations(k, ζ∅, I21) = ∅.
inheritedObligations(ka, ζ∅, I22) = { bcd , bdc }.
So far is the same as with I1. However, even though from I22 the inherited obligations bc and
bd can be completed, it’s done through different branches. The inherited obligation cd can be
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Figure A.2: LTS I2
completed from I23 and dc can be completed from I24. Therefore:
inheritedObligations(kab, ζ∅, I23) = { cd }.
inheritedObligations(kab, ζ∅, I24) = { dc }.
Proof of Refinement Relation for eTS
Before showing that the relation defined previously is a refinement relation we prove a simpler
property: The defined relation is such that the states in W containing pending obligations are
paired only with states in I that can fulfil them.
Lemma A.9. Let (W ′, I ′) ∈ ReW,I:
∀θ ∈ obl(W ′) · I ′
θ
=⇒r
Proof. Let ζT be the state function derived from the fluents in T . If α, ζT |= T then θ could be
either a word in LM or an inherited obligation from a previously satisfied trigger. Otherwise θ
is an inherited obligation from a previously satisfied trigger. If θ ∈ LM then it can be completed
from I ′ because I satisfies the scenario. If θ is an inherited obligation, as the pair is in the
relation, then it can be completed from I ′ because θ ∈ inheritedObligations(α, ζT , I ′).
Theorem A.10. Let E = ✸(T,M,Σ) an eTS, W the MTS synthesised from E, and I an LTS
such that I |= E. Then ReW,I is a refinement relation for W and I@Σ.
Proof. Let ζT be the state function derived from the fluents in T . Two things have to be
proven: The pair 〈W, I@Σ〉 is in ReW,I , and every pair in the relation satisfies the two items of
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Definition 2.8.
〈W, I@Σ〉 ∈ ReW,I :
Let α = ǫ then I@Σ
α
=⇒r I@Σ and W
α|Σ
=⇒p W . By the synthesis definition, the obligations
of the initial state of W are LM if 〈ǫ, ζ
T 〉 ∈ LT and ∅ otherwise. In other words obl(W ) =
newObligations(α, ζT ), therefore the pair is in the relation.
Now we have to prove that every pair in the relation satisfy the two points of Definition 2.8.
Let (W ′, I ′) ∈ ReW,I , then there exists an α such that I@Σ
α
=⇒r I
′ and W
α|Σ
=⇒p W
′.
1. Let ℓ ∈ Σ ∪ { τ } such that I ′
ℓ
=⇒p I
′′ we have to prove that there is a W ′′ such that
W ′
ℓˆ
=⇒p W
′′ ∧ 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 ∈ ReW,I .
(a) Let ℓ = τ .
If I ′′ can still fulfil the pending obligations in W ′ (if any) then, as W ′
ℓˆ
=⇒p W
′, W ′
is the desired W ′′ as 〈I ′′,W ′〉 is in the relation.
If, on the other hand, there are obligations in W ′ that I ′′ can no longer fulfil then
we take W ′′ such that W ′
τ
−→p W
′′. Such transition exists because W ′ has at least
one required transition (because it has at least one obligation) and consequently
the synthesised MTS has a τ transition. The reached state’s recognised trigger
prefix is sigSuf (〈ατ, ζT 〉) = sigSuf (〈α, ζT 〉). The obligations of the target state are
LM if sigSuf (〈α, ζ
T 〉) ∈ LT (updateOblUMayT ) and ∅ otherwise. So, obl(W
′′) =
newObligations(α, ζT ). Then the pair is in the relation.
(b) Let ℓ 6= τ .
W ′ has a maybe transition ℓ to aW ′′ (and soW
αℓ
=⇒p W
′′). After a maybe transition
the algorithm only adds as obligations the new obligations: newObligations(αℓ, ζT )
(see updateOblUMayT ). So 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation.
2. Let ℓ ∈ Σ (W has no required τ transitions) such that W ′
ℓ
−→r W
′′. We have to prove
that there is an I ′′ such that I ′
ℓˆ
=⇒r I
′′ ∧ 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 ∈ ReW,I .
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ℓ is a required transition in W ′ and therefore it is part of an obligation θ = ℓθ′. As
〈W ′, I ′〉 is in the relation then, by Lemma A.9, θ can be completed from I ′, that is, θ ∈
inheritedObligations(α, ζT , I ′). This means that there is an I ′′ such that I ′
ℓ
=⇒r I
′′ θ
′
=⇒r.
The obligations inW ′′ are newObligations(αℓ, ζT ) and the inherited obligation θ′ iff θ′ 6= ǫ
(see updateOblUReqT ).
Therefore, if θ′ is ǫ then the obligations in W ′′ are just newObligations(αℓ, ζT ) and then
〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation.
If, on the other hand, θ′ 6= ǫ then θ′ ∈ inheritedObligations(αℓ, ζT , I ′′) and then 〈W ′′, I ′′〉
is in the relation.
A.2.2 Completeness of uTS Synthesis Algorithm
Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ) and W the MTS synthesised from U . As in Section A.2.1, given an LTS I
that satisfies the uTS U we define a relation RuW,I (Definition A.4). Finally we prove that this
is in fact a refinement relation for W and I@Σ (Theorem A.14). From this we can prove the
following:
Theorem A.11 (Completeness (uTS)). Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ) and W the result of applying the
synthesis algorithm to U . If I |= U then I@Σ ∈ I[W ].
Proof. RuW,I is a refinement relation for W and I@Σ (Theorem A.14).
Definition of the Refinement Relation for uTS
Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ) and W the MTS synthesised from U . Given an LTS I satisfying U we
define the relation RuW,I by adding, for each α ∈ (Σ∪{ τ })
∗ and I ′ such that I@Σ
α
=⇒ I ′, pairs
〈I ′,W ′〉 where W ′ is such that W
α|Σ
=⇒ W ′ and W ′, as done for the refinement relation defined
for eTS, is chosen based on the ability of I ′ to comply with pending obligations contracted by
a previously satisfied trigger. In this section we present the refinement relation and then give
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an intuition on why it was defined in that way. In the next section we prove that this is in fact
a refinement relation for W and I@Σ.
As the synthesised MTS is non-deterministic there are several W ′ reached after a trace α. All
of them have the same recognised prefix but differ in the obligations. The criteria for choosing
W ′ depend on the ability of I ′ to fulfil the obligations set by W ′. Before we move on to the
proof of the refinement relation we analyse the possibilities for obl(W ′) and formalise them in
Lemma A.12.
After a trace α leading to W ′, the obligations of W ′ can be one of three possible configurations
depending on whether: With α the trigger holds; or there is a portion k left of an obligation
contracted from a previously satisfied trigger; or the trigger never occurred or the last time it
did a main chart was met afterwards.
Lemma A.12. Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ) and W the result of applying the synthesis algorithm to U ,
and ζT the state function derived from the fluents in T . If α ∈ (Σ∪{ τ })∗ such that W
α|Σ
=⇒W ′
then:
1. If α = βγ where βγ, ζT |= T then obl(W ′).r = LM and obl(W
′).m = ∅.
2. If α = βγw where βγ, ζT |= T , w|Σ 6= ǫ, βγw, ζ
T 6|= T and ∃k 6= ǫ · w|Σk ∈ LM . Then
obl(W ′).r = {k} and obl(W ′).m = {θ | w|Σθ ∈ LM} \ {k}.
3. Otherwise (with α, ζT a trigger never held or after the last time it did a word in LM
happened) obl(W ′).r = ∅ and obl(W ′).m = ∅.
Proof. The first item comes straightforward from Theorem A.1: the reached state’s recognised
trigger prefix is in LT (Theorem A.1), then Θ
′.r = LM and Θ
′.m = ∅ (See Definition 3.18,
updateOblUMayT and updateOblUReqT for uTS).
In the second item there is a part k left of an obligation w|Σk ∈ LM contracted from a previously
satisfied trigger. When the trigger holds, the algorithm sets LM as required obligations. In the
following states, while transiting through a word in LM , the required obligation is propagated
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(see updateOblUReqT ) and maybe τ transitions may be added (when two words in LM share
a prefix) to switch to a similar state differing only in a required obligation swapped with a
maybe obligation (see updateOblUMayT ). In any case the required and maybe obligations are
set as described in item 2. Finally, when the required obligation is fully propagated, there are
no more obligations unless the trigger holds again and in that case new paths are inductively
built.
In the case of item 3, note that if the trigger never held with the trace and state function then
only maybe transitions are added and the required and maybe obligations of every state along
the path are always the empty set. If the trigger held and the obligation was already satisfied
then, after the last required transition for the last action of the obligation is added, the required
and maybe obligations are set to the empty set (See updateOblUReqT ).
Definition A.4 (RuW,I). Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ) and W the MTS synthesised from U , ζ
T the state
function derived from the fluents in T , and I an LTS such that I |= U then RuW,I is defined as:
RuW,I =
{
(W ′, I ′) | ∃α ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ · I@Σ
α
=⇒ I ′ ∧
W
α|Σ
=⇒p W
′ ∧ obl(W ′) = Θ′ ∧
(
(Θ′.r = LM ∧ Θ
′.m = ∅)
∨ (Θ′.r = ∅ ∧ Θ′.m = ∅)
∨ (∃k ∈ inheritedObligations(α, ζT , I ′) ·
Θ′.r = {k} ∧ ∃z, w ∈ (Σ ∪ { τ })∗ · α = zw ∧
Θ′.m = {θ | ∃θ ∈ Σ+ · |θ| = |k| ∧
w|Σθ ∈ LM} \ {k})
) }
Proof of Refinement Relation for uTS
The next lemma shows that the implementation’s states can always simulate the required
behaviour of the paired synthesised model’s state.
Lemma A.13. Let (W ′, I ′) ∈ RuW,I:
∀θ ∈ obl(W ′).r · I ′
θ
=⇒r
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Proof. Straightforward following a similar rationale as in the proof of Lemma A.9.
Theorem A.14. Let U = ✷(T,M,Σ), W the MTS synthesised from the scenario and I an
LTS such that I |= U , then RuW,I is a refinement relation between W and I@Σ.
Proof. Let ζT be the state function derived from the fluents in T .
〈W, I@Σ〉 ∈ RuW,I :
Let α = ǫ then I@Σ
α
=⇒ I@Σ and W
α|Σ
=⇒ W . The initial state’s pending obligations Θ are,
according to Definition 3.18, Θ.m = ∅ and then Θ.r is LM if 〈ǫ, ζ
T 〉 ∈ LT and ∅ otherwise. In
any case the pair is in the relation.
Every pair in the relation satisfies the two points of Definition 2.8:
Let 〈W ′, I ′〉 ∈ RuW,I , then there exists an α such that I@Σ
α
=⇒ I ′ and W
α|Σ
=⇒ W ′. We divide
the analysis in three cases depending on α and ζT :
1. if the reached state’s recognised trigger prefix is in LT , that is α, ζ
T |= T , then obl(W ′).r =
LM and obl(W
′).m = ∅. First we analyse the required transitions from W ′ and then the
possible transitions from I ′.
(a) AsW ′ has LM as required obligations, then a required transition t for each tw ∈ LM
to a W ′′ is added (updateOblUReqT ). Let obl(W ′′) = Θ′′. As I satisfies U then from
I ′ there is a I ′′ such that I ′
t
=⇒ I ′′
w
=⇒. If with αt and ζT the trigger holds again
then Θ′′.r = LM and Θ
′′.m = ∅ and then the pair 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation. If αt
does not activate the trigger two things can happen. If with t the required obligation
ends (w = ǫ) then no obligation needs to be propagated (no inherited obligations in
the next state) and so the obligations are Θ′′.r = ∅ and Θ′′.m = ∅, therefore the pair
〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation. On the other hand if w 6= ǫ then the required obligation
is propagated so the algorithm sets Θ′′.r = {w} and Θ′′.m = {θ | tθ ∈ LM} \ {w}
(updateOblUReqT ). Also I ′′
w
=⇒ (the obligation can be completed from I ′′) then
w ∈ inheritedObligations(αt, ζT , I ′′). Therefore 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation.
(b) Now we move to the possible transitions in I ′. For every possible transition t and I ′′
such that I ′
t
=⇒p I
′′, as the trigger holds in I ′, ∃w · tw ∈ LM ∧ I
′′ w=⇒. The case
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t = τ implies that the trigger holds again and every word in LM is possible from I
′′.
Because t is τ then W ′
tˆ
=⇒p W
′. As I ′
t
=⇒p I
′′ , W ′
tˆ
=⇒p W
′, obl(W ′).r = LM and
obl(W ′).m = ∅ then 〈W ′, I ′′〉 is in the relation. Let’s consider now t 6= τ . We take
W ′′ such that W ′
t
−→r W
′′ (such W ′′ exists because obl(W ′).r = LM). If the trigger
holds again or the main chart is met then the obligations of W ′′ are such that the
pair is in the relation (same argument as previous item). Otherwise, w 6= ǫ and w
is the inherited obligation in W ′′ (i.e, the obligation in Θ′′.r). And as the obligation
can be completed from I ′′ it’s in inheritedObligations(αt, ζT , I ′′). Therefore the pair
is in the relation.
2. With α, ζT the trigger never occurred or after the last time it did the main chart was
met afterwards.
(a) In this case there are no required obligations in W ′ and so no required transitions.
(b) For every possible transition t and I ′′ such that I ′
t
−→p I
′′ we will find a suitable W ′′
such that W ′
tˆ
=⇒p. If t = τ we take W
′ as W ′′ and so the pair is in the relation. Let
t 6= τ : Everything is possible in W ′ because there is one transition for each action in
Σ when there are no required obligations (updateOblUMayT ). If with t the trigger
holds then W ′′ will have LM as required obligations and ∅ as maybe obligations.
Otherwise the required and maybe obligations are empty (updateOblUMayT ). In
any case the pair is in the relation.
3. with α the trigger does not hold and a main chart is being met. Formally α, ζT 6|= T
and α = βγw where w 6= ǫ, 〈γ, ζTβ 〉 ∈ LT and w|Σk ∈ LM . But then by Lemma A.12,
obl(W ′).r = {k} and obl(W ′).m = {θ | w|Σθ ∈ LM} \ {k}. As 〈W
′, I ′〉 is in the relation
then I ′
k
=⇒r because k is an inherited obligation of I
′.
(a) Let k = tv . Then there is a I ′′ such that I ′
t
=⇒r I
′′ v=⇒r. There is one required
transition t from W ′ to W ′′ (updateOblUReqT ). Using the same reasoning as in
previous items, if the trigger holds with t or the required obligation ends with
t (i.e., v = ǫ) the obligations Θ′′ of W ′′ will be Θ′′.m = ∅ and Θ′′.r = LM , or
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Θ′′.r = ∅ and Θ′′.m = ∅ respectively. In any case 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation. On
the other hand, if v 6= ǫ, the required obligation is propagated to the next state.
Therefore Θ′′.r = {v} and Θ′′.m = {θ | w|Σtθ ∈ LM} \ {v}. As I
′′ v=⇒r then
v ∈ inheritedObligations(αt, ζT , I ′′). Therefore 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation.
(b) Now we move to the possible transitions from I ′. For every possible transition t such
that I ′
t
=⇒p I
′′, we divide the analysis in t = τ and t 6= τ . If t = τ and k can still be
completed from I ′′ then, as W ′
τˆ
=⇒p W
′ and k ∈ inheritedObligations(αt, ζT , I ′′) ,
〈W ′, I ′′〉 is in the relation. If k cannot be completed from I ′′ then some θ ∈ obl(W ′).m
can be completed from I ′′ as I satisfies the scenario and any other word would violate
the scenario. Then we take aW ′′ such thatW ′
τ
−→m W
′′ where θ is the only required
obligation of W ′′ and the maybe obligations of W ′′ are all the obligations (required
and maybe) from W ′ except θ. Then 〈W ′′, I ′′〉 is in the relation. If t 6= τ then it is
part of a word w|Σtv ∈ LM such that I
′ t=⇒p I
′′ v=⇒p: As I satisfies the scenario and
γ, ζTβ |= T then after α = βγ only a word in the main chart’s language can follow. So
v ∈ inheritedObligations(αt, ζT , I ′′). Recall that by Lemma A.12 obl(W ′).r = {k}
and obl(W ′).m = {θ | w|Σθ ∈ LM} \ {k} such that w|Σk ∈ LM . So tv is either
in obl(W ′).r or obl(W ′).m. If it’s in the required obligations we take the required
transition to a W ′′. If not we take the τ transition to a W ′′ where tv is the only
required obligation and then we take the required transition t leading to some W ′′′.
In both cases, if the trigger holds with the last transition t the required and maybe
obligations are LM and ∅ respectively. Otherwise, if the obligation is over (v = ǫ)
then the required and maybe obligations are the empty set. In any case the pair
is in the relation. However, if the required obligation is not over (v 6= ǫ) then the
target state has v as the only required obligation and the maybe obligations are
{θ′ | w|Σtθ
′ ∈ LM} \ {v}. Then the pair is in the relation.
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A.3 Synthesis Operational Algorithms
A.3.1 Synthesis from eTS
In this section we present an algorithm (see Algorithm 2) that constructs an MTS from an
eTS E that is equivalent to the MTS synthesised from E as defined in Definition 3.15. This
algorithm makes one optimization in order to reduce the number of transitions in the resulting
MTS: a maybe t transition (t 6= τ) from s to s′ is added only if from s it is not possible to
reach s′ by performing a maybe τ and then a maybe t transitions. As an example consider the
MTS in Figure 3.9 is the result of the optimised algorithm and Figure 3.6 which corresponds to
that of Definition 3.15. It is simple to see that, for instance, outgoing maybe transitions from
state 3 in Figure 3.6 (i.e. transitions on a?, b?, c?, z? leading to 0 and y? leading to 1) can be
simulated by first performing τ? in Figure 3.9 from 3 to 0 and then the corresponding action
label (e.g., a? is simulated by 3
τ
−→p 0
a
−→p 0). On the other hand, the only maybe transition
from state 3 in Figure 3.9 is a τ transition that is simulated by the τ transition from state 3 in
the MTS in Figure 3.6.
The algorithm builds the MTS on-the-fly, starting with the initial state and no transitions (lines
2-11). It then works with a set of unmarked states (defined as the singleton initial state at the
begging) and for each state computes admissible transitions based on the update of obligations
and recognised prefixes and adds unmarked states to the MTS if new states are visited (lines 12-
20). The criteria for adding transitions and states based on updating obligations and recognised
prefixes is encapsulated in procedure addTransitionsE . The algorithm finishes when all the
states added by procedure addTransitionsE have been marked (line 12).
The core of the algorithm is in procedure addTransitionsE . The procedure will try to add, from
s = 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉, at least one maybe transition on t leading to a state q (unless τt leading to q is
already possible). It may also add various required transitions on t to fulfill obligations in Θ.
First, the portion of the trigger that has been recognised once t occurs is computed (line 2).
That portion is the next state’s recognised trigger prefix and is calculated using the updateTrig
function (Definition 3.12). In addition, new obligations for the state reached after t from s are
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Data: E = ✸(T,M,Σ)
Result: W = (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0) s.t. ∀I@Σ ∈ I[W ] · I |= E.
begin1
∆r ←− ∅;2
∆p ←− ∅;3
if 〈ǫ, ζT 〉 ∈ LT then4
/* trigger holds */
Θ←− LM ;5
else6
Θ←− ∅;7
s0 ←− 〈〈ǫ, ζ
T 〉,Θ〉;8
S ←− ∅;9
W ←− (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0);10
add(s0,S);11
while unmarked(S) 6= ∅ do12
s ←− get(unmarked(S));13
mark(s);14
if obl(s) 6= ∅ then15
addTransitionsE(s, τ,W);16
foreach t ∈ Σ do17
addTransitionsE(s, t,W);18
return W ;19
end20
Algorithm 2: Synthesis of MTS from eTS
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Data: (s, t, W ) where s = 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉
begin1
/* get trigger prefix for next state */
〈α′, ζ ′〉 ←− updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, t);2
/* get obligations for next state */
if 〈α′, ζ ′〉 ∈ LT then3
/* trigger holds */
newObl ←− LM ;4
else5
/* no new obligations */
newObl ←− ∅;6
/* add transitions */
/* add new required branch for each obligation starting with t */
foreach tθ′ ∈ Θ do7
if θ′ = ǫ then8
/* obligation ends with t */
inheritedObl ←− ∅;9
else10
/* propagate obligation without initial t */
inheritedObl ←− { θ′ };11
nextState←− 〈〈α′, ζ ′〉, inheritedObl ∪ newObl〉;12
/* Add new state (unmarked) if not previously added */
addIfNotPresent(nextState, W.S);13
add( ( s, t , nextState), W.∆p);14
add( ( s, t , nextState), W.∆r);15
/* add maybe transition (if applicable) */
nextState←− 〈〈α′, ζ ′〉, newObl〉;16
if 6 ∃θ′ · tθ′ ∈ Θ ∧ Ws
τt
6−→WnextState then17
/* there will be no required transition by t and */
/* the next state can not be reached by τt */
/* then a maybe t transition has to be added */
addIfNotPresent(nextState, W.S);18
add(( s, t ,nextState), W.∆p);19
end20
Procedure addTransitionsE(s = 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉, t, W)
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computed (from line 3). The algorithm then adds required transitions for all possible inherited
obligations (from line 7). Finally, maybe τ transitions are added (from line 17) to account for
the existential semantics of eTS, allowing obligations to be dropped.
A.3.2 Synthesis from uTS
The synthesis algorithm and it’s data structure are similar as the one for the synthesis algorithm
from eTS. The generated MTS’s structure only difference is that the obligations Θ are divided
into required and maybe obligations. We will refer to the them as Θ.r and Θ.m respectively.
The synthesis algorithm (see Algorithm 4) builds the MTS on-the-fly, starting with the initial
state and no transitions (lines 2-12). It then works with a set of unmarked states (defined as
the singleton initial state at the beggining) and for each state computes admissible transitions
based on the update of the obligations and recognised prefixes and adds unmarked states to the
MTS if new states are visited (lines 12-20). The criteria for adding transitions and states based
on updating obligations and recognised prefixes is encapsulated in procedure addTransitionsU .
The algorithm finishes when all the states added by procedure addTransitionsU have been
marked (line 12).
The procedure that adds the transitions and states is addTransitionsU . This procedure calcu-
latea the next trigger prefix using the function updateTrig in a similar way as addTransitionsE.
If the transition being added is τ the algorithm adds one maybe transition for each maybe obli-
gation (lines 4 to 10). Then, if there are no required obligations, the transition is added as
maybe (lines 11 to 19). This is so because no required obligations means that no mainchart is
being met making every transition possible. Finally, if there is a required obligation starting
with t then at least one required t transition is added (lines 20 to 33).
If t = τ (line 4) then a maybe path is added for each maybe obligation. Given a maybe
obligation θm a τ transition is added to a state nextState. The next state’s required obligations
are Θ′.r = { θm }. The maybe obligations are all the obligations in s but θm. Then this τ
transition takes to the required branch where θm can be completed. The other obligations are
still possible and they are set as maybe obligations in the next state.
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Data: U = ✷(T,M,Σ)
Result: W = (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0) s.t. ∀I@Σ ∈ I[W ] · I |= U .
begin1
∆r ←− ∅;2
∆p ←− ∅;3
Θ.m←− ∅;4
if 〈α, ζT 〉 ∈ LT then5
/* trigger holds */
Θ.r ←− LM ;6
else7
/* no required transitions */
Θ.r ←− ∅;8
s0 ←− 〈〈ǫ, ζ
T 〉,Θ〉;9
S ←− ∅;10
W ←− (S,Σ,∆r,∆p, s0);11
add(s0,S);12
while unmarked(S) 6= ∅ do13
s ←− get(unmarked(S));14
mark(s);15
foreach t ∈ Σ ∪ { τ } do16
addTransitionsU(s, t,W)17
return W ;18
end19
Algorithm 4: Synthesis of MTS from uTS
Now we move to the case t 6= τ (lines 11 to 33). If there are no required obligations (lines 11 to
19) no trigger held or if it did a trace in LM already happened. Then every transition should
be possible. A maybe t transition is added. There will be no maybe obligations because a
diverting τ transition is only needed while transiting a required path. The next state’s required
obligations will be LM if the trigger holds in the next state and the empty set otherwise.
If there are required transitions and one of them starts with t (lines 21 to 33) then two things
can happen. One possibility is that with t the trigger holds (line 22), in which case a required t
transition is added to a state with LM as required obligations and no maybe obligations (lines
23 to 27). On the other hand, if with t the trigger is not met (line 28) then one required t
transition, part of a required branch, will be added for each required obligation tθ′r (lines 29 to
33). For tθ′r, the next state’s obligations are calculated using procedure propagateObligation.
If the obligation is fully propagated with t (θ′r = ǫ) then there will be no required and maybe
obligations. If θ′r is not ǫ then it will be the only element in the next state’s required obligations.
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begin1
/* get trigger prefix for next state */
〈α′, ζ ′〉 ←− updateTrig(〈α, ζ〉, t);2
/* add transitions */
if t = τ then3
/* add a τ transition for each maybe obligation */
foreach θm ∈ Θ.m do4
/* divert to the state with θm as required obligation */
Θ′.r ←− { θm };5
Θ′.m←− (Θ.r ∪Θ.m) \Θ′.r;6
nextState←− 〈〈α′, ζ ′〉,Θ′〉;7
addMayTransition( 〈s ,τ ,nextState〉,W );8
addIfNotPresent(nextState, S);9
else10
if Θ.r = ∅ then11
/* No req obligations, everything is possible */
Θ′.m←− ∅;12
if 〈α′, ζ ′〉 ∈ LT then13
Θ′.r ←− LM ;14
else15
Θ′.r ←− ∅;16
nextState←− 〈〈α′, ζ ′〉,Θ′〉;17
/* add as maybe transition */
addMayTransition( 〈s , t , nextState〉,W );18
addIfNotPresent(nextState, S);19
else20
if ∃tθ′r ∈ Θ.r then21
if 〈α′, ζ ′〉 ∈ LT then22
Θ′.r ←− LM ;23
Θ′.m←− ∅;24
nextState←− 〈〈α′, ζ ′〉,Θ′〉;25
/* add as required transition */
addReqTransition( 〈s , t , nextState〉,W );26
addIfNotPresent(nextState, S);27
else28
foreach tθ′r ∈ Θ.r do29
/* the required obligation is propagated */
Θ′ ←− propagateObligationU(tθ′r, Θ);30
nextState←− 〈〈α′, ζ ′〉,Θ′〉;31
addReqTransition( 〈s , t ,nextState〉,W );32
addIfNotPresent(nextState, S);33
end34
Procedure addTransitionsU(s = 〈〈α, ζ〉,Θ〉, t, W)
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Result: Θ′
begin1
if θ′ = ǫ then2
/* End of the obligation */
Θ′.r ←− ∅;3
Θ′.m←− ∅;4
else5
/* The obligation is propagated as required */
Θ′.r ←− { θ′ } ;6
Θ′.m←− { θ | tθ ∈ (Θ.m ∪Θ.r) } \Θ′.r;7
end8
Procedure propagateObligationU(tθ′, Θ)
The maybe obligations contains the continuation of the obligations starting with t except θ′r.
So both the required and maybe obligation are propagated to the next state.
A.4 MTSA Case Study
A.4.1 Tuning
Iteration 1
const False = 0
const True = 1
fluent Active_t1 = <setActive_t1, setActive_t2> initially True
eTS E_Tuning_t1_Active_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition ActiveT1 = (Active_t1)
prechart {
ActiveT1[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
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Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
Iteration 2
fluent Active_t1 = <setActive_t1, setActive_t2> initially True
minimal ||It2 = (E_Tuning_t1_Active_t1 ++ E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1).
// MODIFIED SCERNARIO: Stronger condition
eTS E_Tuning_t1_Active_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition FullProtocolCondition = (!Tuning_t1 && Active_t1)
prechart {
FullProtocolCondition[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1 = {
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instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition IsTuningAndWaitingDrop = (Tuning_t1 && Active_t1)
prechart {
IsTuningAndWaitingDrop[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
restricts {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
Iteration 3
//NEW FLUENTS: signaling store only sections
fluent WaitingDropAck_t1 = <s_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1> initially False
fluent Dropped_t1 = <s_dropReqAck_t1, t1_restore> initially False
//Property Pre_tune_t1
constraint NoNestedTuneIfWaitingDropAck =
[]( Tuning_t1 && !(WaitingDropAck_t1 || Dropped_t1)-> ! X t1_tune)
minimal ||It3 = (It2 ++ NoNestedTuneIfWaitingDropAck).
//MODIFIED SCENARIO: Stronger condition. Store-only section
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
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condition IsNestedAndAllowed =
(Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && (WaitingDropAck_t1 || Dropped_t1))
prechart {
IsNestedAndAllowed[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
restricts {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
Iteration 4
minimal ||It4 = (It3 ++ E_TuneAllowed_t1).
eTS E_TuneAllowed_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition TuneAvailable =
(Active_t1 &&
( !Tuning_t1 || (Tuning_t1 && (WaitingDropAck_t1 || Dropped_t1))))
prechart {
TuneAvailable[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
}
mainchart {
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Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
restricts {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
Iteration 5
minimal ||It5Aux = (It4 ++ E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress).
minimal ||It5 = (It5Aux ++ E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress2).
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition IsNestedTuneAndWaitingDropAck =
(Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && WaitingDropAck_t1)
prechart {
IsNestedTuneAndWaitingDropAck[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
restricts {
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Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
}
}
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress2 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition IsNestedTuneAndDropped = (Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && Dropped_t1)
prechart {
IsNestedTuneAndDropped[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
restricts {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
}
}
A.4.2 Switching
Iteration 1
const False = 0
const True = 1
fluent Active_t1 = <setActive_t1, setActive_t2> initially True
eTS E_SwitchInactive_t1 = {
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instances {User Video Switch}
condition Inactive = (!Active_t1)
prechart {
Inactive[User Video Switch]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> setActive_t1 -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
eTS E_SwitchActive_t1 = {
instances {User Video Switch}
condition Active = (Active_t1)
prechart {
Active[User Video Switch]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> setActive_t2 -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
minimal ||It1 = (E_SwitchInactive_t1 ++ E_SwitchActive_t1).
Iteration 2
fluent Switching = <switch, {setActive_t1, setActive_t2}> initially False
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eTS E_SwitchInactive_t1 = {
instances {User Switch Video}
condition NotActiveAndNotSwitching = (!Active_t1)
prechart {
NotActiveAndNotSwitching[User Switch Video]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t1 -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> connectActiveTuner -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
eTS E_SwitchActive_t1 = {
instances {User Switch Video}
condition ActiveAndNotSwitching = (Active_t1)
prechart {
ActiveAndNotSwitching[User Switch Video]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t2 -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> connectActiveTuner -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
uTS U_Activate_t1 = {
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instances {User Switch}
condition Active2 = (!Active_t1)
prechart {
Active2[User Switch]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t1 -> Switch
}
}
uTS U_Activate_t2 = {
instances {User Switch}
condition Active1 = (Active_t1)
prechart {
Active1[User Switch]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t2 -> Switch
}
}
eTS E_SwitchAllowed = {
instances {User Switch Video}
condition NotSwitching = (!Switching)
prechart {
NotSwitching[User Switch Video]
}
mainchart {
User -> switch -> Switch
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} restricts {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> connectActiveTuner -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
minimal ||It1 = (E_SwitchInactive_t1 ++ E_SwitchActive_t1).
minimal ||Activation = (U_Activate_t1 ++ U_Activate_t2).
minimal ||ActivationSwitchAllowed = (E_SwitchAllowed ++ Activation).
minimal ||It2 = (It1 ++ ActivationSwitchAllowed).
Iteration 3
fluent SignalDropped = <s_dropReq, s_restore> initially False
eTS E_SwitchInactive_t1 = {
instances {User Switch Video}
condition NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndNotDropping =
(!Active_t1 && !SignalDropped)
prechart {
NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndNotDropping[User Switch Video]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t1 -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> connectActiveTuner -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
}
eTS E_SwitchWhenSignalDroppedInactive_t1 = {
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instances {User Switch Video}
condition NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndDropping =
(!Active_t1 && SignalDropped)
prechart {
NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndDropping[User Switch Video]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t1 -> Switch
Switch -> connectActiveTuner -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
restricts {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
}
}
eTS E_SwitchActive_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 User}
condition NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndNotDropping =
(Active_t1 && !SignalDropped)
prechart {
NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndNotDropping[User Switch Video]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t2 -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> connectActiveTuner -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
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}
}
eTS E_SwitchWhenSignalDroppedActive_t1 = {
instances {User Switch Video}
condition NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndDropping = (Active_t1 && SignalDropped)
prechart {
NotActiveAndNotSwitchingAndDropping[User Switch Video]
User -> switch -> Switch
}
mainchart {
Switch -> setActive_t2 -> Switch
Switch -> connectActiveTuner -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
}
restricts {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
}
}
||SwitchInactive =
(E_SwitchInactive_t1 ++ E_SwitchWhenSignalDroppedInactive_t1).
||SwitchActive = (E_SwitchActive_t1 ++ E_SwitchWhenSignalDroppedActive_t1).
minimal ||Switch = (SwitchActive ++ SwitchInactive).
minimal ||It3 = (Switch ++ Activation ++ E_SwitchAllowed).
Appendix B
MTS Distribution
First we present a Lemma that relate languages and composition of LTSs [Thi95] that are used
in one of the proofs. Then we move on to prove the Lemmas used in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Definition B.1 (Product Language). Let L ⊆ Σ∗ and Γ a distribution over Σ. The language
L is a product language over Γ if for each i ∈ [n] there is a language Li ⊆ Σ
∗
i such that
L = { w | w|Σi ∈ Li for i ∈ [n] }.
Lemma B.1. [Thi95] L(‖i∈[n]Ii) = {w | w|Σi ∈ L(Ii) , i ∈ [n]}.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. I is an implementation of M and therefore every possible trace in I is
possible in M . Then L(I) ⊆ L(M). Finally the languages of Mi and Ii are equal to the
projection over Σi of L(M) and L(I) respectively because Ii is obtained by projecting over
Σi and applying the closure over Σi and Mi is obtained analogously with the only difference
being that, when determinising, if from a closured state there are several t transitions and one
is required then a required t transition is added but then t is also possible. As language only
considers possible transitions then L(Ii) ⊆ L(Mi).
Proof of Lemma 5.4. The relation R such that (M ′, N ′) ∈ R ↔ w ∈ Σ∗ ∧ M
w
−→p M
′ ∧
N
w
−→p N
′ is a refinement relation for M and N .
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Lemma B.2. Let Ij1 , . . . , I
j
n be the I1, . . . , In components after j iterations of Algorithm 1 and
compj = ‖i∈[n]I
j
i : For every w such that comp
j w−→p then M
w
−→p
Proof. Straightforward from the fact that M+ is distributable (M is structurally distributable)
and the Mi are projections of words possible in M . If I implements M then it’s language is
included in the language of M . Then the language of Ii is included in the language of Mi.
The modifications done to the Ii are always because of transitions in Mi not present in Ii.
Then the composition of the Iji can never have words not present in M . Formally, for every
i ∈ [n] · L(Iji ) ⊆ L(Mi), then L(‖i∈[n]I
j
i ) ⊆ L(‖i∈[n]Mi). Finally, as M
+ is distributable, then
L(M) = L(‖i∈[n]Mi) because language only takes into account possible transitions. Therefore
L(‖i∈[n]I
j
i ) ⊆ L(M). In other words, for every w such that comp
j w−→p, then M
w
−→p.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let Ij1 , . . . , I
j
n be the I1, . . . , In components after j iterations of Algo-
rithm 1. The first item of the Lemma is straightforward as the algorithm finishes. Let m be
the final number of iterations until the algorithm finishes, then there is no pair of components
Mi and I
m
i such that Mi 6 I
m
i .
Next we inductively prove that for any number of iterations j, ‖i∈[n]I
j
i ≡ ‖i∈[n]Qi. Let I
j
i be
the resulting Ii after iterating j times and comp
j = ‖i∈[n]I
j
i . Initially for all i I
0
i = Qi and as I
is distributable and DIST LT S [I] = { Q1, . . . , Qn } then comp
j ≡ ‖i∈[n]Qi. Let’s move to the
inductive case j > 0 with inductive hypothesis compj−1 ≡ ‖i∈[n]Qi and prove comp
j ≡ ‖i∈[n]Qi.
The last iteration (j) just modified one of the components. Let that component be Ih. Then
∀i ∈ [n] · i 6= h =⇒ Ij−1i = I
j
i . And I
j
h is an exact copy of I
j−1
h with a new required transition
t. The algorithm adds the transition because ∃z ∈ Σ∗h ·Mh
z
−→p P
t
−→r ∧ I
j−1
h
z
−→ Q
t
6−→.
Let’s suppose that the new modification changes the composition. If so this happens because
of the recently added transition to Ijh causing a modification of the language of the composition
(note that the components are still deterministic so bisimulation equivalence equals language
equivalence). Such modification must include a word yt ending in t as this last added t transition
triggered the modification of the language of the composition. Also any new word in the
composition must make component Ij−1h reach the recently added t. So without loss of generality
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we can consider yt such that y is the shortest word in the composition taking component Ij−1h
to the state with the recently added t transition. Then yt ∈ Σ∗ where yt ∈ L(compj) ∧ yt /∈
L(compj−1) ∧ y ∈ L(compj−1) ∧ yt |Σh = zt . Furthermore as y ∈ L(comp
j−1) then I
y
−→
because L(compj−1) = L(I): using inductive hypothesis we get L(compj−1) = L(‖i∈[n]Qi) and
as { Qi . . . Qn } is a distribution of I then they are language equivalent. As I
y
−→ and M  I
then M
y
−→p.
On the other side, by Lemma B.2, compj
yt
−→p (recall that yt ∈ L(comp
j)) implies M
yt
−→p.
Let M ′ be such that M
y
−→p M
′. We divide the analysis in two disjoint cases: i) M ′
t
−→r and
ii) M ′
t
−→m. These are disjoint as M is deterministic.
Let’s suppose M ′
t
−→r and show a contradiction. We next prove the following:
∀w ∈ Σ∗ · w|Σh = z ∧ M
w
−→p M
′ t−→r=⇒ I
w
6−→ . (B.1)
This holds because I refines M and then if w is possible in I so has to be wt and therefore
wt |Σh ∈ L(Qh). Note that L(Qh) ⊆ L(I
g
h) for any iteration g as the algorithm starts with
I0h = Qh and then, eventually and iteratively, adds required transitions. So I
g
h has at least all
the behaviour in Qh. Then wt |Σh ∈ L(I
j−1
h ). As wt |Σh = zt this contradicts the fact that zt is
not possible in Ij−1h (recall that the algorithm added the t because zt was not possible in I
j−1
h ).
This proves Predicate B.1. We can instantiate the predicate using y instead of w. y|Σh = z and
I
y
−→p. Then necessarily M
′
t
6−→r.
Let’s move now to the second case: M ′
t
−→m. As Mh
z
−→p P
t
−→r then ∃x ∈ Σ
∗ · x|Σh = z
such that M
x
−→p M
′′ t−→r. And we know that I
x
6−→ because of Predicate B.1.
Then as M
x
−→p M
′′ t−→r and M
y
−→p P
t
−→m and M is modal consistent then there is an
Mk such that xt |Σk 6= yt|Σk with t ∈ Σk. As yt /∈ L(I) then yt |Σk /∈ L(Qk). As the t after
y is maybe in component Mk then the algorithm will not add that t transition to Qk in any
iteration. Thus Ik, the final version of component Qk, is such that yt |Σk /∈ L(Ik). Finally, as
yt |Σk /∈ I
j
k , yt /∈ L(comp
j) (Lemma B.1). Which contradicts our original assumption that yt is
a word added by the recent addition of t (yt ∈ L(compj)).
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B.1 MTSA Case Study
B.1.1 Switching
Iteration 4
set AllAlpha = {switch, s_dropReq,s_restore,setActive_t1, setActive_t2,
connectActiveTuner}
distribution User, Switch, Video = {
distributedAlphabets = {AlphaUser, AlphaSwitch, AlphaVideo}
systemModel = It4
}
constraint Consistency_Switch =
( ([] (!Switching -> !X (setActive_t1 || setActive_t2) ) )
&& !setActive_t1 && !setActive_t2) + AllAlpha
||It4 = (It3 ++ Consistency_Switch).
Iteration 5
distribution User, Switch, Video = {
distributedAlphabets = {AlphaUser, AlphaSwitch, AlphaVideo}
systemModel = It5
}
It5 = Q0,
Q0 = ({connectActiveTuner?, s_restore?} -> Q0
|s_dropReq? -> Q1
|switch -> Q2),
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Q1 = (s_restore -> Q0
|{connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?} -> Q1
|switch -> Q13),
Q2 = (setActive_t2 -> Q11),
Q3 = (connectActiveTuner -> Q1
|switch -> Q13),
Q4 = ({connectActiveTuner?, s_restore?} -> Q4
|s_dropReq? -> Q5
|setActive_t1 -> Q16),
Q5 = (s_restore -> Q4
|{connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?} -> Q5),
Q6 = (setActive_t1 -> Q3
|s_restore? -> Q4
|{connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?} -> Q5),
Q7 = ({connectActiveTuner?, s_restore?} -> Q7
|s_dropReq? -> Q14
|switch -> Q17),
Q8 = (connectActiveTuner? -> Q7
|s_restore? -> Q8
|switch -> Q9),
Q9 = (connectActiveTuner? -> Q4
|s_restore? -> Q15
|setActive_t1 -> Q18),
Q10 = (switch -> Q12
|connectActiveTuner -> Q14),
Q11 = (connectActiveTuner? -> Q7
|{s_restore?, hIDDEN_TRANSITION?} -> Q8
|switch -> Q9
|s_dropReq -> Q10),
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Q12 = (setActive_t1 -> Q3
|connectActiveTuner? -> Q5),
Q13 = (setActive_t2 -> Q10),
Q14 = (switch -> Q6
|s_restore -> Q7
|{connectActiveTuner?, s_dropReq?} -> Q14),
Q15 = (connectActiveTuner? -> Q4
|s_restore? -> Q15
|setActive_t1 -> Q16),
Q16 = (connectActiveTuner? -> Q0
|switch -> Q2
|s_restore? -> Q16),
Q17 = ({connectActiveTuner?, s_restore?} -> Q4
|s_dropReq? -> Q5
|setActive_t1 -> Q18),
Q18 = (connectActiveTuner? -> Q0
|switch -> Q2
|s_dropReq -> Q3
|{s_restore?, hIDDEN_TRANSITION?} -> Q16)\{hIDDEN_TRANSITION}.
B.1.2 Tuning
Iteration 6
set AllAlpha = {t1_dropReq, s_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1, t1_restore,
s_restore, setActive_t1, setActive_t2, t1_newValue, t1_tune}
set AlphaTuner = {t1_tune, t1_newValue, t1_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1,
t1_restore}
set AlphaSwitch = {t1_dropReq, s_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1, t1_restore,
s_restore,setActive_t1, setActive_t2}
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set AlphaVideo = {s_dropReq, s_restore}
fluent DropRequested_t1 = <t1_dropReq, t1_restore> initially False
fluent DropRequested_s = <s_dropReq, s_restore> initially False
constraint RestoreOnlyAfterRequest =
([]((!DropRequested_t1 -> !X t1_restore) &&
(!DropRequested_s -> !X s_restore))
&& !t1_restore && !s_restore)+AllAlpha
minimal ||It6 = (It5 ++ RestoreOnlyAfterRequest).
// Distribution
distribution Tuner, Switch, Video = {
distributedAlphabets = {AlphaTuner, AlphaSwitch, AlphaVideo}
systemModel = It6
}
Iteration 7
fluent DropAckReceivedWaitingToRestore_t1 =
<s_dropReqAck_t1, t1_restore> initially False
constraint RestoreOnlyAfterDropRequestAck_t1 =
([](!DropAckReceivedWaitingToRestore_t1 -> !X t1_restore)
&& !t1_restore)+AllAlpha
minimal ||It7 = (It6 ++ RestoreOnlyAfterDropRequestAck_t1).
Iteration 8
constraint DropByTunerRequestThenRestoreByTunerRequest =
([]( (DropRequested_t1 && DropRequested_s) -> (!X s_restore) ))+AllAlpha
minimal ||It8 = (It7 ++ DropByTunerRequestThenRestoreByTunerRequest).
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Iteration 9
fluent WaitingDropReqAck_t1 = <t1_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1> initially False
fluent NewValueNotSet_t1 = <t1_tune, t1_newValue> initially False
constraint DropReqAckOnlyAfterDropReq_t1=
( [](! WaitingDropReqAck_t1 -> !X s_dropReqAck_t1 )
&& !s_dropReqAck_t1) + AllAlpha
constraint DropRequesOnlyIfTuningAndNotRequested_t1 =
( []( (X t1_dropReq ) -> (Tuning_t1 && !WaitingDropReqAck_t1) ) &&
!t1_dropReq) + AllAlpha
constraint NewValueSetBeforeRestore_t1 =
([] ( (Tuning_t1 && NewValueNotSet_t1) -> !X t1_restore ) &&
!t1_newValue ) + AllAlpha
||PropsIt9 = (DropReqAckOnlyAfterDropReq_t1 ++
DropRequestOnlyIfTuningAndNotRequested_t1 ++ NewValueSetBeforeRestore_t1).
minimal ||It9 = (It8 ++ PropsIt9).
Iteration 10
constraint DontRepeatDropRequest_s =
([] ( DropRequested_s -> ! X s_dropReq ) )+AllAlpha
constraint DontRepeatDropRequest_t1 =
([] ( DropRequested_t1 -> ! X t1_dropReq ) )+AllAlpha
constraint TuningProtocolStartedByTune =
([] ( (t1_newValue || t1_dropReq ||
s_dropReqAck_t1 || t1_restore) -> Tuning_t1 ) &&
!(t1_newValue || t1_dropReq || s_dropReqAck_t1
|| t1_restore) ) + AllAlpha
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Iteration 11
constraint NewValueOnlySetOnce =
([] ( (X t1_newValue) -> NewValueNotSet_t1) && !t1_newValue ) + AllAlpha
Iteration 12
//fluent Tuning_t1 = <t1_tune, s_restore> initially False
//fluent WaitingDropAck_t1 = <s_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1> initially False
// FLUENTS REPLACED BY
fluent Tuning_t1 = <t1_tune, s_restoreAck_t1> initially False
fluent WaitingDropAck_t1 = <t1_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1> initially False
// New fluents
fluent WaitingSwitchDropReq = <t1_dropReq, s_dropReq> initially False
fluent WaitingSwitchDropReqAck = <s_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1 > initially False
// New transition is added s_restoreAck_t1
set AllAlpha = {t1_dropReq, s_dropReq, s_dropReqAck_t1, t1_restore, s_restore,
setActive_t1, setActive_t2, t1_newValue, t1_tune, s_restoreAck_t1}
eTS E_Tuning_t1_Active_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition FullProtocolCondition = (!Tuning_t1 && Active_t1)
prechart {
FullProtocolCondition[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
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Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
Switch -> s_restoreAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1 //NEW MESSAGE ADDED
}
}
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition IsNestedAndAllowed =
(Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && (WaitingDropAck_t1 || Dropped_t1) )
prechart {
IsNestedAndAllowed[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
restricts {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
Switch -> s_restoreAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1 //NEW MESSAGE ADDED
}
}
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1_NotDropped = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition IsNestedAndAllowed =
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(Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && WaitingDropAck_t1 && !DropRequested_s)
prechart {
IsNestedAndAllowed[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
User -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
}
restricts {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
Switch -> s_restoreAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
}
}
eTS E_TuneAllowed_t1 = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition TuneAvailable =
(Active_t1 &&
(!Tuning_t1 || (Tuning_t1 && (WaitingDropAck_t1 || Dropped_t1))))
prechart {
TuneAvailable[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_tune -> Tuner_t1
}
restricts {
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Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
Switch -> s_restoreAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1 //ADDED!
}
}
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress_WaitingSwitchDropReq = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition IsNestedTuneAndWaitingSwitchDropReq =
(Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && WaitingSwitchDropReq))
prechart {
IsNestedTuneAndWaitingSwitchDropReq[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
Switch -> s_restoreAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
}
restricts {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
}
}
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress_WaitingSwitchDropReqAck = {
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instances {Tuner_t1 User Switch Video}
condition IsNestedTuneAndWaitingSwitchDropReqAck =
(Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && WaitingSwitchDropReqAck))
prechart {
IsNestedTuneAndWaitingSwitchDropReqAck[Tuner_t1 User Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
Switch -> s_restoreAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
}
restricts {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
}
}
eTS E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress_Dropped = {
instances {Tuner_t1 Switch Video}
condition IsNestedTuneAndDropped = (Tuning_t1 && Active_t1 && Dropped_t1)
prechart {
IsNestedTuneAndDropped[Tuner_t1 Switch Video]
Tuner_t1 -> t1_newValue -> Tuner_t1
}
mainchart {
Tuner_t1 -> t1_restore -> Switch
Switch -> s_restore -> Video
Switch -> s_restoreAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1 //ADDED!
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}
restricts {
Switch -> s_dropReq -> Video
Switch -> s_dropReqAck_t1 -> Tuner_t1
Tuner_t1 -> t1_dropReq -> Switch
}
}
minimal ||It2 = (E_Tuning_t1_Active_t1 ++ E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1).
minimal ||It2_V2 = (It2 ++ E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1_NotDropped).
minimal ||It3_V3 = (It2_V2 ++ NoNestedTuneIfWaitingDropAck).
minimal ||It4_V2 = (It3_V2 ++ E_TuneAllowed_t1).
||E_NestedTuningProgress =
(E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress_WaitingSwitchDropReq ++
E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress_WaitingSwitchDropReqAck ++
E_NestedTuning_t1_Active_t1Progress_Dropped).
minimal ||It5_V2 = (It4_V2 ++ E_NestedTuningProgress).
minimal ||It12 = (It5_V2 ++ AllProps).
//AllProps is the merge of all properties from previous iterations
Iteration 13
fluent WaitingRestoreAck_t1 = <t1_restore, s_restoreAck_t1> initially False
fluent WaitingSwitchRestoreAck = <s_restore, s_restoreAck_t1 > initially False
constraint RestoreAckOnlyAfterRestoreRequests=
( [](! WaitingRestoreAck_t1 || ! WaitingSwitchRestoreAck
-> !X s_restoreAck_t1 )
&& !s_restoreAck_t1) + AllAlpha
constraint ActivationConsistency =
([] ( (Active_t1 -> X !setActive_t1) && (!Active_t1 -> X ! setActive_t2) )
&& ! setActive_t1) + AllAlpha
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minimal ||NewIt13Properties =
(RestoreAckOnlyAfterRestoreRequests ++ ActivationConsistency).
minimal ||It13 = (It12 ++ NewIt6Properties).
